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presidents MESSAGE
was a most unusual conference for us as these proceedings
indicate you will probably notice very few names that you recognize since our
byuhawaii
BYU hawaii was held in conjunction with the mormon
1990 conference at BYLJ
history association our big sister from the mainland they were in charge of
the program and while some of us were kept very VERY busy most of the
papers were presented by MHA people rather than from the ranks of MPHS
still it was a great experience and 1I think our visitors were quite impressed
with what we were able to do thanks to so many of you for your help lance
chase did his usual great job this time as chairman of the local arrangements
committee
he with the help of our student secretary michelle clawson is
responsible for compiling this eleventh volume of our proceedings made up os
pacificoriented
some of those pacific
oriented papers presented at the conference

last year

because we were so involved with our MHA visitors we did not have our usual
MPHS business meeting for the purpose of holding elections therefore at our
first board meeting we did an unusual thing by just extending the terms of all
officers

all of us combined add up to a fascinating history of the church of jesus christ
latterday
latter day saints here in the pacific basin again I1 would like to encourage

of

each of you to examine your roots take pride in your heri
herl
tage whether it is
heritage
Wai manalo vavau nagoya or iowaand
kaunakakai waimanalo
lowa and share it with us
iowa
remember we are primarily a collection of amateurs history buffs yes but
and everyone has something to offer let us know if your willing
still amateurs
amateursand
and well be happy to have you on one of our conference programs in the near
future
and again mahalo to all those who have been willing to help out in this

regard

kenneth W baldridge
president 199091
1990 91

v

MPHS
PURPOSES OF MP

1

to encourage research

2

to

3

to gather

4

to teach those

and publication on topics relative to the
latter day saints in the
history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
pacific basin area

maintain bibliographic and reference information relative to the
history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints in the
latterday
pacific basin area

conferences and workshops to teach and to learn from
each other about latterday
latter day saint history in the pacific
historical

in

skills helpful in the gathering and recording of

information

EXECUTIVE

COUNCIL

1990 1991
19901991

kenneth W baldridge president 1991
glenn lung secretary 1993
lance D chase treasurer
adren J bird
1993
leda kalilimoku
edwin kamauoha
eunice mcelroy
1992
cy bridges
midge oler
1991
indicates expiration of threeyear
three year term
appointed to fill vacancy until subsequent election
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JAPANESE SAINTS
VALUES AND

IN HAWAII AND

implications

JAPAN

FOR BAPTISM

dr sharlene BCL furuto

historical background

1850 1941
18501941

was in 1850 that the first LDS missionaries arrived in the
sandwich isles or hawaii to preach the gospel
at that time the
population was approximately 98
hawaiian 1
caucasian and the
remaining were mostly chinese immigrants working on the sugar
plantations odo & sinoto 1985
three years later commodore matthew
perry sailedinto
into tokyo bay and opened the doors of japan to the west in
sailed
salledinto
saile
1868 the first boatload of 148 contract laborers from japan arrived in
hawaii to work on the sugar plantations odo & sinoto 1985 the next
boatload was not to arrive until 1885 the general population mormons
included knew very little about japan or the japanese until nagasaki
toured the island of oahu in 1882
ambassador
embassador and prince of japan
from 1885 to 1924 thousands of japanese
clement & tsai 1981
migrated to hawaii many of whom were earmarked for the sugar
by 1920 the japanese made up 42 of
plantations odo & sinoto 1985
the total population in the territory of hawaii odo & sinoto 1985
however very little attention was paid to the japanese as
prospects for conversion to the LDS church most of the missionary effort
was geared first towards the caucasians and then the native Hawaii
ans
hawaiians
in 1882 the mission president edward partridge wrote that our mission
is principally for their native Hawaii
ans benefit
hawaiians
clement & tsai
it was not until 1892 a year before the hawaiian kingdom became
1981
a republic that the first japanese brother toko then 43 years of age
was baptized clement & tsai 1981
brother toko was born in tokyo in
1849 and at the age of 17 he worked his way to hawaii and arrived here in
1866 in 1879 at 30 years of age he married a hawaiian kalala they had
it

1

living by raising taro the hawaiian
a large family and he earned an honest jiving
vegetable used in making poi
the next japanese convert in hawaii appears to be dr T katsunuma
when he arrived in 1898 he was a graduate of the
clement & tsai 1981
utah state agricultural college and a priest in the aaronic priesthood dr
katsunuma attended services regularly at auwaiolimu for several months
but became discouraged because services were held entirely in the
hawaiian language for many years he attended church only at conference
time while president heber J grant was on his way to preside over the
japanese mission he met with dr katsunuma and the latter offered his
services as a missionary
just after the turn of the century the LDS contracted with mr
yamada who was japanese for minor building contracts from 1908 to
hawaiian mission includes records of
its end in 1930 the history of the HE

baptisms and ordinations of members with asian surnames with
increasing frequency however the main missionary target seems to have
As recently as 1948 only 42 years ago the
remained the hawaiian
mission president encouraged his missionaries to put more effort into
lan gauge despite the fact that the japanese made
mastering the hawaiian langauge
up about one
third of the population of hawaii britsch 1989
onethird
the first recorded instance of proselyting among the japanese in
proselyting work had
hawaii appears in the mission of october 12 1919
begun among the japanese of kauai
in 1920 there were 11078 members of
the church in hawaii and
odthe
ofthe
they were primarily
hawaiian with a smattering of other peoples
especially chinese who had married hawaiian women and were then
however the missionary target
introduced to the church britsch 1989
group expanded on oahu to the japanese in the 1920s when missionary
ie
och
ochie
ochle
sisters who taught at the church school in laie converted
matsumoto otokichi matsumoto hisashi ogawa and haruichi matsumoto
furthermore retiring mission president E wesley smith reported a
considerable membership among the chinese filipinos and japanese
population and that the hawaiian mission was the logical training school
for missionary work in the orient in 1924 while the main proselyting
target remained the native hawaiian mormons began actively proselyting
chinese japanese and filipinos in hawaii
during the great depression and war years 1930s and 1940s the
mission in hawaii struggled as did other missions financial problems and
2

the decrease in number of missionaries had to b e contended however
several changes were underway in hawaii that lifted the spirits of the
saints first on june 19 1932 the first group of japanese were officially
special
organized by hawaii mission president castle H murphy 1977
classes were organized for chinese and japanese members clement and
tsai claim that in 1934 the first japanese class was initiated in the
kalihi sunday school with the strong support and leadership of sister
tsune nachie and brother kay ikegami a newly arrived japanese
businessman who had lived most of his life in utah on the other hand
castle H murphy claims that the first chinese and japanese classes
organized in hawaii used the building which occupied the site for the
forthcoming
honolulu tabernacle for a classroom or school and the
japanese held their first meeting in the tabernacle when it was
constructed on may 26 1935 murphy 1977
second a month later in june 1935 the first stake outside the
gnant
grantthe
continental USA was established by president heber J grant
the oahu
the distribution of church offices among various
stake britsch 1989
racial groups in the new stake wards and branches was essentially
proportionate to their relative numbers
at the time the stake was
being formed edward L clissold then a member of the district council
who was working closely with the japanese sunday school asked
president grant to confirm nine japanese individuals as members of the
church president grant complied and admitted that he had not confirmed
so many japanese during his entire mission in japan president president
grants entire hawaiian experience in 1935 led him to conclude that work
had to be seriously undertaken among the japanese and other asians in
hawaii britsch 1989 already there were various ethnic sabbath schools
in honolulu but the japanese organization which held all of its meetings
in the japanese language seemed to impress him most
president grants experience with the japanese saints in 1935 led
wan
war his establishing the
to the third major development prior to the warhis
japanese mission which began to function on february 4 1937 with
president hilton and matron hazel robertson at the helm president grant
admonished them to train the japanese in hawaii to prepare for missions
in japan he said
a strong colony of japanese saints in hawaii could
operate from there hawaii into their homeland japan in a way that
might bring many japanese to a knowledge not only of christianity but of
in october 1937 the first three
the restored gospel britsch 1989
3

missionaries arrived and by the end of 1937 there were 17 members of
the japanese mission nine men and eight women but four converts had
been baptized and a good beginning made
1941 1980s
when world war 11II started the number of missionaries in hawaii
began to drop until by late 1944 there were no young men serving missions
on may 14 1944 the name of the japanese mission
in the pacific area

JAPANESE SAINTS

IN HAWAII

was changed to the central pacific mission
there were several couples
and local men who had been called to the japanese mission during the war
years some of them japanese but they numbered only a few horiuchi
1990
the following table shows the growth pattern of the
Central pacific mission britsch 1989
ese
japanesecentral
Japanese
japan
esecentral
year
membership
17 members
1937

1938
1939
1940
1941

1942
1943
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

30
60

101

150
302
375
437
484
522
532
604
671

the membership growth among the japanese in
hawaii was slow and difficult particularly when one considers that the
above mentioned period from 1937 to 1949 made up
japanese during the abovementioned
more than one
third of the entire population of hawaii for example in
onethird
1940 there were a total of 423.330
423330 people living in hawaii of which
157905 were japanese odo and sinoto 1985 however during that year
only 101 persons were members of the church in the japanese mission
britsch 1989
indeed one might even say that in terms of number of
antral
esece
ntral pacific mission was not very successful
Central
Japanese
baptisms the japanesecentral
japan
besece
As can be seen

4

during its existence the CPM merged with the hawaiian mission to form
the hawaii mission in 1950
communicating with japanese saints who were active young
in
adults during the japanesecpm years they cite experiences indicative of
testimony building as well as
an active closeknit
close knit group which enjoyed testimonybuilding
social activities
activites
russell horiuchi the current president of the tokyo
temple recorded overall it may be said that the japanese saints fared
while the group was
rather well with lots of spirit and enthusiasm
small it was active and happy since most of the members at that time
were young in high school just out of high school working or going to the
university they had a reasonably normal life albeit under wartime
conditions their parents continued to work as usual so the changes were
not drastic little branches were located here and there and the activities
were well
attended with servicemen included
wellattended
then there is a separate chapter that can be considered american
LDS servicemen began to enter the armed
of japanese ancestry AJA
AJALDS
they did so well in
first with the looth infantry battalion
forces finst
forcesfirst
europe that the 442nd regimental combat team was formed and many
nisei second generation japanese LDS served
the 442nd fought so
valiantly from north africa sicily up the italian peninsula to western
europe that it became the most highly decorated unit in the annals of US
military history with over 6000 purple heart awards
additionally you
have a group that ultimately ended up in japan with the allied
mccu
occu
elligen ce specialists
intelligence
pat
ional
lonal
lonai forces as military int
pational
occupational
intelligent
intelligen
the returning
national
veterans became the leadership core during and immediately after the war
one major reason being
and thereafter there was no mass relocation
purely economics
without the japanese workers on the sugar and
pineapple industry things would have come to a halt note in 1940 the
japanese comprised 37 of the total population of hawaii odo and sinoto
1985
there were about 800 members of the central pacific mission when
it merged with the hawaiian mission to form the hawaii mission in 1950
by this time the increase in asian investigators being baptized was
changing the racial mixture of the church due largely to the fact that the
chinese and
and in some cases third generation
second generation
these
japanese in hawaii were becoming americanized britsch 1989
investigators who were born to immigrants could read and speak english
LDS missionaries to teach them the
fluently making it finally possible for LIDS
5

gospel

english
today 98 years after the first recorded baptism of a japanese
person in hawaii we find a couple of things that havent changed too very
much first japanese saints are still underrepresented in the LDS church
in hawaii relative to their size in the overall state population
in 1986
there were 1022745 people in the state of hawaii of whom 23 were
japanese according to the december 1989 membership and statistical
report as reported by the finance and records department of the
management information center LDS church there were a total of 49000
saints in hawaii there is no exact count of how many japanese saints
live in hawaii however based on a random sample of 814 of the 49000
49.000
members living in hawaii 68 members had either japanese given names or
japanese surnames therefore it is consonant with the statement that at
10
of the saints in hawaii have either
confidence level 6610
the 95
japanese given or surnames or both according to the finance and records
of the LDS
10
department of the LDS church in utah to say that 6610
population in hawaii is japanese while 23
of the state population is
japanese leads one to conclude that the japanese saints continue to be
sharply underrepresented in the state of hawaii
how readily do they accept
but what about the japanese in japan
butwhat
the gospel and are baptized
the japanese in japan are also slow to enter
the waters of baptism in a simple comparison of japan with the US and
brazil in terms of membership in 1983 and then again in 1987
this is
what we see kikuchi 1990
oo
00 increase
1983
1987
1283
in

japan
brazil

united states

70998

85.000
85000
249.000
249000
4100000

128148

3049965

the above

197
19.7
197

943
94.3
943

344
34.4
344

figures reflect that on the average between 1983 and
1987 approximately 673
67.3 investigators per week were baptized in japan
673
581.0
5810 in brazil and 5048.2
50482 in the US when one considers that in 1983
japan had a population of about 119 million people colliers 1985a
1985a
234 million colliers
brazil 131 million colliers 1985b and the US
56 per
1985
then we see that proportionately speaking there were 56.56
million baptisms per week in japan 2157
21.57 per million baptisms per week
A mission
in brazil and 4.44
444 per million baptisms per week in the US
1987 explained that on the
president who served in japan from 1984
19841987
6

average from 5510
10 baptisms were performed per week in each of the nine
clearly our missionaries struggle
missions in japan goodwin 1990
when teaching the gospel to the japanese in japan
BARRIERS TO BAPTISM

given that the japanese in hawaii and japan are slow to be baptized
one might surmise that the same holds true for the japanese living on
according to the 1980 census the 716331
the continental USA
japanese make up one of the largest asian groups in the US US bureau
of the census
add this humble figure to the 119 million japanese in
japan and we do come up with a sizeable total which invites us to answer
the question why is it that so few japanese in japan and hawaii are
LOS
LDS
certainly there are many reasons which can be cited a review of
which may help us better understand the japanese in hawaii yesterday
and today as well as the japanese in japan today it should be noted that
lie
lle
ile the japanese in hawaii and other parts of the USA have been
wh
while
described as being completely westernized research exists that there is
ess in descendants of immigrants particularly in
a residual of japanese n ness
their value system
1
religious reasons there is no strong religious sense goodwin
1990 no christian tradition and the japanese people find it difficult to
accept a christian religion horiuchi 1990
LIDS
a
investigators have a difficult time believing many LDS
concepts most of which have never been heard of before Ma
makise
kise 1990
bakise
gatono
pre existence is a new concept
hatono et al 1990 for example the preexistence
enn
western
ern
which has no equivalent in japanese religion jesus christ looks west
and not asian whereas the japanese sun god amateresomekama and
and the joseph smith
buddha are both asian shimizu 1990 soma 1990
story sounds like sheer fantasy and dreams and visions are not given
much credit soma 1990 amano 1990
LIDS religion is considered to be restrictive gatono
b
Ha
tono
hatono
the LDS
1990 bakise
makise 1990 unlike shintoism the religion indigenous to japan
and buddhism the religion which entered japan by way of china centuries
LDS religion
ago gatono
hatono et al 1990 for example a member of the LIDS
should not gamble smoke commit adultery drink alcoholic beverages etc
while members of buddhism and shintoism are very simply stated merely
encouraged to be good try your best etc
7

the japanese culture includes many values
cultural reasons
hatono et al 1990
which discourage one from being baptized gatono
a
filial piety while highly regarded in most societies is
children and young
keenly honored in traditional japan soma 1990
decision making and
adults readily relinquish responsibility for decisionmaking
Ha
tono 1990
hatono
oftentimes prefer that their parents make major decisions gatono
parents are responsible for telling their children what to do and children
Ha
readily obey gatono
tono 1990
hatono
even as young adults
the family name
rather than the individual is important disgrace and disloyalty are very
serious cultural crimes baptism is considered to be disloyal not only to
living family members but also to ancestors who have passed away
shimizu 1990 miyazaki 1990
the family worries about who will care
but
butsudan
sudan filial piety even exends
for the 0 butsudm
erends to the work place and the boss
butsuda
soma 1990
baptism means the individual is breaking away from his
family and relatives in addition to his co
coworkers
workers soma 1990
group orientation and authoritarianism dominate over
b
ivl dualism and free agency in japan horiuchi 1990
ivi
in a tradition
ind
individualism
dividualism
ividualism
oni
orl
ori
tanian
oritarian
tarlan
tarian society there is a grave need for the japanese to obey
authoritarian
bound auth
group including
the group or their superiors and be like others in the groupincluding
religious membership
since 98 of the families in japan are buddhists
or shintoists then at this time it is quite difficult for mormonism to get
a firm hold goodwin 1990
c buddhism and shintoism are seen not as religions per se but
makise
kise 1990
rather as a way of life a lifestyle or cultural elements Ma
bakise
gatono
hatono e t al 1990 uyehara 1990 soma 1990 kajiyama 1990 asano
1990 shimizu 1990
for example it is not uncommon for japanese in
japan to be married in a shinto shrine and then to have their funeral
services in a buddhist temple holidays throughout the year such as new
years day shichigosan
shichiaosan childrens day etc are related to buddhism or
shintoism and are considered to be cultural holidays rather than religious
holidays in addition schools as late as in the 19th century were housed
in buddhist temples and taught by buddhist monks soma 1990
today
buddhism is still taught in the public schools and most teachers are only
vaguely familiar with christianity gatono
hatono et al 1990
3 social reasons
a
the japanese have been accused of being overly
ethnocentric
the japanese are a very proud people in a quiet way and
they regard their lifestyle as being equal to if not beyond that of other
2

8

countries the term barbarian used to describe foreigners the economic
miracle following world war II and japans current world status all
attribute to high scaled ethnocentrism such that for years it has been and
perhaps shall be difficult for the japanese to accept another countrys
religion
also given what many people consider to be the comfortable
lifestyle of the japanese there is little hardship and therefore a
corresponding low level of need to search for comfort in religion
many youth
horiuchi 1990 miyazaki 1990 kanzaki 1990 amano 1990
of today are known to believe in themselves or education rather than in
god for their answers miyazaki 1990
11

LOS IN HAWAII TODAY
STATUS OF JAPANESE LDS
with so many reasons why its difficult for the japanese to become
bapti
baptised
sed and where
converted one wonders what has become of those baptized
in answer to the
efforts should focus when proselyting the japanese
first question what has become of the japanese members that were

baptized in may and june 1990 randomly selected seven wards on oahu
bahu
1waipahu nuuanu
Wai manalo kaneohe
Kane ohe pearl city iwaipahu
one from each stake waimanalo
makiki honolulu laie VI laie north gauula
and
hauula I laie
honolulu west makaki
III
ili mililani
mililani 111
asked the bishop and ward clerk two questions
how many members in your ward are at least 50
japanese and what
positions do they hold in the ward andor stake
3.134 of whom
the total membership for these seven wards was 3134
A total of 114 or 38
300 were japanese 194 adults and 106 children
of all japanese members were considered to be less active
1I

1

1I

laie

VI

makaki
makiki

mililani

6
21

61
71

491

111
III

nuuanu
pearl city
Wai manalo
waimanalo

jgse
total jpse
jise members

total members
400
375
560

wand
ward
gauula
hauula

1

67
67
2

530
319
459
3.134
3134

300

one were to project the total number of japanese saints in hawaii
from the data drawn from the random sample one would conclude that the
if

9

total number of japanese saints in hawaii would be approximately 4600
or 9 of the total LIDS
LDS population in hawaii this percentage appears to be
consonant with the data provided by the finance and records department
of the church headquarters in salt lake city
the finance and records
department stated that at the 95 confidence interval approximately 610 of the LDS in hawaii have either japanese given names or surnames or
both
when tallied the number of japanese saints holding significant
in the seven wards
found the following
positions
coun afifi
teach
sfifi
organization
head
clerk
I1

I1

bishopric
sunday school
relief society
primary

young men
young women

3
0

2
3
0

2

10

2

3
2

1

2

1

2
1

1

11

0
0
11
6

NA

6
2
5
0
2
15

1

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1

the seven wards there are a total of 42 heads bishops and
presidents in the above organizations of which 10 are japanese in other
words 23 of the heads in the sample surveyed are japanese which is
more than twice the percentage of japanese saints in the same wards
in terms of counselors in the above organizations of which there
9
still above the 9
are 84 11 are japanese for 13
the 6 secretaries
out of a possible 42 compute to 14
the 15 teachers out of a possible
and the 1 clerk out of 7
63 regular course teachers compute to 23
computes to 14
from these percentages it is clear to see that while
crep resented as members
nde rrep
persons of japanese ethnicity in hawaii are uunderrepresented
of the LDS church nevertheless as active members
japanese saints are
called to significant ward positions far beyond their proportion as
members of the church
in addition it might be interesting to note the number of AJA LDS
who were of high school or college age during the war and who later
became temple presidents horiuchi 1990 adney Y komatsu sam
shimabukuro and russell N horiuchi mission presidents horiuchi 1990
oat
at least 14 adney Y komatsu sam shimabukuro russell N horiuchi
fat
tomosue abo arthur nishimoto roy tsuya edward okazaki richard kwak
tomosie
kenji akagi kotaro koizumi satoru sato ralph shino walter teruya and
in

10

in
william nako and of course the general authority adney Y komatsu
addition we should mention the sisters that accompanied their husbands
on mission calls and sister judy komatsu and sister chieko okazaki who
were members of several church general boards in march 1990 sister
chieko nishimura okazaki was sustained as the first counselor of the

relief society general presidency
in the seven wards three persons were family history program
specialists two persons were primary music directors sunday school
groeters
Gre eters YW ward representatives and assistant high priest
ushers greeters
group leaders each one person was a den leader scoutmaster pianist
elders quorum counselor librarian assistant librarian public
sports representative chorister high priest
communications director
group leader high priest teacher activity committee chairman and
employment specialist each
japanese saints in the seven wards served on the stake island and
regional levels four japanese members were temple workers three were
serving full
time missions two were high councilmen and two were
fulltime
stake missionaries one each were serving in these positions executive
secretary to the regional representative kotaro koizumi island
wide
islandwide
building and maintenance director cub scout commissioner stake
counselor stake clerk and primary in
inservice
service leader
given the above description of activity level of japanese saints in
the church it becomes clear that the active japanese as a group can be
somewhy
who view this as
considered to be leaders in the church
somewho
there are some
being
another reason for proactively seeking out the japanese as
investigators and then strengthening them once they become converted

let us

now turn our attention to implications which can be drawn in terms

of proselyting and baptizing

japanese investigators

implications FOR proselyting JAPANESE investigators
there are a number of implications which can be drawn from the
above information as far as proselyting japanese investigators is
am taking today is a cultural one hall 1959
concerned the approach
1I

is one of many who espouse the significant impact the environment
many believe that
including culture make on ones attitude and behavior
everything we think and do are due to ones culture or are culturally

derived

overall we need to use a steady slow but sure approach with a
1

1

minimum of ups and downs when working with the

increases more

japanese

As the

be attracted
horiuchi 1990
this approach would work well as missionaries and members alike
attempt to chip away at the religious cultural and social reasons
mentioned earlier
specific recommendations that are related to the japanese culture
follow
1
given the fact that there is no strong religious sense amongst the
traditional japanese and that there is no christian background in japan
attention should be focused not only
then we must slowly fill this void
on proselyting and baptizing converts but also on strengthening the
current members one person estimated that the less active rate in japan
amano 1990 the japanese members need models but
is as high as 80
members need to remain long enough in the church to get a confident
knowledge of the gospel and operations of the ward before they can feel
comfortable as the models
we
ve need to build a christian tradition in japan to make mormonism
less foreign buddhism and christianity are taught in the school system
teachers who are almost always buddhist can easily explain about
buddhism but know almost nothing about christianity we need to apprise
LDS church so that they can teach their students soma
teachers of the LIDS
1990 gatono
hatono et al 1990
2 japanese values should be at the forefront when proselyting
for
example while some
ome investigators may feel they cannot be baptized due
to filial piety to their family and ancestors on the other hand they need to
understand the purpose of temple work and the plan of salvation
group orientation is another japanese value therefore optimal use
should be made of referrals from members and members should be present
parental permission is still
when their friends are being taught
oftentimes sought before one is baptized even adults therefore parents
should be involved with missionaries and members as early as possible
3
holidays are celebrated around buddhist ceremonies and most of
the people participate in these holidays as a way of life it almost seems
LDS you need to surrender much of your culture
that in order to become LIDS
therefore wards and stakes must provide rich and varied activities and
experiences for all ages sports drama music culture arts education
membership base

etc

4

will

middle aged japanese parents are
today the middleaged

12

still familiar with

the traditional japanese system as taught by their parents and the
american system which was introduced after the war while they appear
at least according to the
notat
to be somewhat westernized they are not
american standards mothers are busy teaching their children and fathers
are busy earning a living both parents take their roles very seriously and
spend many more hours than americans do in teaching their children in the
mothers traditionally cater to
home and for the fathers in employment
the childs needs even an adult child and spend much time helping them
with schoolwork
fathers leave home early in the morning and do not
saturdays are spent in
return home until after the children are in bed
school and employment therefore there is little time available for
attending church meetings which could be seen by some to be another
timeconsuming
since so
time consuming obligation horiuchi 1990 goodwin 1990
much effort is spent on the children and employment missionaries should
attempt to relate religion to the family and employment
currently in japan it is the children who seem to be more ready for
the gospel and its accompanying knowledge and answers than their parents
gatono
tono 1990 miyazaki 1990 goodwin 1990 horiuchi 1990 kanzaki
Ha
hatono
1990
missionaries need to show the youth and young adult investigators
how the gospel can help them as they aspire for further education and
employment missionaries need to encourage faith promoting experiences
for investigators
the above comments have been more geared for the japanese in
japan nevertheless many of the recommendations also hold true for the
japanese living in hawaii who continue to have a residual of japanese
ness particularly in their values attitudes and behaviors
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prayer under a pepper tree
tres
five accounts of a spiritual manifestation
seven year old
1920
21
210 david 0 mckay then a forty
fortysevenyearold
192021
in 1920210
apostle toured the missions of the church beginning with japan
he dedicated the land of china for the preaching of the gospel
to salt lake city for the
visited hawaii returned briefly
lund and then continued through
funeral of president anthon H new
nov
nev zealand india and europe
he
the south pacific australia now
was accompanied on this year
long tour by hugh J cannon
yearlong
president of liberty stake and a member of the deseret union
sunday school general board of which president mckay was general
superintendent
among the many remarkable spiritual manifestations that
occurred during this world tour was a virtually unique event
during the thirtysix
thirty six hours they spent on maui returning to
maui in 1955
1956 president mckay reported and reinacted
rein acted this
pulehu chapel for his party of
experience on the grounds of the pulphu
forty four he first told his party of george Q cannons
experience in being led by the spirit to jonatana
Jon atana H napela
resulting in the first baptism and the organization of the first
branch of the church in hawaii he then recalled the visit that
we became
bho
he and hugh J cannon had paid to bhe
tho
the site in 1921
very much impressed with the surroundings association and
spiritual significance of the occasion he remembered and felt

I express grateful appreciation to david lawrence mckay and
mckay for permission to use the typescripts in
mildred calderwood makay
1920 21 tour of world
of president mckays 192021
their possession
missions to george richards cannon and alice cannon hicken for
sharing material about their father hugh J cannon to alice
barrett smith and donald E smith for interest in this project and
assistance with smith family materials to carol hurst briggs and
bailey
dailey who generously allowed me access to
especially cleo hurst railey
ralley
grandfathers personal papers and photographs
greatgrandfathers
her father and great
to members of david keola kailimais
mails family who responded to
Kaili nalls
yuke carr gail
gerianne Mo
Xo
telephone interviews
momilani
xomilani
lai
milani
pilialoha kailimai kapuni abigail kailimai kailimai and
who also supplied
especially larraine hoemi
boemi kailimai carr
genealogical information D arthur haycock for his personal
reminiscences about president mckays 1955 retelling of this event
and for his recollections of david keola kailimai to R lanier
britsch for responding generously with bibliographic assistance to
the staff of the LDS historical department archives particularly
ron watt and ron barney and to mrs leone doxey for searching her
husbands new zealand papers
1
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popper tree
pepper
treo that had
impressed to offer a prayer under the old poppee
ged
qed four of the men present
arranged
an the site for years he arran
stood on
as the other individuals in the original party had stood then
continued
we all had our eyes closed and
1I offered the prayer
we
As
gathering
very
waa
was
inspirational
a
van
vaa
vas
started to
it
koola
walk away at the conclusion of the prayer brother keola
reola
kailimai took brother ER wesley smith to the side and very
began talking to him
bin in hawaiian
hia
hla
earnestly bogan
brother E
baldr
makay do you know what brother
wesley smith saidl
bald
baid
said brother mckay
1I answer
answered
brother kailimai
kailimai has told me
edl no
pray ing
inq and we all had our eyes
said that while you were praying
closed he saw two men who he thought were hugh J cannon
stop out of line in front of us and
and EZ wesley smith step
shake hands with someone and he wondered why brother cannon
vo were pray
ing
inq
praying
and brother smith were shaking hands while we
he opened his eyes and there stood those two men still in
as they had been no
he
linel
vith their eyes closed just an
line with
quickly closed his eyes because he knew he had seen a

sit

vision

cannon greatly resembled brother
brother
george Q cannon his father
of course BE wesley
an president joseph
smith has the smith attribute just as
ing
inq smith has it naturally brother keola kailimai
fielding
Field
man were there
1I said
saidl
would think that these two men
sald 1 I
geoege Q cannon and joseph F smith two
was
van
vaa george
wab
think it waa
spiritual minded
former missionaries to hawaii whom that spiritualminded
man saw
we walked a few steps farther and 1I saidl
sald brother
said
your
1
significance
mai
mal
do
not
kailimail
understand
of
kailiwai
Kaili
the
imail
aai
I
kailiaai
Kail
rali
rall
vision but 1I do know that the veil between us and those
former missionaries was very thin
brother hugh J cannon
was
who vasby
vas by my sige
wasby
side with tears rolling down his cheeks
mckay there was no veil
saidl
middlemiss 1955
sald brother
said
brothe
SO
52
50
5052
As president mckay told this story in 1955 0 arthur
haycock then president of the hawaiian mission dropped to one
knewl
knew
kneal
kneel
knee propped his steno pad on the other and took the account
was
van
vas
down in shorthand
wab
vab published in 1955 in cherished
it
experiences compiled by clare middlemiss reprinted in 1976 and
in the bestknown
thus is
best known version of this experience
what could have been the purpose of such a manifestation
also why did the experience come to the only hawaiian member
present rather than to one or both of the sons in question
president mckays account was
vas recorded thirty
thirtyfour
four years and
three days after it had occurred were there sources closer to
the date of the event in existence
these questions formed the impetus for my search for
ing
inq of this event five men were involved
understanding
additional understand
1 elder mckay an apostle and future president of the church
now

0

0

1
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george
cannon
Q
hugh
son
companion
J
of
traveling
his
3
E wesley smith
cannon and president of liberty stake
joseph F smith 4 samuel harris
mission president and a son of years
idaho and the president
hurst a missionary of mature and from
5 david keola kaill
emal a
emai
imai
kailimai
of the central maui conference
hawaiian missionary also of mature years who were these five
men and how did they experience this extraordinary manifestation
thanks largely to the kindness of many members of the families
involved 1I have found sixteen separate accounts of this event
2

all

but four of them unpublished
david 0 mckay
president mckays understanding of this remarkable
manifestation almost certainly evolved over time for it differs
from hia
hla
hi s own earliest account his very detailed journal of his
his
world tour which remains unpublished except in excerpts is the
thirty six hours they spent on maui the
best source of the thirtysix
not
does
mckays
mission history although it records
visit
2
pulphu
pulehu
they docked at 430 on the
mention the incident at
morning of 9 february 1921 and brother kailimai who had a
ford drove them to mission headquarters where they held
hold
heid a
little
meeting samuel hurst offered the opening prayer in the
afternoon they visited the george Q cannon sites then came to
pulphu
pulehu chapel president mckays journal records this his
pepper tree
earliest account of the prayer under the popper
seemed to me
that we were treading on
it
sacred ground for surely the lord was the close companion
and guide of that intrepid and faithful missionary
we offered a united prayer on the ground during which
bro keola seemed to see two men shaking hands he thought
hugh J was shaking hands with elder hurst and was
surprised when he opened his eyes to see brother cannon
standing with bowed head and closed eyes 1I do not know the
significance of his manifestation but 1I do know we all felt
as though pros joseph F smith and george A cannon two of
the intrepid missionaries of early days were well pleased
with our visit and service on that memorable spot mckay
journal 21 feb 19213
is important to note that this earliest mckay source
it
the participants in the manifestation as hugh J
identifies
cannon and brother hurst rather than as joseph F smith and
george Q cannone
cannon 4 it seems reasonable to me that president
mckays intense attachment to and affection for brother cannon
shaped this experience as he later recalled it into greater
symmetry and logic
only two months later speaking at a
conference of missionaries and members in new zealand he retold
and again reported that the two men in a position
of
the story andagain
1155
cannon
president
were
handshaking
and brother hurst
but during the next decade by 1931 the story had assumed
the same shape in president mckays mind that it had in 1955
0

0
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P
F
wece
seen
wore
were
joseph
smith
cannon
and
in
george
Q
that is
seems
reasonable that his intense
maiss
mairs
brother Kaili
kailimais visit itfor brother
cannon influenced memory
attachment to and affection symmetry
and logic
in the direction of greater
mckayrs feelings for his
mckays
mckeys
evidence both of president mareya
pulehu event comes from his
companion and his memory of the pulphu
ton years and six months
address at hugh J cannons funeral only ten
popper tree president mckay called
the prayer under the pepper
after
none truer none more faithful in all this
him a friend
he had not known him except by general acquaintance
world
grant designated them
then as companions for the tour
until president
during which president mckay came to know his implicit faith in
in this context then president
the gospel of jesus christ
popper tree
mckay retells the story of the prayer under the pepper
we approached the missionary field made almost
sacred by the labors of his father president george Q
cannon
1I shall never forget the emotions that stirred
cannons heart as we neared the island on which his
brother annons
father had translated the book of mormon into the hawaiian
language bro
bra cannon told me about some confidences that
his father had given him his son which had never been
printed 1I had never heard them
when george
then before
Q
cannon crushed and discouraged heard the voice of god
visiting the site we withdrew a short
after pep
peppertree
tree and there bared our heads in
di
distance
stance under a pepper
thanksgiving and praise to god and asked his guidance upon
our further travels
1I havent the time to tell you what happened or what
kaola bic
vision came to brother kaolacsic
sic a native missionary but
raola
was said 1I opened my eyes and brother wesley
after amen
smith a son of president joseph F smith who was also
deeply impressed on that occasion and others came up and
said do you know what brother kaola sic was just telling
us
0

0

9

pertree

NO

of

then he repeated what brother kaola had seen during
that prayer we were silent for a few moments and then 1I
said
brother kaola 1I do not know the significance of that
know that the veil between us and
vision but this 1I do knowd
those intrepid missionaries president smith george Q
cannon and others was very thin
brother cannon who was by my side whispered brother
mckay there was no veil
not to him it just seemed as if he had looked into
the other side and felt the presence of his illustrious
father and president smith who it seemed were sharing the
experiences of these modern missionaries in that land those
first missionaries loved so well mckay 1931 6677
thus by 1931 president mckay recalled the spiritual event
19

as the presence of george Q cannon and joseph F smith this
he visited hawaii in 1936
was permanent
personalities
in
shift
ang
and
ando
andr as he would in 1955 affirmed that the manifestation was the
appearance of george Q cannon and joseph F smith shaking hands
in the presence of their missionary sons cockett 1921 and 192450 25 apr
501
aar 1937
hugh J cannon
hugh J cannon the son of george Q cannon and sarah jenne
cannon was fiftyone
old when he and president mckay
fifty one years
mckay
karey he had left his wife with
reached hawaii like president narey
now
nov
nev
a new
boen
born child he recorded two brief accounts of this
nowborn
newborn
experience one in his personal journal and another in a
narrative of the world tour that he prepared for possible
publication his journal account reads
1I felt that 1I was treading on holy ground that the
veil between me and my father was very thin indeed 1I felt
veil
the brethren partook of
that there was no intervening
the same feeling we had prayers under a tree back of the
building and brother keola
reola kailimai says that while we
prayed he saw two men shaking hands he thought 1I was
shaking hands with brother hurst and was surprised when he
openedhis
opened his eyes to see me standing with my hands at my side
1I do not know the significance of what he saw but 1I do know
that father
rather and president joseph F smith were there
cannon personal journal 1921
in his narrative he explains significant experiences of
george Q cannon that had already hallowed the site
where george Q cannon and brother napela preached with
tham
such power that 97 or the 100 people who came to hear them
than
then
were converted the tradition is that brother cannon was not
standing on the ground on this occasion but was in the air
and that a great light shown about him
under a beautiful tree on the lot where this occurred
and where the church now has a neat little chapel the
visiting brethren engaged in prayer it was an occasion
them
which none of zhem
eheu
thou will ever forget for they stood almost
in the visible presence of celestial beings in looking back
on the trip after the lapse of several years there are few
if any experiences which are more impressive than this

typescript nd 57
there is a third account from brother cannon of this
experience even though it is second hand samuel harris hurst
the american missionary who was present outlined the prayer
under the pepper tree in his 1958 autobiography without details
mckay account in
instead referring the reader to the published mcray
cherished experiences
exreriences according to his daughter cleo hurst
bailey he did not wish to publish even in an autobiography of
balley
20

limited circulation an account tha differed from president
Mc
Kays then he adds
mckays
1I
1I think it would not be out of place however
if
made by elder hugh J cannon and which
refer to a statement president
mckays account elder cannon
in
is not mentioned experience
fully to some of my friends and
had related this
my
me several years later and added the following
statement that there was no veil has led people to ask me if
was true that 1I saw the savior when 1I was on maui
1I did
it
not see the savior he said neither did 1I see anyone
my father very distinctly
else but 1I did hear the voice of ay
as several things 1I had been in doubt about
and he told me
1958

12

in short then it seems clear from these early accounts
elder hurst and elder cannon but why
that the vision involved
elder hurst who was he
samuel harris hurst
samuel harris hurst jr was thirtysix
thirty six years old a native
a had died a lingering
of cache valley and a widower his wife
wif
bif
death from heart disease shortly before leaving him with the
care of a ton
ten year old
oid daughter inez he had had grave doubts
tonyearold
tenyearold
about serving a mission under such circumstances but had accepted
the calling at least partly because of his childs faith his
autobiography and his6 diary breathe a solid simple faithfulness
that is very moving he was president of the central maui
conference at the time of president mckays visit and was largely
responsible for freeing the maui saints from involvement with
unas
kah
kadunas
kahunas
he was also responsible for building two chapels on
maui in 1921 one at kahuki
kabuki and the other at peahi and also
helped construct the kalihi chapel in honolulu on oahu
bahu
he and
nielson hurst served a second hawaiian
his second wife ida nielsen
1952 54
mission 195254
his diary for a8 february 1921 records the prayer under the
popper
pepper

tree this

way

pros smith and cannon elder keola who
elder mckay pres
pulphu where pres
out to pulehu
had a car and myself drove
goo Q cannon had his wonderful experience in the
geo
conversion of so many of the natives and the first to join
in the little ford in front of the
the church As we satprea
pres smith related to us the story of
meeting house there pros
how pros cannon in 1850 or 51 had delivered his wonderful
discourse in a little church which then stood on the ground
we were then on
at this meeting he appeared to be standing
in the air with a hallow sic of light around his head at
the same time all but three of the over hundred persons
before him bro hugh J
there present were transfigured
pros cannon was very deeply effected
cannon being a son of pres
sic more so than any one 1I have ever saw before we then
21

alighted from the car and walked around the grounds at the
in the shade of an
rear of the old church on the grounds now
brethren 1I feel impressed that
treat elder mckay said
tree
old treap
we should render our thanks to the lord for the labors of
pros
co
joseph F smith
man
laborer
and
his
colaborer
great
this sons
we bowed in
at
this
are represented here today
whose
humble reverence in prayer to god and then 1I listened to one
of the grandest prayers it has ever been my privilege to
keola
elder koola
roola testified he saw a
reola
listen to armat its close
as in an attitude of shaking hands
hand and
extended to me
in speaking of this later bro mckay said bro keola 1I do
not know the significance of the hand you saw but 1I know
veil between us and the other world was very
this that the cannon
then said there was no veil at all at
bro
thin
which the apostle cast a penetrating look at him for he as
as to whether bro cannon
as we seemed to be in doubt an
well an
had beheld
behold a vision or not but no more was said at that
time in closing his remarks in a general meeting held
hold
heid at
wailuku tonight elder mckay made mention of this again and
with tears in the eyes of both men he turned to bro cannon
herp
staping sic on the shoulder said my Brot
and shaping
brother
hert you
your father today than you have ever
to
have been closer
7
917
117
617
been before
account differs from those of both president mckay and
thiscannon
iri
lri iiisignificant
significant details no identifiable
iii
in
brother
involved only the hand and arm became visible
individual was involvedonly
simultaneously however
and the object was clearly elder hurst
the account confirms that brother cannon experienced a powerful
blon
sonsa
zion
sensa
tion of his father 1I find it significant that neither
sensation
here on the very day that it happened nor later did elder
hurst speculate on the possible meaning of this experience two
of his daughters confirm that he did not interpret the story in
to them
telling it may
then in later years nor does he record why this
experience
have come to him
his 1 one of the daughters cleo
edp
comment
edt I have some personal feelings
hurst bailey 1990
1990t commented
especially hugh J
peopleespecially
about it all of those particular people
cannon E wesley smith and my father
had ancestors who took
fatherhad
part in opening the islands to missionary work 1I think all of
was a personal
knew it
those ancestors were there and they know
it
occasion a quiet way of confirming that it was appropriate that
my father be there
the ancestor of elder hurst who had assisted in nineteenth
century missionary efforts was frederick william hurst whose
diary
diaryincludos
includes moving accounts of visions inspirational dreams
and answered prayers
he had been born on the isle of jersey
now
nev zealand and as a young man in
his family then emigrated to new
the gold fields of australia he joined the church with his
younger brother charles clement hurst As a result his angry
mother disowned him and marked his name out of the family bible
two
seventytwo
on 27 april 1855 he and charlie emigrated with seventy
tarqginia
Tarou
tarouinia
lnla the ship was leaking so badly by
inia
saints aboard the tarqu
22

thet
thaer after repairs and an attempt
the time they reached honolulu that
where the ship was sold
to continue they returned to honolulu
including a thousand
fred W contributed all of hishissavings
clothing to send the other
sown
into
sowninto
dollars in nuggets sewn
he accepted a
members mostly families on to california
mission call from president silas smith and almost immediately
went to molokai where he served for eight months august 1855
gifted with an irrepressible cheerfulness
he
april 1856
8
met
poverty
and
undaunted
often he
learned hawaiian quickly
walked barefoot and for a long period of time food was very
scanty on 8 february 1856 he recorded thankfully we had
three meals today for the first time for 1I will not venture to9
say how long we fasted about three days this week p 52
joined in a prayer of
this was the man whose grandson
thanksgiving with the sons of george Q cannon and joseph F
pulphu and 1I agree with his
smith under the pepper tree at pulehu
daughter that his presence was altogether fitting
wesley smith
the smith associations in hawaii run so deep that it is easy
to see the powerful influence they exerted on shaping the story
E wesley smith had been born at laie 21 april 1886 when his
parents joseph F smith and julina lambson smith spent almost
two years there to avoid the polygamy raids
he had served a
mission there from 1907 to 1910 was mission president from 1919
to 1923 and would return as president for a second time during
the late 19409 he and his wife had two children and their
third donald E smith was born in january 1920 while they were
E

there
according to donald smith 1990 his father told the story
popper tree on maui as part of his
of the prayer under the pepper
reminiscences to his family about his many inspirational hawaiian
experiences but no written account was preserved and due to the
passage of time since his death it is not possible
to
10
emphasized
reconstruct the exact details he
apparently the
only written version that E wesley smith left of this account
appears in the mission presidents annual report for 1921
elders mckay cannon samuel H hurst keola kailimai
pulphu kula district
and 1I visited the spot in pulehu
local pros
george Q cannon had a wonderful manifestation
where
in company with the noble chief napela while there elder
mckay said he felt impressed with a desire to offer a prayer
blank in original to the lord in the spirit of
thanksgiving for the privilege they had in being there and
for the many souls who had embraced the gospel we bowed
our heads elder mckay being mouth it was a moment never
to be forgotten for indeed the spot is sacred elder mckay
pres cannon and pres
pros smith are
said 1ssiI fool
toel certain that pros
feel
teel
near for the veil was very thin
elder cannon was deeply
impressed and with tears filling his eyes and in a choked
smith 1921 175
voice said there was no veil
23

wesley smith does not comment on his own
but rather affirms the powerful
experience or interpret ler
it
itt
experience that brother cannon was having 1I think it is
probable that he sensed the presence of his own father the
mission history is replete with loving references to joseph F
them
wesley
is among
smith and expressions of joy that his son isamong
smiths own discourses shows a markedly sweet acceptance of his
footsteps
and
responsibilities as he follows in his fathers
his
11
own years in hawaii spiritual experiences

like

samuel burst
hurst

david keola
koola
reola kailimai
what 12of the man who received the vision elder davidkoola
david keola
koola
kailimai12
Kailimai
brother kailimai left no written personal history
that and did not relate this experience to his family according
to the memories of those contacted their earliest account is a
photocopy of the 1955 typescript made by D arthur haycock and
hence is
of joseph FP smith and george
in the bestknown
best known version
versionof
cannon appearing to shake hands during the prayer abigail
Q
kailimai kailimai who is both davids niece and his daughter in
law does not recall and earlier oral version or in fact ever

hearing this story from him
verp
nothing howe
hove
however
verr about david or his family would make such
a spiritual experience unlikely
he was born in 6 march 1872 to
Kanaka loloa kailimai and thus was
samuel kailimai and kauahi kanakaloloa
forty eight in 1921 he had a sister emalia two years older
fortyeight
emalia and a brother three years younger william hoapili
kahawa near hilo for at least
kailimai the family had been at kahuwa
two generations and perhaps longer
his parents had been
baptized a month apart in december 1873 and january 1874 and
his father according to an 1895 missionary journal had served a
a counse
kahawa
counselorin
in the presidency of kahuwa
counselor
local mission and was
lorin
1895
branch brimley 14 may lags
een
ton
david was baptized at age wen
ten his wife martha maka
kaapuni kailimai were not able to have any children so
kamaka
ramaka
kanaka kaopuni
wehl born in 1908 who would
wahi
wahl
kauluwehi
kauluwahi
they adopted a child david Ka
Kaulu
uluwehi
have been thirteen at the time of the maui experience
this boy
married abbie kahanu kailimai williams daughter and they
raised a family of five the two oldest sons are named castle
Ka
kauluwehi
of two
uluwehi and wesley keola in obvious commemoration
beloved friends and mission presidents castle murphy and E
FGS
wesley smith PGS
in 1913 brother kailimai his wife and his son who would
then have been five years old accompanied the murphy family to
utah where they were endowed and sealed in the salt lake temple
weze
wore
veze
vore
vere endowed 22 october and young david was sealed
the parents were
to them
david was sealed to samuel and kauahi his own
parents in 1920 in the hawaiian temple
they also spent about
josepa in skull valley brother kailimai
three months at losepa
reported on these experiences at the general mission conference
in april 1914 after his return urging obedience to all of the
commandments record book C 191122
he served
1911 22 73
igli
191122
simultaneously in aleamai branch near hilo from at least 1914 to
24

ono
time with only one
president most of the
ap
an president of its
as
counselor record of conferences np
mission
an first counselor in the MIA
sunday school and as
the conferences in april 1915 and
records show that he spoke atsaving
his money to return to utah
1916 as well
he had been
and the temple but after the announcement was made of the temple
he donated the money that he had saved and
planned for baie
bate
laie
lale
said if 1I were called to come here and break rock for the
tempier13 1I would be glad to do that
templer
record book C 105
tempie
temple
10566
137
webley
vealey
mission in maui wesley
vesley smith
brother Kai
kailimanis
kallimanis
after
limanis
as third vice president of the polynesian genealogical
called him an
society organized at laie 3 april 1921 record book C p 326
brother kailimai was serving as priesthood advisor on the hawaii
the equivalent of the high council in 1934
district council william
as president of the honomu
honolu branch
with his brother
46
1934 45
directory 1934p
kailimai died in 1933 and he
4546
sister
followed 26 june 1940 PGS
0 arthur haycock a missionary in hawaii from 1935 to 1938
and later hawaiian mission president and temple president
K
know david X
kailimai very well 1I dont know of a
affirmed 1 I knew
finer more spiritual man who ever lived he was the most
outstanding native member and leader 1I knew
know very faithful very
active the sort of person through whom the lord could give such
an experience
elder hurst described him in his 1958
autobiography as a man full of faith
a very fine
falth and
elder because of the inspiration that attended him p 20
castle murphy who was a missionary in hawaii from 1909 to
1913 and mission president 193136
1944 46 called him one of
1931 36 194446
the most influential leaders and able speakers in the hawaiian
mission so great was our admiration for this hawaiian
chinese
hawaiianchinese
chinos
chines
leader that when our son was born in hilo we decided to name him
koola
keola after this good man and have him be voice when the blessing
was given
1963 42
he recorded
instances
of
several
brother
14
mairs
mails faith and inspiration
malls
Kaili
kailimais
because brother kailimai did not leave an account of the
prayer under the pepper tree it is not possible to know what
meaning he gave it or how he regarded it as time passed
however 1I think that we may have a parallel source in the
experience of jonah patrick pia cockett
Cockettp whom lanny britsch
man of the church
1986
characterizes as one of the grand old men
162
forty year old native of maui in 1920 who had
he was a fortyyearold
joined the church in 1902 was principal of puukolii
Puu kolii school on
maui at the time of this event and would soon serve missions to
kauai and maui the father of twelve children he was a
fisherman and also for twenty
twentyfive
five years county treasurer of
maui journal 1
he offered the opening prayer at the meeting
at wailuku chapel on the night of february 8 after the prayer
under the pepper tree and heard president mckay tell the story
almost certainly he would have had many opportunities to hear
story if he did
david keola kailimai tell the storyif
both then and
insubsequent
in
in subsequent years for pia cockett was fourth vice president in
1917 as
an branch
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was third
although
the genealogical society in which kailimai
the experience in his 1921
brother cockett says he recorded
notebook only a journal from 1924 to 1950 is in the archives
pulphu in both april
he refers to brother kailimais vision at pulehu
and july of 1924 then reports telling the mission conference 9

april

1933

spoke in hawaiian and related the vision of D keola
xeola
aeola
reola
pulehu related by david 0 mckay on feb 8
kailimai in pulphu
1921 where he saw the hand shaking in form of greeting
mcbay was praying
keola
while david 0 mcxay
reola thought it was hugh
cannon and elder hurst after the prayer he told his vision
to mckay and he said perhaps the veil was thin that he had
seen thru beyond the veil hugh cannon said there was no
geo Q cannon
veil he must have seen his father goo
1I

april

he records the vision again adding the
detail that brother cannon had confessed to depression before
he also explained that
the happiest man
this event made him
president mcxayj on his 1936 visit to hawaii had heard him tell
was hugh J
the story and had corrected his impression that
geo
goo
geo
cannon and george Q cannon shaking hands cather
was
rather
Q
cannon and joseph F smith shaking hands and the hands were
seen by david kailimai see also britsch 1986 162
on 25

1937

it it

the version that includes elder hurst then was present in
Coo
mind as late as 1933 and 1I believe supports
brother coa
cockettfs
cooketts
keets
ketts
mckay and hurst
the original version as recorded by cannon mekay
gness to accept president
guess
quess
independently brother cocketts villin
willingness
mcxayss correction however points out that for him the
importance of the story lay in its sacralization of the land near
pulphu
pulehu chapel
in all of his versions he calls it that sacred
spot and it had sanctified associations for him not only
through the experience of george Q cannon and later of the five
men who mez
mot
met
not in prayer but also because it was there he met his
wife not yet a member of the church and was ordained to the
priesthood he refers frequently to these events and also
records holding both formal and informal testimony meetings with
missionaries and members of the district council in 1924 1933
15
1943 with allusions to at least two earlier meetings
and 1943f
my
pulphu chapel 9 june 1990 and
isy husband son and 1I visited pulehu
shir ley makekau brother makekau a
there found stanley and shirley
landscaping contractor was spending his saturday afternoon
repairing a faulty sprinkler william kailimai had baptized him
and pia cockett had been a neighbor for many years
he confirmed
that the building was no longer used for regular worship services
but was often used for firesides and other special meetings
it
very closeto
close vezy
close to the spirit he
is a place to come to get closevery
said adding when there is a temple on maui it will be here

pulehu is
obviously pulphu

still

sacred ground
conclusion
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what conclusions then can we draw about the prayer under
we
must
aust look beyond the initial
obviously
popper
pepper
tree
the
question about a possible transformation As we reconstruct the
of the event from the earliest sources brother kailimai
facts
saw in vision a hand extended toward samuel harris hurst as
though to shake his hand while hugh J cannon strongly felt the
presence of his father and perhaps BE wesley smith sensed the
presence of his president smith and president mckay undeniably
the influence of visitors from the other side of the veil
felt
and president mckay by his own account identified them
immediately as joseph F smith and george Q cannon
is

likely that they did not

it
labors of

of the missionary
elder
grandfather on molokai or this knowledge would have
hursts
provided a reason for the visitation to be seemingly directed
toward elder hurst As it was elder hursts role did not have
an obvious explanation and later retellings of the experience
we may conjecture focused on the more logical explanation of
hugh cannon and his father and by the suggestion of symmetry to
president smith and his father
but we are still left with a riddle the meaning of the
event and possibly another question from a certain
perspective this event was both baffling and possibly
insignificant does it merit such intensive study 1I would say
1I have been in a unique position during this research of
yes
being led from source to source experiencing many retellings of
as holy it has been a
each retelling an
this story but perceiving
a visitor into that sacred
profound privilege for me to enter as
asa
story
my f irst conclusion then is an important one 1I think for
any individual who takes his or her spiritual life seriously
this story teaches us something of the nature of spiritual
experience the event meant different things to the different
chen
participants most of them
then did not try to explain it president
mckay although some points of interpretation shifted
consistently reported that he did not fully understand its
meaning
nor do we 1I love the fact that this story ultimately
eludes our efforts at a tidy explanation or elegant
As historians in our quest for truth we are
interpretation an
engaged in a rational search it is a search that both requires
yet we need to remember that spiritual
and rewards rationality
experiences are untidy paradoxical bewildering their rewards
are not those of rationality but of transcendence what that
incident meant to each of the five men present is only partially
captured by this or by any other reconstruction the
ungainliness of these accounts reinforcing and echoing each
other but not mirroring each other identically much like the
accounts in the gospels remind us that the whole truth is always
any one partial version of it what the prayer
better thanpopper
pepper tree ultimately meant to its five participants
under the peppar
was not information but an intimate love an affirming peace and
1I feel this strongly because even as far
a supernal joy
know
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have heard those echoes and sensed that touch
1I aa
an deeply satisfied that the prayer under the pepper tree
compels us to puzzle over its meaning yet still ends in a
removed as

am 1I
1I amp
amr
aar

reverent silence
1I think perhaps there is another conclusion that we may
as historians our attempts to understand
profitably draw an
history frequently focus on the political and social activities
of the church it is salutary to be reminded of those sweet
moments of pure grace that brim over from the divine life into
ours such events have no political consequences and relatively
social impact the five men present that day did not
little
did not change or even continue the course
need that event
it
chen with the loving
then
of the church what it did was to refresh them
sons who
touch of a divine father to whom all fathers are also sonst
accepted their sincere service the faith and love that created
a receptive atmosphere for such a manifestation was confirmed and
in no unworthy
intensified by that manifestation and it is
reminder to us who commemorate the social and political efforts
and effects of church leades that the reality of religious life
nor their activities but in the love and
lies not in institutions
faith in individual human hearts
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cannot read the shorthand and does not know the present
location of the original journals quoted by permission
of world tour mission nd
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untitled typescript
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218 pp
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typescript aften
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department archives CR
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haycock D arthur
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and ida frederickson hurst 1961
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archives ribbon copy of typescript
historical department
and photocopy of typescript in possession of cleo hurst
bailey salt lake city quoted by permission
1920 23
photograph of holograph
Jour naip
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nall 192023
hurst samuel harris journal
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photocopy of mimeograph
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department archives
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yuke
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David 0 journal of world tour mission
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copy from manual typewriter
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unpaginated A two
1921 un
week holograph portion from the
paginated
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correlation between what he recorded in his own hand and the
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journal and the typescript was created from it it exists
in three volumes in david lawrence mckays possession vol
1I covers from the mckay cannon settingapart
setting apart 4 december to
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their voyage from hawaii to san francisco where they planned
to take a ship for the south seas volume 2 resumes with
their departureH from salt lake city they had returned to
26 march 1921 and covers
attend anthon
lunds funeral
through the beginning of the new zealand period volume 3
a later typescript made double spaced paginate
paginateddp and with
an electric typewriter begins later than volume 2 but
extends later as well completing the new zealand period
india europe portion is currently missing it is
the indiaeurope
unclear when the typescript was created presumably at least
some months and possibly many years after his return
however on the back of the last page of volume 1 which
covers the period from their departure in december 1920
until their arrival in san francisco in march 1921 is this
pencilled notation
bro cannon please let us remember to send a cable to
wesley

tomorrow morning

dear brethren
your telegram rec1d
rebd
recd announcing sad message of
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lunds death with all isreal sic we
mourn the loss of our beloved brother and
sorely shall we miss his
associatesorely
esteemed associate
illegible
counsel
visapros
vise
sound judgment wise
grant leaves tonight
gul
gui
guileless
leless spirit
of us home
for home via los angeles rest
friday and saturday please convey to family
our heartfelt sympathy and love
pros

affectionately
heber J grant
david 0 mckay
antoine W ivins

J cannon
these penciled notes obviously the hasty draft of a
telegram sent from san francisco when president grant
received word of the death of his counselor anthon H lund
can be dated precisely to 2 macch
march 1921 or possibly the
1I do
xcxayls
mckays
next day march 3 the handwriting is not Mc
Kays
not know if it is cannons it seems unlikely that cannon
mckays were
newly reunited with his wife and infant as the xcxays
would have had time to prepare a typescript but it also
seems unlikely that a second
hand piece of paper would be
secondhand
used for the ribbon copy of the journal as well
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smith E wesley report of mission president
archives CR
1921 p 175
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412
historical department
as part of the missionary
britsch 1986 cites this source an
financial and statistical report this source is currently
closed to researchers however 1I was allowed to see and
take notes about a photocopy of the page on which this
incident was reported
taylor george shepherd report of sermons of elder david 0
now zealand
mckay delivered at the annual conference of the new
mission of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
Waik
now
walk
atop new
nev zealand april 23rd to 25th
Wai
wal
waikato
kato
hold at huntly waikatop
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heid
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miscatalogued
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catalogued
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cataloguer
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H
name of the mission or under the name of graham he
doxey
secretary of the mission who made the shorthand account and
transcription it may be cited in the mckay register but
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smith

elias smith

1

endnotes

ow days later
few
brother haycock gave reuben D law
a copy
f irst president of the church college of hawaii
law published it in founding and
presumably of the transcript
georges
development
early Devel
oRment of the church college of hawaii st george
R
ap 19
21
dixie college press 1972 pp
1921
lanier britsch cites
account 1986 538 note 4 to chapter 10
this an
obvious parallel that would occur to most readers is the
transformation of brigham young assuming the aspect of joseph smith
in nauvoo when the succession to the presidency was at issue to
my knowledge
such a transformation has occurred only one other
time
the death of joseph F smith in november 1918 the
after
lu6nza epidemic prevented the calling of a conference to sustain
luanza
influenza
inf
heber J grant formally as his successor until june 1919 but in
the weeks before that conference there were several reports of
president grant assuming the aspect of president smith during
public addresses alexander 1986 117
these reports involving
presidents smith and grant might again
again4affirm
affirm the succession in the
see for example the journal of anthon H lund
presidency
church historical department archives
1I attended fast meeting in the
sunday may 25th 1919
one of a similar
temple
this meeting will be a historical
nature to the meeting held in nauvoo when prest brigham
young was transfigured to look like joseph smith and the
people took it as a sign that he was the true successor to the
1

A
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meeting and
martyred prophet the following spoke in our ffast
a
sb
ast
grant
prest
had looked exactly like
testimony
that
bore
theodor tobiason said that at
prest joseph F smith broprest
grant look both in feature
he saw
afast
su meeting
our last fastmeeting
fast
sunday when
last
and expression as prest joseph F smith
prest grant addressed the granite stake conference there was
a man present who was so astonished to know it was bro grant
speaking and yet to him it was prest joseph F smith
preaching when the meeting was dismissed he came up to bro
tobiason and told him what a remarkable thing he had witnessed
and related the same that tobiason himself had witnessed on
past
4p
mrs steed brother
4
1919
fast day in the temple may ap
blank wilson 17th
l7th ward both have bore their same testimony
lath
edward anderson said that in looking at prest grant he saw
jos pF smith and that they melted
also the figure of prest joe
together and as prest grant kept speaking he saw only
prest joseph F smith miss ship said my mother told me that
she had had the wonderful experience to hear prest grant
prest
speak but he looked just like prest jos F smith
grant made a few closing remarks and said the testimonies in
regard to his looking like prest smith made him feel very
humble
the first who mentioned it to him was his own
brother B F grant who said heber you were prest joseph
F smith as 1I looked upon you
tobiason said that when that
sunday at the granite stake
conference he could not keep back his tears of joy
1 I have always looked upon prest B
101
miss babcock said 991
youngs transfiguration as a wonderful event hearing the
testimonies today are just as wonderful and fills me with joy
that 1I have been here today

man

told

him what he saw

last

the content of the prayer under the pepper tree does not
seem related to succession in the first presidency in fact as
this paper shows other accounts of the prayer would support
interpretations of private significance rather than providing
public support for succession in the presidency
however

3695
the manuscript history of the hawaiian mission CR
cr3695
records this information about their visit
mckay cannon smith went to maui
tuesday feb a8
msp jones
where they met elders nelson
neison hurst dunn williams
Willia
meeting to hear
and bros kailimai and david kalani
missionary reports at the wailuku meeting house
when asked by apostle mckay what the paramount need of
was
vas all agreed that it was a church academy in
the mission wasp
the afternoon places of interest in the central maui
general service was heid
hold in the
held
conference were visited
evening with saints and strangers from nearly all parts of
pres cannon was the first speaker
maui in attendance
pres smith and apostle mckay the latter choosing
followed by pros
for his text by their fruits ye shall know them
2

11

ev
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separate and slightly fuller account is included in hawaiian
1912
22
2880
191222
typescript
mission historical record book C
micron
limed
microf
microfilmed
lined as LF
conference minutes of annual conferences
9
1
item
3695serieg
11
3695
3695series
reel
real
series
serles p ll
under the date of 20 february 1921 but separated
311
by considerable space from the daily entry elders david 0
mckay and hugh J cannon arrived from japan and china on the
ten or
4th
ath of february they planned to be in hawaii about ton
twelve days fortune favored us however and on account of
passa
gep
ger they were unable to
passage
difficulty in obtaining boat passager
leave before february 23rd we were all grateful for that
extra week on saturday february 5th
ath we went to laie oahu
we attended the
Wahi awa
conference was held on sunday at wahiawa
morning and afternoon sessions and went to laie for evening
service elder joseph F smith presumably joseph F smith
a missionary went with us to wahiawa and remained there
111
xxio
exio
III
ili
for the evening session of the conference the meetings were
well attended and were characterized by the splendid spirit
manifested
p 312 we returned from laie monday morning monday
afternoon we sailed for maui on the claudine the following
report of our visit to maui apostle david 0
is elder jones pros
prea
pros
pres EZ wesley smith
mckay sic and pres hugh J cannon and proa
arrived in this conference on the morning of february ath
erencen
erences greeted the
conferences
the following
ol loving missionaries of the maui conf
cheatee nelson samuel H hurst leslie s
cheater
chester
brethren
dunnp
dunap
dunn lester williams david kailimai david kalani
raiani and byron
D
jones
A meeting was held in the wailuku mission house for the
purpose of hearing the reports of the missionaries each one
gave a report of his labors and expressed his desire to
when asked by elder mckay the paramount need
continue
whenasked
of the mission was all agreed that it was a church academy
got an academy for
elder mckay promised his support to get
aw ai i
hawaii
in the afternoon places of interest in the central maui
conference were visited
in the evening a general service was held saints and
strangers from nearly all parts of maui were in attendance
the time was given to the visitors pres cannon told of the
experiences of his father on the island of maui and also
expressed his great happiness in being able to be present
pros smith encouraged the people to keep the commandments and
geu
got ready to go to the temple
get
gat
elder mckay chose for his
text by their fruits ye shall know them and gave a
stirring sermon on the same
in the afternoon of
wednesday the brethren went to lahaina accompanied by elders
david kailimai and byron D jones pres of the west maui
conference
the entry continuing immediately after the above entry
3
reports a
labeled p 313 typescript letter no 17
A

p

0
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general meeting sunday at honolulu but identifies no author
to the saviours
he
ls life
saviour
elder mckay confined his talkteaching
in a manner that was
presented phases of christs
be ample description to those
Mc
mckayan
altogether makayan
Kayan that willeverybody
in the meeting was
who have hearg
heaed him speak
board
hoard
heard
compelled to listen to him and had he spoken all night his
vhould
audience whould
should sic have remained eagerly listening to his
inspired words he afterwards said that it was easy to speak
to thia people
the faith of them the spirituality and
draw out the best that is in a man
responsiveness of them drew
p 314
314j letter no 17 4
in dedicating the mission
home
elder mckay spoke at some length of his visiting
throughout the islands and of the happiness he had had in go
goin
in
over the ground covered by pros joseph F smith and
sic
pros george Q cannon
pres
p 315 elder hugh J cannon expressed the pleasure he had
had in visiting the places that were so dear to his ffather
abher
ather
11

3

is not known exactly when president
it
he was known for his habit of voluminous

mckay wrote

this

entry
note taking in a
notetaking
pocket notebook and some photographs samuel harris hurst took on
the afternoon of the visit show the notebook in his hands
it
seems reasonable that he would have taken notes on the sites of his
busy mission visits then used the long intervening ocean voyages
to put his journal entries unhurriedly in final form however the
week period from the samoan visit
original notebook pages for a two
twoweek
ow weeks later sent to son david lawrence mckay then serving
a few
a mission in Swit
switzerland
zeela
zeria
zerla ad and still in his possession are very
svit
switzerla
similar to the entries below it is therefore possible that the
entry in question was made the same day as the events it records
president mckays complete journal account of their stay on maui
reads
maui at
tuesday feby 8 1921
kahului
arrived at Kah
ului
415 am remained in our cabin until 6 am we were met at
the wharf by elders david kalani and keola kailimai a native
elder
the latter drove us to the headquarters of the
missionaries where we held
hold
heid conference
opening exercises
1
singing praise to the man
prayer elder samuel H hurst
2
3
singing ye elders of israel
elders were asked to report as follows
personal
age number of months in field health schooling
missionary labors
1

2
3
4

conference
branch

daily program

into whose
any unpleasant conditions

members
number of non
nonmembers
ready welcome
5
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home you have a

what

the greatest need of the mission
is presiding
authority

relation to

remarks
2 years college
elder byron D jones 23 years25 old
member families
non
nonmember
teaching west maui conference
mission needs resident married couple in each branch and a
testimony a choice young man
high school bore a fervent testimonya
elder samuel H hurst 1036 years old widower one little
president
girl health excellent 7 months in mission
greatest need of
branches
central maui conference
number of high school age in his
mission church school

conference 15
elder S dunn logan 21 years old 16 months in field
high school is missions greatest need
five now attending
sectarian high schools
david keola kailimai native elder 48 years old central
maui conference thinks elders should remain longer in each
branch favors church high school
cheatee
cheater H nelson ogden 22 years old 13 months in
chester
has good health was 2 years in weber college
field
president east maui conference recommends native missionary
eana
to labor in each branch his headquarters are at rana
hana
williams salem 21 years old 12 months in ffield
lester
leid
now laboring in the east maui conference
thinks the greatest
need to
referred
is a man of experience in each branch
feelingly to the selfsacrifice
self sacrifice of his father
david P kalani hilo conference island of hawaii 48
years old 7 branches does home missionary work gave his
method of reaching non members approach prayer catechism or
general conversation depending upon mental attitude closing
prayer practicing to become barber
notes of instruction
1
communicate with two absent elders
carry message to non members 2 each day
2
3
organize local elders
4

settling difficulties

among members

if

ye have

aught against
5
church school a paramount need
6
live with the people
7
teach by example
8
look for the good
conserve bime
9
cime
work
time
vork faith prayer
timework
meeting
tingo bro kailimai drove presidents cannon and
after mee
smith elder hurst and me in his ford to the home of bro and
makawao district
kapalaia
in the makaweo
in
sister chas ako at Ka
palaia
A
Ahi
neall or silver
hinea
she shows us the ahl
sister akols
akos home grows
principally in and about an extinct
sword a plant that
volcano
a good chicken poi and rice dinner we drove to
after
hugs
pulehull
pulphu
pulehu
puie
huls
Pu
hull meeting house which stands near the spot where
Pule
lehu
george Q cannon then on his first mission and chief napela
9u 97 people out of the 100 who
in the year 1850 converted au
36

attended their first meeting
to the plantations and only
the people now have moved
me
seemed
to
branch
however
the
comprise
score
a
scare
about
it
on
sacred ground for surely the lord
treading
we
were
that
was the close companion and guide of that intrepid and
missionary
faithful
we offered a united prayer on the ground during which
bro keola
reola seemed to see two men shaking hands washe thought
surprised
hugh J was shaking hands with elder hurst and
when he opened his eyes to see brother cannon standing with
bowed head and closed eyes I 1I do not know the significance of
pros
1I do know we all felt as though pres
his manifestation butgeorge
A
cannon two of the intrepid
joseph F smith and
missionaries of early days were well pleased with our visit
and service on that memorable spot
we were about one half way up the side of the
haleakala the largest extinct volcano in the world white
fleecy clouds covered the top as the old mountain lay
sleeping
evening service at 720 pm
singing
rejoice in the lord by the choir of 25
voices very excellent
prayer pia cockett
960
110
0 lord we humbly pray
singing geo
pros E wesley smith in the hawaiian language
remarks pres
pres hugh J cannon
eloquent and
address
Q cannons
q9
inspirational tribute to his father pres george qa
labors on this island maui bore a fervent testimony of the
gospel and of the confirmation of this testimony that he had
this day on the ground where his father received such divine
inspiration
speaking of some of the fruits of the
1I concluded
gospel honesty temperance chastity there were present 250
personssi some of whom had traveled in an auto truck 30 miles
parson
person
arrangementst every detail seemed to have been attended to
in arrangements
beautiful flowers surrounded the pulpit and hidden among
ges the almost imperceptible smoke from
smudges
sludges
these were the smud
musquito
mesquito
quito sic
which is the fatal enemy to the pestering mus
we spent several hours singing and
after meeting
chatting in the home of brother and sister ferreira where we
stayed all night supplied with every modern convenience
eela
eria is a pure hawaiian whose former husband
erla
ferreria
ferr
sister Forr
bro
the father of her four children was a chinaman
is a portuguese whose profession is attorney at law
ferreria
a very capable man
pros
pres cannon E wesley
wednesday february 9 1921
samuel H hurst byron D jones leslie s dunn chester H
nelson lester williams david keola kailimai david P
kalana john ferreria and john ferreria jr and 1I followed
iao valley really
the trail leading to the needles in the lao
a deep picturesque canyon through which winds a gurgling
mountain stream the massive boulders piled in profusion at
1
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the fact that this
the mouth of the canyon bear witnesstotoa corrent
torrents
torrent
lorrent the wreck
peaceful stream is sometimes swelled
same
mutely
thing
to
the
testifies
house
ero
bros
of bro ferrerias
a perpendicular precipitous cliff
the needle is point
high in the air
projecting its ragged
the rugged defiles
defile the kukui
luxuriant foliage fills guava
the
the lehua the ohia
malle
idaile
malie
nut tree the imaile
haile
ll are the names of some of the trees
beautiful
the ilaiip
laii
lali
lall
flowers variously colored lined each side of the trail
ferns abound everywhere even on the tip top of the needle
darke
point the dark
derk lavacolored
lava colored sides of the precipitous cliff
are covered with green grass and heavier foliage creeping up
a hundred feet or more
this morning we plucked the following variety of flowersA
lehua state flower of hawaii deep red
in full bloom
yellow
pinkish orange
lantana
japanese tea plant guava
aws
Hon ohono
ave
pink
avs
honohono
pukiawe
pale blue
white
pukiaws
pukl awe
puki
pua
ma
orange
pink
or
drops
pol
poi
with
blood
aliipoe
aliipoi
dots
Alii
aill
papapa
deep blood red
maile
white
purple
rent
xeni
kent
keni
pua pipili
pea
small red
old friend
papili
dandelion
iichi
orange ihl
iiihi
pink
makole
macole
yellow 111hill
hawaiian ki
ihi
ihi
ihl
pua
pua koali
yellow
blue
ilima keeli
delicate
pu
pua
pua
nana
yellow
honua
emiki
emidi
lily
large
like
fonua
lilylike
eniki
pea
yellow
illiam
pealike
iliam papa
lilam
ka kani
like purple stripes
pea
Ki
mikania
pealike
kikania
like
kania
drove around part of the island to lahaina where a most
delicious dinner had been waiting our arrival for over two
hours on our way two sisters had hailed us and placed leis
on our necks
lets made of white and red roses usthe island
leis
necksleis
broe
flower bros
bro and sister david kuamu entertained
other brethren and sisters were present and we had a
most delightful dinner hour after which we walked across the
street to the L D s church where the primary association
was holding its regular meeting
singing shine on
received articles of faith
story our father in heaven loves all his children
boarded the steamer mauna kea for the island of hawaii
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11
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evening at a meeting of by 250 missionaries and
that
members some of whom had traveled in an auto truck 30 miles
hugh J cannon retold the events of the afternoon president
4

mckays journal records
press
pres hugh J cannon
eloquent and
address
press george Q cannons
pros
inspirational tribute to his father pres
labors on this island maui bore a fervent testimony of the
gospel and of the confirmation of this testimony that he had
where his father received such divine
this day on the groundjournal
21 feb 1921
inspiration mckay
the manuscript history of the hawaiian mission contains
38

were keenly aware of
travelers
several references showing that the
the previous missionary service of george Q cannon and joseph F
smith
the
elders mckay cannon and smith visited
wed feb 9
where the book of mormon
valley also the place
much famed lao vailey
was translated into hawaiian by pros G Q cannon they then
pros
cannon commenced
where
place
the
fahina
visited lahina
missionary labors
laier
lale 22 feb 1921 elder mckay
laie
in dedicating the mission home at laler
spoke at some length of his visiting throughout the islands and of
pros
had in going over the ground covered by pres
the happiness he had pros
george Q cannon
joseph F smith and
elder hugh J
cannon expressed the pleasure he had had in visiting the places
that were so dear to his father
now zealand mission manuscript history reports the
the new
events of the conference between 22 april 1921 when mckay and
cannon arrived until their departure but does not summarize their
speeches because graham H doxey the mission secretary took a
shorthand account on 30 sept 1921 the history reports
the
stenographic report of apostle david 0 mckays
xckayls speeches at hui tau
were put into printed or rather mimeographed form for use of the
elders and saints who were so interested in the wonderful sermons
no
elder graham H doxey wrote it up from his shorthand notes
transcripts appear however with the daily entries presumably
these transcripts appear in hist rec book F which is cited as
a source throughout this section of the manuscript history
veep
verp
howe
however
hove
veer book F is not part of the historical department archives
collection and the general minutes as catalogued show a gap from
about 1919 to 1954 mrs leone doxey of salt lake city widow of
graham H doxey kindly searched her husbands papers at my request
30 january 1990 and found no mimeographed mckay speeches dating
from this period then by coincidence almost a year later 1I saw
a reference in a manuscript
the kingdom and the reichs by F
douglas tobler citing a mckay speech in new zealand from this
period it turned out to be the missing mimeograph miscatalogued
as of 4 may 1990 under the name of the mission president george
shepherd taylor rather than with either the new zealand mission
records or under doxeys name
is possible that the mckay
it
register contains this reference but since the register is closed
to researchers it would be of no assistance in tracking down the
speech
the mimeograph does not include hugh J cannons speech
which obviously preceded david 0 Mc
mckays
Kays mckay said
my
was
not
afternoon session april 23 1921
it
intention to occupy any time this afternoon but 1I feel
constrained in the spirit to give you brethren and sisters
by heart
the heart petal referred to by brother cannon
petal 1I mean this there are side doors and direct doors
into ones heart sometimes we open the heart door just a
little so you can peek in sometimes we open it wide and said
5

11

11
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maig
1I feel like throwing the door open
mail
mall
mai
mat
mal haere aal
aai
haere mai
and giving you that testimony
he brother cannon referred to a spot that we visited on
where the natives told us president cannon
the island of maui cannon
here and chief napela who was one
father of brother
friend of
of the f irst to join the church the f irst true friend
george Q cannon converted several hundred people
the
natives told us that on one occasion theywe converted
were very
ninety nine out of one hundred people assembled
ninetynine
spot particularly brother cannon
desirous of visiting that spoto
and president wesley smith whose fathers had labored on that
as missionaries in their youth
island an
was a beautiful afternoon when we climbed that old
it
haleakalau the largest extinct
sic volcano in
extict
hillside of we
did not go very far but just at the base of
the world
stands an old meeting house and by the
that extinct volcano
of it a new structure built by the latter day saints
side
bid
ald
aid
recently we do not know whether we were on the spot but we
1I noticed a beautiful tree which
were near it at any rate
looked like our pepper tree the branches were bending over
1I felt
and it made a very pretty sight we stood under it
the spirit of the occasion and said brethren 1I want all of
us to engage in prayer let us render to god the gratitude of
our hearts for what he has done
tho thoughts
these were the
that prompted the feeling that we bow in prayer and
thanksgiving
there were there president cannon president smith
elder hurst of that conference and elder keola who was
laboring as a native elder and 1I we uncovered our heads and
1I was voice in prayer in extending gratitude for the blessings
we had received
when the prayer was ended david keola one of your
mabris
xaoris walked over to president
brethren referring to the maoris
smith and said something to him in his native language
president smith and david came back and brother smith told me
and we had our
this brother mckay while you weresawpraying
lna
two men ina
heads bowed brother keola said he
in a position
of handshaking and he was so surprised he said to himself
why have president cannon and brother hurst with heads
bowed
sic
we walked along in silence for a few moments and then 1I
said brother keola 1I dont know the full significance of
your vision but 1I do know that the veil between us and god
and the brethren on the other side was very thin
then brother cannon with tears in his eyes said there
was no veil
and the testimony of his vision is too sacred to
give but let me tell you my beloved brethren and sisters
his father george Q cannon and joseph PF smith nephew of
the prophet joseph who presided over this church as the
divinely authorized successor to the presidency of this
church let me tell you that they live and these men gave
Mormo nisa
which you
approval of the work now known as mormonism
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embraced
brethren and sister have and
may you know when wolves have
god keep you to it
youp
you even though they have sheeps clothing
entered in among your
amen
the wolves meant the two disturbers
the reference to re
organized church taylor 1921
who are members of the reorganized
335
5 parentheses in original

uncle jonathan royal bennett of holden utah was among
the missionaries present and his diary account of this conference
session though sketchy is moving
sic to us about his trip in the world
sic3
elder mckay talk sica
mission labor and about the elders coming out here leaving
every thing to come out into the world to preach the gospel
because we had a testimony of it and nearly everybody had
tears in their eyes in about one minute the maoris
laoris has sure
in love with him he has got the spirit of the lord with
fell
him and it does not take long to find it out that he was a man
elder cannon talked about in honolulu visiting
of god
cannons
nonIs
that mission they went up on a hill where elder Can
father had been and they prayed and they said the vail was
very thin between them and heaven bro cannon said in fact
then
thea and heaven
their was no vail between them
R
prsident mckay also related
britsch reports that prisident
lanier mew
mev
new zealand shortly after it happened
1986 538
this story in nev
he kindly attempted to reconstruct his new
note 4 to chapter 10
rfor
zealand sources gor
for me but his ef
f orts were thwarted by the
efforts
location of his research notes in orem utah while he himself was
byuhawaii
hawaii in laie at the time of the request
serving at BYU
6
for example when he was in his teens he worked on a
cowboy friends
cattle ranch north of soda springs idaho
introduced him to saloon and prostitutes chiding him for not
drinking or for taking advantage of the girls services
he
records when we went home late that night 1I do not know whether
my friends were disappointed or not but 1I felt wonderful and in
thinking of the experience of the day 1I could not help but marvel
through it all
at the calm and peaceful feeling 1I had experienced
that 1I had been in the presence of my mother 1958 6
itinseemed
poverty he had to sell his farm to accept this
addition to his povertyhe
mission and his concern for his daughter inez he also confesses
missionand
his
that being called to hawaii was quite a test to my faith
patriarchal blessing had told him he would go to the land of my
forefathers which did not seem to be possible he thought he
would be too old to learn hawaiian fluently and adds with
111
humility 1911
I had desires to be a good speaker and 1I could not see
any development for me if simple natives were to be my audience
he wrestled with his doubts about whether his call had been
inspired ali
but when he saw wesley smith
the way to hawaii
ail
all
waiting for him on the dock he recognized him as the man he had
my
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seen in a dream two years earlier engaged with him in missionary
year
a
before smith had been called
occurred
dream
had
work
this
know that some power other than
lowith
with this 1I knew
as mission president
to do with it 1948 10
elder
that of man was having something
know that he would be assigned to some island other than
hurst also knew
oahu before president smith made the assignments
complete
hursts
spent on maui reads

record of the two days that president
mckay
beds at three this morning
feb 8 1920 arose from our
ea on which pres smith elder mckay and
to meet the kilauea
Kilau
pros hugh J cannon arrived at kahului about fourfifteen
pres
fouc
four fifteen
returned to mission house at wailuku and had our breakfast
which a very good meeting was held for about four and
after
one half hours in answer to a question of bro mckays as to
what we considered the greatest need of the mission all were
united that a church high school was the greatest need after
the reports of the elders bro mckay said he was very strongly
impressed that the school was the big need of the mission and
stated that before many days passed by he would write a letter
reccommending
reccomaending
to the first presidency rec
commending sic one he also gave
other very valuable instructions to the elders after he had
closed he arose again and showed to us the peculiar
coincidence that it had been resolved to build a church school
at laie at a gathering of the elders
in the town where the
goo Q cannon and on
pros geo
book of mormon was translated by pres
the island where the powers of the lord had been shown to men
more than any other of the islands
at the close of the meeting elder mckay pros smith and
cannon elder keola and myself drove up to bro chas akos
akols at
Kapo
kapolaia
and ate dinner with them after dinner we drove out
laia
pres
pulehu where pros
preb geo Q cannon had his wonderful
to pulphu
experience in the conversion of so many of the natives and the
to join the church As we sat in the little ford in
first
house there pres smith related to us
front of the meeting
the story of how pres cannon in 1850 or 51 had delivered his
wonderful discourse in a little church which then stood on the
ground we were then on
at this meeting he appeared to be
standing in the air with a hallow sic of light around his
head
at the same time all but three of the over hundred
persons there present were transfigured before him bro hugh
J cannon being a son of pres cannon was very deeply effected
sic more so than any one 1I have ever saw before we then
alighted from the car and walked around the grounds at the
rear of the old church on the grounds now in the shade of an
old tree elder mckay said
brethren 1I feel impressed that
we should render our thanks to the lord f or the labors of this
great man and his co
laborer pres joseph F smith whose sons
colaborer
are represented here today
at this we bowed in humble
reverence in prayer to god and then 1I listened to one of the
grandest prayers it has ever been my privilege to listen to
test a fled
fled he saw a hand and arm
fied
tied
at its close elder keola testa
testafied
testified
7

11
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as in an attitude of shaking hands in speaking
extended to me
know
1
do
not
mckay
keola
said
bro
the
I
bro
of this later
1I know this that the
acance
signia
significance
signif
icance of the hand you saw butwas
very thin
bro
between us and the other world
veil
cannon then said there was no veil at all at which the
he as well as we
apostle cast a penetrating look at him for
behold a
seemed to be in doubt as to whether bro cannon had beheld
vision or not but no more was said at that time in closing
heig
hold
heid at wailuku tonight elder
held
his remarks in a general meeting helg
mckay made mention of this again and with tears in the eyes of
on the
shaping esic
sic
both men he turned to bro cannon and staping
my brother
you have been closer to your
shoulder said
you have ever been before
facher
rather today than company
father
with our visitors and three natives
feb 9 in
we elders all went up lao
iao valley as far as the needle point
which was a very pleasant trip bro mckay is a natural lover
of flowers and nice vegetation and his eyes feasted on these
things he was successful in getting some fifteen or more
kinds of flowers learning there names and as much of them as
he could from the elders and natives with him keeping same and
a description of each in his diary book
about two miles
above town bro mckay and party illegible in us in elder
where they took passage in the
reolas car for lahaina
we were asked to administer to a woman
Mana
keall for hilo
manakea
this afternoon who was and had been possessed with an evil
since she returned from the meeting the night before
spirit
we rebuked the same in the name of the lord and she was freed
from the power that had hold
held her though she was very weak
heid
A corroborating note about president mckays and brother
cannons interest in natural history comes from john Q adams
mission president in samoa who reported in the improvement era
they were both veritable sponges for absorbing every
25553
loose vestige of information and let a bird chirp melodiously in
the midst of an animated conversation and brother mckay instantly
was on the qui vive as to its name and characteristics and down
between brother
such items went in the plethoric memoranda
all
cannons shorthand and brother mckays long intuition nothing in
all samoa escaped

frederick william hursts entry on christmas day 1855
gives a good idea of his personality
p 45 dec 25 1855
waialua
koanu
christmas Wai
alua brother eoanu
waiakana
and 1I left Wai
akana about six oclock this morning when we
we walked
place
started we had no idea of reaching this some
about ten miles and then sat down and ate
cold potatoes
we had brought with us
presumably they had no salt since he
1I could not help
usually mentions it by a big spring
thinking how different they would spend christmas at home 1I
got into a sort of reverie and fancied 1I could see their happy
aceb around a table loaded with the good things of this
f aces
1I will say
world such as plum pudding roast beef etc
8S
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are traveling in the hot sun and on a rough
1I spent the day pleasantly thinking how much better off
1I now am than 1
I was before 1I became a member of the kingdom of
god not in the things of this world for 1I have only a suit
1I see my
their best days for
of clothes and they have seen my
1I am almost
coat sleeves
elbows begin to show through
barefoot 1I have an old pair of low shoes and every now and
offf and empty the sand out of them as
oft
then 1I have to take them of
the roads are very sandy and heavy 1I have no socks so 1I will
my feet especially
leave the reader to imagine the state of ay
1I had liked 1I
when 1I arrived at the end of my journey
if
could have made myself miserable but nol 1I put my trust in
the lord and he blessed me with a light heart occasionally
singing a hymn and conversing with brother keanu 1I do not
look for my reward in this life 1I look for it in the world to
my earnest desire is to get the language of this
come
people so 1I can declare the gospel of christ in its purity
no one can tell except by experience what
unto them
pleasure it is to stand up and bear testimony to the
truthfulness of this work in the hawaiian language 1I realize
already that it pays for all trouble of learning it
brother king was praying when 1I got to the house so 1I stood
outside until he finished although it was raining pretty hard
and had been for the last mile or so
with the rain and
my clothing
perspiration 1I was wet through and had to change ay
supperer
1I had traveled 15 hours and walked about 40 miles
1I supp
suppered
ered
p 45
on poi and hee squid
9
when frederick william hurst was released
df he went to
release
where he served another mission in the gold fields
and
ields
california
leids
met george Q cannon apparently for the first time appp 67
68
6768
he was apparently an effective
ective missionary I even in that rough
ef f active
we had
companys camp
hang town companys
environment he notes
a crowded house in the evening in fact there were numbers that
1I had got through
could not obtain seats in the city hall
after
speaking they clapped their hands and stomped their feet however
we got them quiet so as to dismiss the meeting
19 july 1857 p
79
mission was curtailed by the impending arrival of
this army
johnstons
in utah and he records the colorful rumors that
reached the missionaries in the gold fields
is reported that
it
the mormons have fought a battle with the USA troops brother
p 85 14 sept
brigham
brighaa
brighta himself killed six hundred etc
1857
when he was fortytwo
forty two and living in cache valley with his wife
and seven children he was called to serve a second mission this
77
with his brother charles clement
time in new zealand 1875
187577
year old daughter
eightyearold
hurst he responded promptly though his eight
died three days before he left and his wife had sixmonthold
six month old
twins to care for in addition to five older children he settled
on the outskirts of wellington to be near his mother who was by
his brother alfred was
then feeble and childish 29 june 1876
though
road

that

we

1
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1875
former friends shunned
decC 1875p
his
abusive and insulting 26 DO
1111
911
gil
IIII searcelyknow
isi
poor
scarcely know what to do he
was
extremely
him
he
and
himl
hin
hinl
everybody 1I used to be acquainted
eve 1875
wrote on christmas ever
with gives me the cold shoulder and at the same time 1I would not
he was isolated from the other elders
eldens
eidens a
change places with them
eldersa
soui and limited in his
soul
great sorrow to his gregarious souland
was a great relief when his
opportunities to study maori
it
brother joined him in june 1876 and they rented a small cottage
they made
where they paid the rent by chopping and selling wood
no progress on winning friends and converts
though not
we are very hard
discouragedde an entry during july sounds bleak
discourage
up sometimes we go a whole week without meat butter is a rarefy
we live mostly on oatmeal porridge and sop but we have sickened on
we have a great deal of dark rainy
oatmeal especially charley
stormy weather and the wind is almost continually blowing a
hurricane p 156 undated entry after july 24th 1876
they
spent the last six and a half months of their missions october 31
1876 9 may 1877 at kaiapai near christchurch
Christ church where there were
18769
several mormon families it was bliss to fred W to be near other
himself in his journal against light
saints and he cautions pp
85
mindedness 2 feb 1885 ap 184
he also records this amusing
18485
vignette a good revelation of his own resilient personality and
do
mmitment to the church
his commitment

sunday dec 3 1876
brother norris a local member
on the way 1I inadvertently said we
kapanui
papanui
and 1I walked to Pa
panui
had started so late 1I wouldnt have much time to black my
boots and get clean before meeting time he was horrified at
the idea and talked a long time to me about being so wicked
1I gave him to understand that we did not strain at a gnat and
swallow a camel
1I asked him what he would think if he was to call on
igham jr on sunday morning and directly he got to
brigham
bigham
brother br
the door hear him say here bub hang up and clean my boots
1I have only got so many minutes to get to meeting
his eyes bunged out and he replied 1 I should feel very
bad
1I told him if he ever vent
went to zion he would both hear and
see a great deal worse things than that that he must not
entertain the idea for one moment to find everybody perfect
for jesus said the wheat and tares grow together and the
best way to find zion was to be sure and take it along appp
75
174
17475

in light of the cruelty of his brother alfred it must have
been particularly warming in the spring of 1893 when fred W was
working as a painter on the salt lake temple to have this brother
appear to him one evening announce that he was dead but had been
attending mormon meetings in the spirit world and ask that his
temple work be done p 209
fred hurst served for many years as
stake sunday school superintendent in cache stake and also served
two stake missions after his return from new zealand p 209
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was
eighty four don and
smith
president
in
for his
another son julian bought some recording equipment
christmas present with the idea that he would record onsome of his
christmas
experiences
they set it up for him and tested it
tape contains this little conversation now
afternoon
test
the
popp
pop
god
he answered
what are you going to do with this
willing im going to the office in the morning and when 1I get
home im going to start on this project
he died of a heart
A smith 1989
attack that night
11
the deseret news announcement of E wesley smiths
appointment in the mission history 17 march 1919
notes his
mission and comments
like his father he became very
first
proficient in the hawaiian language and was among the first to
when he gave his first public address as
acquire the tongue
mission president on 29 june 1919 he showed that he had come to
to do what his father would want hi
do the best he could and try todo
him
hinm
to do for the hawaiian people
the mission history copied an
great regret is feib
by the
article from the deseret news
felt
telt
teit
e
lb
hawaiian people that their dearly beloved leader the late
president joseph F smith will not be with them at dedication
or during his three missions to the islands he became loved
time ftfor
and reverenced by all
his honest gentle fearless and
sympathetic characters drew the confidence respect and boundless
love of this naturally trusting people
and while the one they
dearly loved can not be with them they rejoice in having his son
E wesley smith as their president
also in journal history 11
oct 1919 p 9
mission history 11 oct 1919
heber J grants dedicatory prayer for the hawaiian temple
liahona 17 3 feb 1920 reprinted in the manuscript history of
we pray thee
the hawaiian mission 27 november 1919 petitioned
0 father to bless the son of thy beloved servant president joseph
F
smith E wesley smith who now presides over the hawaiian
mission may the missionary spirit be and abide with him may he
have that same splendid love for the people of this land which his
dear departed father possessed
record of the dedication also includes remarks by charles
the
W
nibley that referred to the dedication of the site by president
joseph F smith he being present on that occasion
with deep
emotion he expressed the sorrow that president smith had not lived
to attend this dedication but reminded the saints that the
hold was still here and now resting upon
authority which he heid
held
president grant
10

1970 when

elt

11

elder rudger clawson commented
what a privilege it is for president grant and his
brethren to be here also that sister sarah jennie jenne
cannon is here to represent her husband and president E
president E
wesley smith to represent his father
wesley smith said it was an honor to serve in the ministry in
expressed
this land and a privilege to represent his father upon
him in
his determination to realize the blessing involved
46

expressed his love for the
the dedicatory prayer
missionaries here and the people and hoped to be able to
he finished with remarks in the
accomplish a noble work
sarah jenne cannon who by the way was
native tongue
said it was
the first woman to speak at a temple dedication
a great day for her and that she rejoiced exceedingly
regret that
president heber
reber J grant expressed a keen come
president joseph F smith had not lived to
here and
dedicate this temple he read the hymn which he had read at
president smiths funeral commencing with the line thou dost
not weep to weep alone
he then read extracts from a letter
which he had written to the family after president smiths
death also read in full a dream that president smith had in
his early missionary experiences in these islands published
in the last number of the improvement era
president grant also commented on the excellent work being
done by the mission president elder wesley E smith sic
and by
his predecessor prest
brest samuel woolley and also spoke of the
reverence paid by the island church members to the memory of the
pres joseph F smith
report in liahona 6 jan 1920
late pros
copied in mission history 28 nov 1919
the feelings about president joseph F smith were so often and
so lovingly expressed during the dedication of the temple that it
would not be surprising had he manifested his presence during the
only to
dedication in some way in fact he did so but privately
privatelyonly
the elderly sister who had taken care of him wilford W king
mission clerk reported
ma Manu
manuhii
hii an elderly lady who took care of president
as a boy missionary in these
joseph F smith when he laboredas
iab
lab
labored
oredas
laboreds
islands was present at one of the dedicatorial services
being blind and unable to walk she had to be carried the
week following the dedication she was given the privilege of
going through the temple and receiving her own endowments
while in the
she had to be carried and helped all the way
temple she testified she had heard joseph F smith say aloha
love to you to her and it caused her to weep for joy the
next week she returned to her home in honolulu and shortly
took sick she called for president E wesley smith to
after
on his entering the room she sat up in bed
come and see her
and said anuhea
auhea ke keiki meaning where is the boy the son
pros joseph F smith
pros
pres smith took hold of her hand
of pres
she clasped it to her breast kissed it and wept
then she
1I am satisfied and
said in her own tongue it is enough
or
ready to go now
oc
she had been to the temple a thing ffor
which she had lived and she had now felt the hand of the son
of the man she loved so much and she was ready to return to
her maker she passed away the next morning 11 dec 1919
liahona 17271 copied into the manuscript mission history
58
under 11 december 1919 also cited in britsch 1986 156
15658
where he also identifies her as ma naoheakamalu
11
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speaking at the mission general conference at laie elder
president of
later
william W waddoups president of the temple and
As 1I was listening to president smith 1I was
the mission said
1I believe that his
thinking of his father the man you all love
has been stretched forth
bas
with us today and that his hand bag
spirit
is
pros
1
son
smith will
approve
believe
also
I
that
to
this his
1I
this conference
receive the spirit of the lord all during
know his father
he had a heart of a mother filled with love for
knew
p
356
of
mankind
conferences
record
all A most unusual spiritual experience
is reported in a
typescript account by an unidentified author catalogued in the
historical department archives as elias wesley smith msd5273

cain

wesley smith president of the hawaiian mission told me
the writer is unidentified on the 24 day of july 1948 in the
ethe
presence of my companions on the way down to fahina
lahina to attend
pres smith said that he was
the pioneer day celebration
quite discouraged regarding the work and progress of the
when he was ffirst
mission a few
his
ter
af
f ow months
arrival
after
appointed mission pres in 1918 correction in margin to 1919
As a result of feeling
when he was still just a young man
discouraged he went to the lord in earnest supplication to
give him strength and wisdom and courage to continue on with
just before the dedication of the
his work this was
shortly after his prayer sister
lale
laie temple he said that was
lais
smith had retired and he
sitting in their living room
reading when he heard the front door bang open and looked up
unusually isic
to see an unsually
sic tall man come through the door he
esic
was tall enough that he had to stoop to enter
sic his
esic
eyes were very protuberant and rather wild looking his
finger
fingernails
f
inger
nalis
nalls
nails were thick and long he presented a rather unkept
appearance and wore no clothing at all he said not a word
hands out
his
but advanced toward pres smith with
stretched
outstretched
pres smith said he was so
as though to clutch at him
frightened he couldnt speak but that he quickly got to his
hold his hand and arms up to protect himself from
held
feet and heid
up there
attack if possible and that as he flung his arms upp
suddenly appeared in his right hand a light which had the size
and appearance of a dagger and that a voice said to him
he said this gave him courage and
this is your priesthoodperson
in the name of the lord jesus
that he commanded the
christ to depart he said that immediately when the light
appeared the person stopped and on being commanded to leave
he backed out the door A moment or two later when he went to
the door to look out no trace of any one was to be seen
he told joseph F smith apostle joseph fielding smith
master
who identified the individual as possibly acain
cain
aln
ain
EC
ecain
whose curse it
mahan father of all sons of prediction sic
also
is to roam the earth seeking whom he may destroy he every
said that for a period just prior to the dedication of
E

10
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strif

9 and disquiet among the
strite
temple there has been excessive strife
sarif
people and that there is always unusual evidence of the spirit
sention sic
dissention
dissection
of the adversary working to cause dis
why did the vision come to brother kailimai rather than
12
had the most powerful emotional
to hugh J cannon who apparently
1I hypothesized that he
experience out of the five men present
might have had particularly close ties to either george Q cannon
1I
gil
111
III
or joseph F smith and D arthur haycock 1990 commented 911
brother
think brother kailimai knew both cannon and smith
kailimai would have been thirteen in 1885 when joseph pF smith
eight in december 1900
twentyeight
returned to hawaii for two years twenty
when president cannon returned for the jubilee of missionary work
forty three in 1915 when joseph F smith
in the islands and fortythree
week stay
however the mission history and
twoweek
returned for a two
other sources simply contain no evidence either confirming a
relationship or ruling one out A telephone conversation 5S may
daughter in law and
kahanu kailimai kailimai the daughterinlaw
1990 with abigail kahunu
niece of david keola kailimai shed no furster
furhter light she could
not recall hearing him mention knowing either of these two men in
the absence of further evidence the question must remain open but
the presumption seems to be that brother kailimai had no particular
ties with the two former missionaries

the notes of brother kailimais addresses kept in the
conference minutes
minutes give some insight into his personality and
values speaking at the annual conference of the mission at laie
in april 1915 he said that it was his constant prayer that he
might be able to return to zion to live he said let us put our
whips to our horses and our shoulders to the wheel and push
record book C microfilmed as LR 3695
2item 3
3695series
serles
series 11reel pitem
369sseries
A year later at the conference in april 1916 at laie
he said
year 1I went to bro woolley and told him 1I was
last
prepared to return to utah he said go back to your branch
1I
wait a while we dont know what changes will come soon
did that and 1I have tried to teach the saints there the word
of wisdom the law of tithing and the other laws of the
when 1I heard that the temple was to be built in
gospel
hawaii 1I rejoiced and from that time until today 1I have
raised my voice in encouraging the people to prepare
themselves for that great blessing 1I want to tell you what
MO to go to zion and return
perhaps some of you are
cost me
it
we can donate that money and the blessing
prepared to go
will be an eternal one if we spend this money the benefits
will go to others and not to us but if we put it in the
soo
500
temple we will receive the blessings it cost us about 500
for our trip to utah that does not include the money we
spent for food and other incidentals
when 1I left 1I had
1I returned in 1913 and
when 1I returned 1I had 3 left
1000
in two years 1I had enough money to go again the lord had
blessed me 1I was given work 1I returned home on sunday and
13

19
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at one time 1I owed 85 for
to work
seemed impossible to catch
tithing 1I tried to pay it but it
up
1I promised the lord that if he would help me 1I would pay
1I am thankful that the
an honest tithe from that time on
1I had not
has been given to us
gift of repentance
prayed f or the temple to be built here 1I had prayed that the
to receive the blessings
lord would help menowto go to zion
we
1I desire
to build a home here in hawaii
there
should be patient honest just kind loving and full of
06
10206
love and faith appp 102
similarly he said in the sunday
afternoon of the annual
mission conference on 9 april 1916 1 1I desire to go wherever 1I am
called to go 1I want to labor under the direction of those over
me
1I rejoice that we have
1I want to keep the laws of the gospel
been taught about tithing and about the word of wisdom and all
1I were called to
that we have heard in this conference
if
come here and break rock for the temple 1I would be glad to do
that record book C p 138
on thursday 1I went

brother kailimai hospitalized with
tuberculosis on the island of hawaii asked castle murphy for a
blessing saying that he knew for a certainty that if we would
to our great
administer to him
that he would recover
surprise keola left the hospital and attended the district
1963
he had faith to be healed and it was so
conference
42
43
As another example brother kailimai said that he and his
4243
family would accompany the murphy s to utah so they could be endowed
and sealed several months before president murphy was released
we were delighted for we had come to love this family
very very much
brother kailimai and 1I seemed to be
congenial spirits
frequently he would tell me what 1I was
thinking and 1I had the same gift regarding him and his
thinking
we were of course
when our letter of release came
1I
the only ones in hawaii who knew it had arrived
immediately boarded the train for honomu
honolu when 1I knew 1I would
find brother keola he was at that time supervising some
1I walked along the
road construction work near that place
road until 1I found him As 1I approached he began to cry 1I
asked the reason for his weeping
he
he said
kakela castle you have been released
knew an
as certainly as if 1I had told him
he immediately
when we
resigned from his fine job and sold his property
were prepared to depart for utah he and his wife kamaka and
us at the
their son david keola were prepared to accompany came
lyp they
to the
temporal
sacrifice of all they possessed temporally
mainland and entered the temple of the lord in salt lake city
and were sealed by the priesthood for time and all eternity
14

for

example

so
50

von are predicated on sacrifice
ven
heaven
the blessings of hea
what blessing must have been awaiting them when they passed
on
ont

39
138
13839

1963

162 records one version of this
britsch 1986 was
lanier
newly typed in about 1952 and
experience from pia cockett which
19soo version sounds as
included with some local histories this 1950s
ftp
apparently some time
taken down as cockett dictated itp
it
if it was
after 1936
15

R

visit

pros david 0 mckay in 1921
of pres
pulphu
pulehu in pula maui is considered sacred and fertile
was there that the first seed of the gospel took
ground
it
root and the first baptism performed by george Q cannon and
his companion early in 1851 and there the first branch of the
hawaiian mission was organized in october 1851
issi
mckay will verify that the ground where
president david 0 mcray
was there in
pulehu chapel is situated is sacred
the pulphu
it
february 8 1921 david 0 mckay hugh J cannon E wesley
smithp
smith samuel hurst and a hawaiian elder
eider david kailimai
visited and after leaving the grounds david 0 mckay offeredwasa
word of prayer while he was praying the hawaiian elder
orm
orn of
privileged to see in a vision two hands clasped in the fforn
orm
greeting he thought cannon and hurst were shaking hands he
eye9 and saw they were apart he closed his eyes
opened his eyes
again and after the prayer he told what he had seen david 0
mckay said
the veil must have been thin and you have seen
through but hugh J cannon said there was no veil
the
above incident was told to us at a meeting at wailuku in the
1I was impressed and noted in my
evening and 1I was present
note book that those hands were the hands of geo Q cannon
and his son hugh J cannon and 1I was responsible f or
relating it to the missionaries in 1936 david 0 mckay came
again and after dinner at afoon kamahuohals
kamahuohas home 1I related
he
then david 0 mckay corrected me
the same incident
goo Q
said
those hands were the hands of the two fathers geo
cannon and joseph F smith in the presence of the two sons
hugh J cannon and E wesley smith ol 1I thanked him for the
11

01

correction
written by
J pia cockett
pia cocketts relevant journal entries read
april 6 1924
in conference at kalihi church which
began 4 april in honolulu
next meeting was very large 1663
luau was served
attendance gao
afternoon session had an
audience of 980
in this meeting a strange coincidence
occurred 1I was showing sister rena kealoha smith the record
pulphu when
of a vision received by elder D kailimai at pulehu
apostle D 0 mckay said that the veil must have been very
thin rena kealoha smith asked what a veil was 1I told her
sa
51
s1

was whatseparated
what separated sic us from the spirit world
wm
he then said
waddoups was speaking at the time
tine will come when the veil
what D 0 mckay told him that the time
we could be able to see through
will be so thin that
ap
pp 11
12
1112
substantiating what 1I told rena K smith
Wail uku present at sunday school
april 20 1924 at wailuku

that
pros

it

asked bro silva to
keola kailimai spoke at general meeting
and he refused because the system
officiate in the sacrament
of performance has been changed a little
28 1924
about 1130 our visitors arrived
july
pros
A w ivins R R lyman member of the quorum of twelve pres
eugene J neff antoine ivins vilate ivins balvia
falvia
ivins bae
we went to paia church and met the
sic williams
first
pulehu kula
makaweo and on to pulphu
then we drove up to makawao
saints
we rested at the church and talked about david 0 mckays
the wonderful manifestation in which
visit there andsawabout
hand shaking of which 1I have a record in my
david kailimai
went
vent to the pepper tree the spot
wevent
note book after wards we
devent
or sacred spot where the above manifestation happened and
took our picture
april 9 1933 conference at wailuku chapel annual
general meeting 1I spoke in hawaiian and related the vision
pulehu related by david 0 mckay on
of D keola kailimai in pulphu
feb 8 1921 where he saw the hand shaking in form of
greeting while david 0 mckay was praying keola thought it
was hugh cannon and elder hurst after the prayer he told his
vision to mckay and he said perhaps the veil was thin that he
had seen thru beyond the veil hugh cannon said there was no
goo Q cannon
elder
veil he must have seen his father geo
horsley read a letter from david 0 mckay in which he
commended the work of the sunday school in hawaii
he also
referred to the incidents happened in hawaii rather in maui on
memoria
nemoria
memoriable
memortable
bie
ble sic journey with hugh J cannon
that memorizable
april 25 1937
in the afternoon of this day the
council members kaaa ferreira kamauoha alo mahi enos
ourrant
currant
rant eason
matthias cockett ako kuamu the elders Our
dur
durrant
paaaina presidents francis
wallace beai
beat
beal brighton rollins paeaina
bailey and hilton robertson of the japanese mission met
pulehu and bore our testimony and 1I
under the pepper tree at pulphu
was reminded that it was on that sacred spot where 1I ffirst met
my life companion and it was there 1I was taught the gospel and
received the priesthood
was the same spot and sacred where in feb 8 1921
it
makay hugh J cannon pres E wesley smith
mckay
apostle david 0 maray
elder samuel H hurst and elder david kailimai met and david
mckay offered a word of prayer
david kailimai in a vision
orm of greeting
saw two hands shaking in torm
form
he thought hugh J
cannon and elder hurst were shaking hands he opened his eyes
they were apart after the prayer david kailimai told david
0 mckay what he had seen and was told that the veil was thin
and he had seen through but hugh J cannon said there was no
veil As david 0 mckay was relating this incident to us in
0.0
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wailuku 1I had recorded and noted that the
goo Q cannon and hugh J cannon
those of geo
veil his father was there and gave the glad

after david

hands seen were
an
As there was no
hand to his son

said that as
they came to these beautiful islands with magnificent scenery
seems the adversary was
and fine people he was depressed
it
1I
but today 1I am the happiest man
working against him
noted again because he has seen and shook the hand of his
goo
geo
Q
cannon he was the happiest man
father
goo Q cannon and
1I was always under the impression that geo
his son hugh J cannon shook hands whose hands were seen by
david kailimai
in 1936 when david 0 mckay visited us 1I related this
correct with the exception
incident and he said everything geo
is
of one thing and that it was goo Q cannon and joseph F
smith shaking hands and the hands were seen by david kailimai
1I was glad that the correction was made
in
the two fathers
goo
Q
presence of the two sons
joseph FP smith and geo
sonsjoseph
cannon fathers E wesley smith and hugh J cannon sons
meeting which we held is one we will never
this testimony
forget all of us felt something burning within us
go
good
a
to
place
to when we are depressed and to
is
it
commune with our god because it is a sacred spot
april 24 1943 chas kamauoha anderson sam alo sr
we then gathered on the
henry kaaa carlisle and walton
pulphu near the monument in a circle for a
chapel ground at pulehu
pia cockett thanked god for this gathering and
meeting
thanked the brethren for making it possible to come in a group
pros murphy and
like this as we had done in the past with pres
geo
Q
spot
a
bailey
hands
where
of
sacred
the
is
this
cannon and joseph F smith shaking in form of greeting were
seen by david kailimai he loved this place where he learned
much about the gospel and this is where he first met his wife
who was not then a member of the church
while he spoke he
continues with
could not keep the tears from his eyes
summaries of the others testimonies which also include their
witnesses that this was sacred ground
hugh cannon spoke
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mckay and

1900
18881900
zion in the samoan mission 1888
ruth R yeaman salt lake city
lake city utah joseph H dean was arrested
in
salt
in may 1886 and later convicted for unlawful cohabitation he was
discharged from prison in march 1887 the same day he was
released he learned he was to be arrested again i to escape arrest
he hid in the home of a friend william 0 lee
on may 23 1887 joseph H dean and his second wife
florence ridges daughter of joseph H ridges the builder of the
famous tabernacle organ were set apart to be missionaries in
his journal elder dean noted they were set apart to go to the
or any of the other groups
sandwich society navigator samoa
of islands that the spirit might dictate through the
authorities joseph had previously served a hawaiian mission and
knew the language A few days later joseph and florence had said
wife
with
five
children
their goodbyes to sally josephs
first
2
and they left for hawaii
the deans were in hawaii until june 1888 when they
left for samoa
on june 18 the captain of the ship almeda stopped
about 2 miles west of the island tutuila samoa and the deans
were lowered to a rowboat which had been sent to meet them
because the sea was so rough they stayed on tutuila for three
nights finally on june 21 1888 they were rowed to aunuu
ainuu and put
sopo
faasopo
ashore they were greeted by samuela manoa and his wife Faa
faasolo
manoa was a hawaiian convert to the churchwho
church who had been sent 3to
samoa in 1863 with a companion kimo belio who died in 1876
they had been sent to samoa by walter murray gibson who had far
exceeded his authority in hawaii and was excommunicated in april
1864 salt lake church 4 authorities were apparently not aware of
manoa being in samoa
joseph dean had found in the mission files evidence of
the two samoan missionaries and corresponded with manoa who
offered to share his western style home with the deans if they
came to samoa to establish a mission
most samoan homes used gravel for floors with woven
mats which were used for sitting and sleeping placed over the
gravel the deans found that manoa and his wife had even prepared
a westernstyle
western style bed to be used by the deans
in addition to the bed there was a good kerosene lamp
earthenware dishes and a concrete floor but they had no store
no cows no bread or anything to make it of no running water
6
rainwater being all they used
in june 1889 more american elders
arrived only to discover the missionaries
and samoan people were suffering from a
famine resulting from a devastating
women from

1

5
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hurricane that hit the island in march of
that year
marked the end
britsch wrote year june 1889samoan
of the
mission by
of the first
had experienced
the missionaries
this time
almost every problem samoa could offer
they had endured civil war famine a
hurricane and tropical storms they had
suffered sickness apostasy days in open
boats and storms at sea rumors had been
circulated against them and protestant
ministers had used both newspapers and
their pulpits to republish the old lies
day
about joseph smith and the latterday
latter
saints the elders housing was inferior to
their homesa in zion and living conditions
perpetual camping trip
resembled
nevertheless the elders were in excellent
gospel
spirits and eager to spread
the
7
throughout the islands
joseph H dean wrote to the millennial star in which the
we now
following brief note was published september 2 1889
number eight elders and two sisters from utah so far we have not
done much proselyting our time being spent mostly in building
homes for the future and studying the language within a month
we will be scattered all over the group of islands and expect to
go from village to village the lord has greatly blessed us we
kave
fave not suffered although living in a land of war and famine
jasper was born february 9 1888
the deans first child jasperi
during their short stay in hawaii their second child was born
june 1890 in samoa9 the deans were released and left for home
august 16 1890

louise calder lee

and her husband william 0

lee arrived in

with their baby daughter louise on october 10 1888 on
july 24 1890 a son henry calder lee was born
when he accepted the call to open the samoan mission joseph
H
dean had statedthat
stated that he needed to have assistance and asked
for william 0 lee and his wife louise calder lee to be called
to come to samoa when president and mrs dean completed their
mission responsibilities william 0 lee was called to become the
samoan mission president the lees were released from their
10
samoa
4
on february
1892
callings and left
katie elizabeth hale merrill and her husband J H merrill
were called from smithfield cache county utah to go on a
mission to samoa they arrived march 12 1891 katie was pregnant
with their first child when they entered the mission field
several weeks before the expected birth of the baby she became
samoa
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very

ill

and

their

baby was born prematurely on june 28

sister merrills
soon

it
occurred

at first but
following

1891

husband joseph thought the child was dead
showed signs of life on june 29 the

as recorded in elder merrills journal
death of
at 1 oclock3 1I witnessed the
our baby and at oclock pm god saw fit
to take my dear wife it is all 1I can bear
we left home so happy
and now 1I am left
alone
bereft of all my earthly joys
unless 1I can overcome the sorrow and trials
that
chat are now heaped upon me 1I am crushed

an hour

11

after the death of the child the

mother had called

lee wife of the mission onpresident to her bedside and
sister thanking
her for waiting
her during the sickness said
after
was going to
not stay
she

that she

die that
could
because they
she then talked with her husband kissed him

had come for her
was
goodbye f2
and
all
fa
12

over

it

mother and child were buried in one coffin the manager of
nearby german plantation gave permission for the burial on
the nearbygerman
the brow of a hill near the mission home
despite his tragic loss joseph merrill with devotion and
perseverance went on to finish his mission when he left for
home in april 1894 he took the remains of his wife and child
13
back to utah for reburial

katie elizabeth hale merrill was the first sister missionary
who died while filling a foreign mission
in later years
joseph H merrill was called to serve as president of the samoan
mission and arrived on december 19 1901 he was released because
of elephantiasis in january 1903
annie stevens and her husband ransom M stevens were called
to serve as missionaries in samoa and arrived april 17 1892
both he and his wife served diligently in their calling after
was called
experience
having learned the language and
gained
he
16
over
he had many virtues his deeds
to preside
the mission
of love and kindness made him a great favorite among the servants
of the lord in samoa early in april 1894 he did not feel well
and was confined to bed for ten days with a high fever every
possible action both spiritual and material was taken to help
were
him recover
28 april
he
vain
in
died
these
for
efforts
17
1894
his wife annie left for home may 23 on the next steamer the
missionaries expressed their concern for her and their feelings
14

15

toward her
we have learned to love sister stevens as a sister during
and
womanly
deeds
her stay in this land her noble
actions
shall
18
long be remembered by us
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the deseret

news

published the following

mrs annie D stevens wife of the deceased telegraphed
from san francisco yesterday to elder george E browning of
ogden the former president of the samoan mission as
follows my husband is dead leave here tomorrow morning
please inform authorities and ask them to telegraph F
brother christenson is
christenson fairview at once
19
9

the father of the widow
mrs stevens arrived safely in fairview utah numerous
friends were there to greet her
the greetings were necessarily brief for sister stevens was
feeling ill and had to 20retire to bed early
at 11 pm she gave
birth to a nice boy
A few days later the little boy died
sarah mcmurrin hilton and thomas H hilton arrived in samoa
17 april 1892 their daughter jeanette had been born before they
lake city jeanette died june 4 1892 their son harold
salt
left
was born september 26 1892 and died march 17 1894 another son
george emmet was born october 12 1894 and died october 19 1894
how sad to see our
mission president ransom stevens wrote
dear sister again bereft and her so far from dear parents
much sympathy is
the gospels sake
friends she
left for
for the bereaved parents and the blessings of the lord are
felt
invoked upon them
elder hilton was appointed by the elders to take temporary
charge when president stevens died until word arrived from the
presidency on july 12 1894 he was appointed president of
first
the samoan mission he was released march 23 1895
on march 17 1893 maria luella redd adams a bride not
quite seventeen and thomas D adams arrived in samoa on the same
steamer as margaret durham and alfred M durham mission
president george S browning informed the newcomers that since
there were already lady missionaries in samoa the two couples
would be sent to tonga which was at that time part of the
wouldve
wouldbe
samoan mission it was necessary to wait three weeks for a
steamship another week aboard the steamer and they arrived in
tonga there they faced learning a new language cooking over
open fireplaces eating completely different foods using coconut
shells for fuel learning that the only source of water was rain
that ran off the corrugated metal roof into a large metal tank
in other words adjusting to a complete change of lifestyle
would take volumes to
from the book memories we read
it
thomas and 1I
write of all our experiences on our mission
learned a hymn and sang it in the native tongue we loved doing
we had grown very fond of these natives
it once
the chief of the village invited us to attend a
gathering where we sat on the grass in a big circle and listened
&
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to him speak As he was talking hea cleaned the dirt from beneath
with large sharp knife finally he
his toenails and fingernailshands
and immediately a servant came
laid it aside clapped his to bring
a basket of oranges to serve
to his side he was ordered
as refreshments then the chief stabbed each orange with the
point of his knife and presentedmy on to each of us As 1I watched
tom 1I cant 1I
husband
procedure 1I whispered to
this
simply cant accept that orange from that knife
louie he answered you can and you must we will not
insult the chief by refusing hisa gift
1I was released with
two years drew to
As
close
to return home she lost a baby during that
sister maggie 1 durham my
we left our husbands in
time and
I found
health declining
22
year
the islands to serve another
in later years louie and thomas often sang hymns in the
tongan language for their own pleasure and to entertain family
and friends among the children that blessed their home was a
daughter named grace who became the wife of obert C tanner
moody at her
william
adelia williams married
alfred
ellahome
on june 4 1894 23 they were a happy couple living
parents
in thatcher arizona william saw a prosperous future ahead then
calling him on a mission to
he received a letter from box B
samoa they feltconcern
concern since adelia was to become a mother and
felt
feit
in addition william was responsible for the care of his fathers
childless second wife auntie after fervent prayer they both 24
oh lord thywill
thy will be done not ours
had the same feeling
thywell
the plan decided upon was for william and adelia to go
together to salt lake to receive their endowments and be sealed
as husband and wife then adelia would return to live with her
parents while william served his mission william wrote church
headquarters describing their plans they traveled to oasis to
william received a letter stating
visit williams folks there
was
vas the only woman in the samoan
that because sarah hilton mas
mission headquarters adelia could accompany william on the
mission so another woman could be there this became a problem
since they did not have adequate funds for two for fares and
expenses
in later years william wrote of this problem
A quick check told us we would be short
some thirty dollars
what are we to do
she asked me 1I did not know and told her
so but added
the lords
this is truly
if
work he will provide for us we will go as
far as ourwaymoney takes us and trust him to
open the
missionaries of our church
once traveled without purse or scrip
surely we are as capable as they have you
sufficient faith to undertake it without
hesitation she lifted her sweet face to me
we will go 1I trust you and the
and said
11

11

11
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write of this
1I marvel now at our childlike faith in
undertaking a trip thousands of miles long
without sufficient funds with my wife on
the way to bearing a child and with no
of what conditions we
slightest knowledge
should find in samoa time and science have
made the world small but at that period of
history samoa was as isolated from our25
home as another planet seems today
from the time the letter was received in oasis money came to
them in several unexpected ways and they had adequate funds for
their necessaryweexpenses samoa
with
landed
in
nine
dollars
26
was on the morning of november 2nd
and
it
1894 that the outlines of samoa appeared in
the distance what expectations filled us
especially delia because she had been very
27
during
the entire journey at sea
ill
directly before us this lovely morning was
the main village of samoa apia
abia which had
a population of perhaps a little less than
wass
three thousand this village wa
picturesque with semi
semiforeign
foreign and native
thatched roof houses peeping at us through
thatchedroof
the verdant foliage that was everywhere
our attentions were then diverted to the
hulk of a battleship whose frame lay
broadside upon a coral reef and we learned
that it was a german ship the adler
adier one
of the victims of the hurricane of 1889
when four such ships were wrecked and
about forty smaller craft with much loss
of life two of 28the men
of war lost were
menofwar
our anchor chains were
american ships
being lowered for apia had no wharf
hundreds of small craft were splashing
their way toward our ship elder thomas
hilton the mission president came with
two natives in the mission boat and took us
to the mission headquarters at Fag
Fa aili
fagauli
fagaili
alii
alli
about three miles down the coast for
sake 1I was thankful to have the
delias
journey over for her two weeks of illness
had left her emaciated and weak so much so
her to walk to
that it was 29necessary to aid
the house
besides our group of seven
elders there were eighteen others and
sister sarah hilton at the mission
headquarters all missionaries had
gathered as was their custom from the far

lord will

be with uuSs

As 1I

11

galli
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ends of the island to get their mail
which came only once a month such times
were occasions for joyous greetings
exchange of experiences and pleasant
kept
conversations delia and 1I
diligently at the study of the language and
the gospel andwetook our part in missionary
did our washing and
together
life
cooking and always we studied
the
house was reasonably comfortable and suited
to the climate bedclothes were not needed
other than a sheet but mosquito nettings
over the beds were a necessity300 cockroaches
we sought to
were abundant and annoying
make each other happy and there was an
inflow of the spirit of god because we were
devoted31 to the common cause of doing his
on march 27th 1895 president
work
hilton and his wife and other missionaries

for their homes in
left
and tears we bade them

utah with prayers
farewell it was a
mom
mon
momentous
antous occasion for delia since it left
entous
her alone of the women missionaries to be
on the island she who was so soon to
become a mother
silently yielded to a
trying situation and clung to me stillmore
closely 32as she looked toward an uncertain
no word of mineman
can overstate our
mine
mineban
future
anxiety as the hour approached
on may 3rd
ard 1895 at 115 am the baby
came how relieved 1I was to lay this tiny
morsel of life onto the arm of her smiling
mother who radiant with joy cuddled the
dark haired girl to her willing breast we
darkhaired
called our new daughter hazel for three
weeks 1I abandoned everything else to the
care of my wife As 1I write now after so
many eventful years 1I can still hear the
of the clock which marked the hours of
tick
my lonely vigil as night after night
in
silence 1I watched the life of my beloved
ebbing away
then on may 24th of 1895 she closed
her eyes to everything mortal the light
my life when
went
out
of the whole world
of
33
ll
she was taken
williams two great concerns became 1
hazel and his mission responsibilities
I
longed mightily to make a success of my
mission despite my loss of spirit for it
so that 1I should not have to return home a
11
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mrs
a
with
arranged
bell a
failure
school teacher from england to care for
schoolteacher
south side of 34
the
hazel then left formy the
14
missionary
work
island to continue
hazel was carefully cared for by people who loved her but
she had many bouts with sickness finally william felt he must
send hazel home david D williams of thatcher hazels
grandfather planned to meet her in salt lake hazel sailed for
home on april 23 1896 on the same ship that35had brought her
when the ship
parents to samoa a year and a half earlier
36
wept
who
day
had cared for hazel
all
left the people
three months passed before 1I could
learn of her safe arrival they were months
of anxious waiting but 1I learned finally
had been made more
that her trip home
pleasant than 1I had dared to dream it would
be her story became known on the ship
almost at once how she had been left
motherless and was making the trip without
parents or not even a woman to care for
her sympathetic friends sprang up right
and left kind
kindhearted
hearted women gave her a
pothers
mothers care and she was showered with
1I

gifts

she thrived with her grandparents

and

and lovely woman the
to be a vital andlovely
wife of eric A knudsen she bore 37a ch
child
lid
ild
of her own and lived in hawaii it
william moody left the mission field for home may 17 1898
on october 16 1907 he was called to serve as mission
president in samoa he left salt lake on february 22 1908 38
in samoa he wrote As may be expected one of my
after arriving
which
wife
acts was to visit the grave of my first
adelia
first
39
cemetery
was located in a churchowned
church owned
he was very busy during his stay in samoa as mission
president and achieved many constructive and positive goals he
completed the actions necessary to close his work as mission
president
before 1I departed there was one sacred
our little cemetery 1I
spot 1I must visitour
visit
went to the place
leaving everything
as perfect as possible thus with the
simple pilgrimage 1I had done perhaps the
1I should ever be permitted to
last kindmy act
own hands for the beloved wife
do with
of my youth and the other dear ones whose
40

grew

11

mortal remains

made

the spot sacred

ov

ida luetta morgan roberts and edgar T roberts were married
41
samoa
december 23 1897
october 20 1897 they arrived in
they endured the usual missionary sufferings of sea sickness
61

hunger
eyes

thirst fatigue

language

difficulties boils

luetta wrote regarding their arrival

their adjustment

and the

and sore

early period of

there are the peculiar natives to be
seen in their boats the shore to be looked
up and looked
at luggage to be gatheredgoing
and the horror of
ashore in
after
our missionary
one of those little tubs
labor began first striving to acquire a
knowledge of the language teach school
our saints and do good whenever an
visit
opportunity presented itself what joy 1I
from house to
trading
take in going out tr
acting
house with my husband and to associate
1I often go out and
with the native women
42
visit with them
their first child a boy loi was born 18 august 1898 they
began the difficult task of trying to find food that he could
tolerate the child suffered from eye infections and childhood
diseases
A war between native tribes caused sudden changes in the
lives of the missionaries here follows a quote from the journal
kept by edgar T roberts
very
was
vecy quite this morning up till
very
all
about 12 oclock when about 100 natives
from the east end of upolu went past our
gate with their guns axes knives and war
implements having their faces painted with
war paint and wearing their white caps to
represent the mataafa party the Malie
toa
malietha
malietoa
wearing red just as they had passed which
was at 1 pm the first report of war was
heard by the signals of firing cannons from
the men of war in apia harbor the native
warriors hadnt any more than reached the
path which leads to apia until they became
frightened of hearing the guns go off and
returned the way they came only more
quickly the firing of the cannons was kept
up all afternoon and we could see native
men and women and children running for
natives near and
their lives all thegone
to the bush
around fagalii
fagaiii have
leaving their homes just as they could on
towards 3 oclock the porpoise an english
man of war came right in front of fagalii
having their guns pointed towards us they
remained in that place for about an hour
then steamed back to apia
abia during this time
1

l

a continuous cannon loading was kept up
62

balls bursting in the bush
their explosive
and from there in to
just back of fagalii
penega where
pesega

brother
towards apia and
hendricks and brother stringham are we
uneasy having the cannon balls
felt very
shot toward us but we trusted in god for
protection and safety just about sundown
brother hendricks came in with a buggy
and sister reid and said that
luetta
after
we all had to go to apia as a man of war
was coming to fagalii to shell that country
and if we remained in fagalii there might
be danger to the women took just a change
of clothes and after locking up the home we
to apia
abia getting there just before
all went
dark we hardly knew where to go for safety
in apia
abia but as the lord always provides
for his servants we got the upper room in
mr hellesoes house of course we all had
to make the best of it by sleeping on the
board floor and buying some bread canned
meat etc which was expensive living for
us but we couldnt help that we did not
get very much sleep that night as there was
a continual firing that kept us up all
night the soldiers would think they could
see natives in the bush and then they would
of war kept a continual
fire the manthrowing
firing also
shells into the bush
and surrounding country near
apia
nearApia
nearapia
abia just 10
steps to the left of us were the american
boys with a gatling gun and the english
boys to the right with rapid firing guns
and some 100 soldiers
well so much for
the war at present and 1I will tell about
ourselves there are eight of us tucked in

elders and 2 sisters he did
not mention the two children stewart L
reid and loi roberts we have just the
clothes we have on our backs and a change
of which are dirty because we cant get
any place to do a little washing our meals
are two a day consisting of bread butter
canned meat of different kind and other
we could afford it but 1I tell
stuff
if
you means are scarce and expenses high but
we must do the best we can nevertheless
mormons are happy no matter where they are
so it is with us we have no fear and
over us as we are
dont want you to worry
in the lords care and he will look after
us we dont worry so much over ourselves
one room

6
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over poor little loi as we have
had nothing to feed him but corn flour and
condensed milk for over a week now but a
steamer came in yesterday so we can get
some mellins food that 1I want now so 1I am
going to lay up a store for a month or two
as we cant tell how things will turn out
we look for the better oh yes we must
you that loi has two teeth but the
tell
poor little fellow has large sores breaking
owing
out on him all the time
to
not
having proper food 43
was born october 16
their little daughter harriet viola
1899 despite the offering of fervent prayers and the best
3
1900 in the apia
march
died
medical aid possible
loi
14
44

as

we do

j

sanitarium
the parents completed their mission and returned to afton
wyoming june 15 1900 it is believed that the sudden change from
the tropic temperature to the cold harsh climate of star valley
wyoming was the cause of death of the baby harriet viola on
45
6
1901
january
another experience in samoa is that of ethel lowry reid and
clare W reid
in manti utah in june 1896 the family of sarah jane brown
lowry wife of john lowry junior was assembled in her bedroom
praying for her recovery of good health eunice mollen one of
those present received the gift of tongues and the
interpretation thereof
A portion of this interpretation indicated that ethel lowry
reid and her husband clare W46 reid would be called on a mission
to the islands of the sea
ethel the youngest daughter and last child of john lowry
junior and sarah jane brown lowry was very musical as was her
husband clare reid they had been married on october 9 1895 A
description of the bride and groom read
she was the most
beautiful bride this town had ever seen the kind of beauty
touched by a certain fragile quality with a quiet splendor of
moan of much promise
roan
a handsome
a young man
to
spirit married
47
musician
ethel had been very active in church responsibilities she
served as secretary of the primary when she was only ten years
old in addition to other responsibilities she served as
president of the young ladies mutual improvement association
were called to serve a
1898 when
husband
and
she
her
until june samoa
48
mission to
were received only once a month in samoa ethel and
letters
her family were very close so letters were frequently received
and sent portions of a letter from ethel to her sisters follow
to

on board

june

64

21

moana
1898

dear sisters
1I have been writing to mamma and papa so
write a few lines to let you know
will just
we are OK we expect to land at honolulu
about 7 oclock in the morning we are
looking forward with pleasure to walking on
sick the
dry land again we were both very sickthe
worst on board so the stewardess told us it
was not until yesterday that 1I was able to
get on deck and that was the fifth day out
clare and 1I have been playing in the
dining room this evening the first time we
have had our instruments out they seemed to
appreciate the music we had the pictures of
manti and salt lake city that you gave us
olive up on deck today and they proved quite
interesting to two or
three persons but we
orthree
have had no argument as yet tho it is known
among all the second class passengers 1I
suppose that we are mormons
have had fine
weather so far clare joins in sending love

to

all

affectionately
49
1
ethel
ethe
22 1898
wednesday june
june22
is now 820 and we have been at the
it
honolulu wharf about an hour our vessel
Hawaii ans
brought the annexation news to the hawaiians
A boat of men came out to meet us to find
what the flag signal meant and when they
learned they cheered heartily 1I am not going
to write more as we want to see as much of
by till we reach
byby
the city as possible so by
samoa

with love50

ethel
the samoan mission records of 1898 reveal the following

extracts

wednesday june 29

elders don C mcbride and clare W reid
and wife sister ethel lowry reid arrived
having made the voyage on the
fagauli
at Fa
fagalli
galli
moana
S S
they had with them some few
school supplies and were well equipped for

school work they had an organ and a box of
baggage lost in transit both of which they
expectedto
expected to recover
elder roberts and wife arrived from
savari in the evening and happy was the
65

sisters brother and
at fagauli
fagalli until
sister roberts will remain
expected confinement
after sister roberts
in the latter part of july
1
friday

meeting of the two

july
the usual meeting of
in the evening
welcome to the newcomers was held that of
sacrament meeting and testimony gathering
were at the meeting which was an
all
inspiring one at its close brother and
rendered some music on their
sister reidmandolin
and viola cake from
autoharp
home was also passed around
wednesday july 6
ah mu ah chini
their families went
and surprised sister reid on her birthday
they took flowers oranges ducks etc
etc
A letter from Spring
springville
utah arrived before christmas
ville
the family at home had learned the happy news that ethel and
clare were expecting a baby
november 21 1898
dear ethel and clare
we girls had appointed last friday
night to do a piece of work for our little
samoan niece or nephew and we were to meet
at doras when we got there we found that
carrie had left a letter from ethel we got
then 1I read the letter
the work started
how much
while the other girls worked
we did enjoy reading that nice little news
paper
what do the natives think of the songs
you teach them clare are they nice singers
and do they speak the words in their
1I guess
language or learn them in ours
improves the meetings very much to have
it
music
theyou
look rather care worn in the one
picture taken with your class 1I thought
perhaps it was taken just after conference
and you were tired after having attended so
many meetings and sitting up so late at
night but there is one thing about that
picture it convinces us that you really
1

&

&
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are pregnant

the history of the
events in 1899

love

samoan

olive
mission revealed two interesting

wednesday march 29
66

52

pm
was
confined
at
at
730
reid
sister having been in labor
apia
all day had
abia she previous night
the doctor
part of the
aid which was
to deliver her by surgical
successfully done and a fine boy was the
&

result
wednesday

april

5

pres worsencroft elders reid morris
named elder reids
and wright blessed
name
baby the father being mouth the
given was stewart lowry reid 53
day saints millennial star of thursday august
the latterday
latter
1899 reported the following
SAMOAN missionarys experience
A Kays
waysville
kaysville
utah letter received may
ville
7
from george H blood who is traveling
as a mormon missionary in samoa gives a
graphic account of some of the tragic
scenes that he has witnessed during the
samoan war it has been thought that mormon
missionaries were absolutely safe but mr
bloods experience shows that they were in
imminent danger he was stationed at
and thinking the war was over
tifitifi
when 1I started
for apia
started
abia he says
1I knew nothing of the last trouble but a
german called me in and told me they were
having a time up the trail and that 1I would
never see apia
abia when he saw that 1I was
determined to go he ordereda
or
ordered
dereda a horse and
saddle for me and 1I started on after
riding two miles 1I found a village on fire
and saw a man
of war just outside the reef
manofwar
and talk about shelling they were using
eight inch guns browning
their eightinch
peace makers and nordenfedts shells and
peacemakers
small bullets flew thick and burning
houses on each side made me feel like 1I
was a target all of the houses between
that village and apia
abia a distance of ten
miles had been burned that morning
about eight miles from apia 1I was met
by 400 mataafa warriors painted and well
armed they had been ordered to kill all
the whites they could find forty or fifty
of them flocked around me brandishing
their knives they were about to take my
head off when one of them saw a book in my
coat pocket which he took but when he saw
was a tract he said faiean
which means
fabean
fai ean yes
itmissionary
a
and 1I told them
&

&
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missionary
breathing easier

mormon

and found myself

A SAMOAN DIVERSION

could talk english
half casteup who
a white flag or they
told me to put
would shoot my brains out 1I obeyed orders
and moved on but was stopped about a dozen
times by mataafa men some of whom leveled
guns at me or raised knives to see me
dodge
passing the mataafa men 1I met no
after
one for two miles and then met the
Malie toa men and they didnt believe that
malietha
malietoa
1I came through the mataafa lines
apia
abia is under martial law all of the
mormon elders from fagalli
fagauli are here they
fagalli in such a hurry that
had to leave fagauli
were left behind and the
their things
mataafa men took everything of value broke
the windows and doors and chopped the
furniture to pieces our loss is about
1100
mr blood tells of the butchery of american and
english officers and marines at fagalli
fagauli on april 1
and says the wounded officers and men who were left on
the field were killed and their heads cut off the
bodies being buried without the heads the mormon
missionaries witnessed this terrible fight with 2500
mataafa men on one side against 130 marines and 100
Ma
malieota
followers
lieota
the letter closes by saying that there
were 5000 mataafa men around apia
abia all
well armed and determined to fight to the
they have sent in word that they are
last
going to rush in on the town
the english boats go out every morning
burning native villages along the coast
and the united states boat philadelphia
remains in the bay and throws shells over
the town to keep the natives back the
missionaries will be removed to the
island
54
it
of tutuila for better protection
after the native conflict ceased the following letter was
received in manti utah
salilavalu
Salil avalu savaii
june 6 1899
my dear sisters and brothers
1I dont know how to tell you how much
we appreciated your letters and the money you
how glad we were to get the things
sent
A

11
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sent with brother sears
1I dont know how 1I would have got
along without them 1I have made some of the
1I didnt think 1I
baby
for
dresses
little
would need the little stockings but its been
so much cooler here than at apia that he has
had to wear them to keep his little feet
warm so im very glad we had them that is
baby
one thing we cant buy on samoa
samoababy
stockings
love
55
ethel
june 8 1899
we have got our little samoan house
straightened up almost as we want it now and
looks quite nice there is no floor in
it
either room just gravel covered with mats
cool and pleasant
it isnovery
we dont expect to get any of the
things we lost unless its our musical
instruments
but they would be so broken
they would be of no use to us 1I have tried
not to worry over our loss for many things so
much worse might come along to try us
you say to tell you what we need
you
sent clothes enough for baby for a good
while brother and sister reid sent clare
my shoes wont
some shoes and me a dress
last very much longer 1I had a pair of
slippers stolen at fagalli
fagauli and the rats
penega so 1I have
destroyed a pair of shoes at pesega
one pair left when you get a chance you
only onepair
may send me a pair of 3 12 not too coarse
nor too fine just a good durable pair if 1I
could get any decent shoes here 1I would but
impossible they dont keep anything but
its
slippers and they are very worthless only
two of my dresses were stolen dora a calico
1I made before coming out and the one mamma
sent me last fall we had babys picture
you will see baby has lost all his
taken
pretty hair after that rash came out on his
head and body his hair would come out in
bunches and leave the scalp a shiny bald its
coming in quite thick now but cant tell
whether its red or black he is two months
yes the doctor let me
and ten days old
have chloroform a good while before 1I was
delivered
olive if you finish babys
babas picture would
you
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you kindly send one to elder
and one to brother stringham
we think a great deal of

J

wood

eureka

lake city
salt man
A

that
been better to
brother could not have
was
never

me when
my bed

he
sick than he
left
side all the afternoon the day baby was born
1
picture
you
and
an
of
extra
I
have
clare
if
where we are standing you may send it to him
old songs we
also we want the words to some may
god bless
are asked to sing so much
1I

was

you

all

with

much

love

ethel
strength did not return
after the birth of stewart ethels
her health continued to deteriorate so her husband clare
missionaries were
finally decided to send her home as
leaving about that time in fact he planned to take her home
but under her most earnest request and solicitation he57 consented
to remain and finish his labor in the mission field
on october 26 1899 the deseret news published the
announcement of the death of mrs ethel lowry reid in provo
october 25
A most sad death occurred this afternoon
when
at the residence of dr S H alien
allen
mrs ethel lowry reid passed from this
believing that thepure
mortal sphere
the pure
air of her mountain home would be
husband prevailed
beneficial to her her
herhusband
upon her to return home which she was
reid desired to
loath to do elder reiddesired
accompany his wife home but she persuaded
him to remain and complete his mission
mrs reid left the islands
and during
the voyage became alarmingly worse when
the party arrived at san francisco and
telegraphic advice was sent to her family
two sisters accompanied by dr alien
allen
ailen a
on monday
in law met her at ogden
brother
brotherinlaw
evening and brought her to provo for
medical assistance but the trip was too
much for her she lingered on until this
58
jj
away
afternoon when she quietly passed
the lowry family members received a letter from samoa in
november 1899 A portion of the letter follows
56

mesepa samoa
pesepa
nov 30 1899

dear brothers and sisters
words fail me 1I hardly know what to
1I assure you tho that 1
I not only
write
mourn on my own account but on yours too
and her dear parents 1I would like to say
my
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bring greater peace
that which will
comfort to your hearts that is what came
to mine when two weeks after receiving this
1I
baby well
news
etheldred
etheldied
ethel died wednesday my
father and
received from the doctor and
brother the full particulars of my dear
several days after
wifes
cifes death for
receiving the cablegram 1I was in an agony
of suspense there was only one thing to do
and that was to seek assurance from above
that all was well and that 1I did more
&

earnestly than 1I ever did before in my
1I received comfort but my fears were
life
not entirely set at rest until 1I received
your letter
you remember how we parted at the depot
springville
at Spring
always
ville raythat parting has my
memory
been a bright
of sunshine in
ethel and 1I tried to part in the same way
when she left me here for we wished to feel
that it was only for a short time
59
clare
another letter was sent from samoa portions of which follow
matautu samoa
oct 5 1900
dear brothers and sisters
about those pictures of ethels grave Is
possible that 1I have not mentioned them
it
1I received them long ago and see
yet
them every day for they hang just over my
table 1I cannot imagine that my wife has
any connection with the spot to me she is
in paradise as plainly as you are in utah
A year ago tomorrow 1
I parted with my
naig
moana
nail
nall
wife and babe on the deck of the Moa
she sat just back from the head of the
gang way a picture of misery out of which
gangway
beamed courage and cheerfulness 1I remained
with her as long as possible brother
gang way with stewart in
clayton was at the gangway
his arms as 1I passed down the boat moved
off immediately and as long as 1I could
distinguish individuals a little white
handkerchief fluttered a last farewell
then 1I began to fear and took myself
severely to task for leaving the boat at
all1
1I can
I will be glad when
sit
down with you in your own homes
god bless you all
71

clare
reid was associated with the music
in later years clare
department at brigham young university and was noted for his
methods of teaching piano lessons while still a young man
stewart son of ethel and clare reid met his death by drowning
in a tragic accident on utah lake
comans
the following observations appeared in the young womans
journal 1899
apia
abia samoa
september 1899
editor young womans journal
is but a few years since we first
it
heard with some astonishment that the
young ladies of zion ought to prepare
themselves for missions to the world as
their help would soon be needed in
spreading the message of truth it matters
how this admonition was received
little
heeded or unheeded the time is here when
the sisters are taking an active part in
the mission fields
when the call first went forth samoa
was as far from peoples minds as the
islands themselves are from the rest of the
civilized world
women are among the gospel pioneers on
these islands what they endured their
and their hardships even to parting
trials
with life itself it is a story that today
dims the eye with tears
to some the influence which our lady
missionaries wield among us may seem
but
reaches out and effects
trivial
it
every elder in the mission and spurs him on
weight also as a factor in the
its
uplifting of the samoan people can not but
be deeply felt and appreciated
our sisters come
directly in
contact with samoa through the children in
our schools each branch has its little
school varying in numbers from eight or
ten to thirty
five or forty there most of
thirtyfive
the sisters time is spent and there we
see the
results of their labors A
sister by her very presence commands
respect
neatness cleanliness taste
are being carefully brought into
all
prominence
in a conversational way they do much
not only among the saints but among
60

I1
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strangers as well hospitality is

a

strong

among
people
and
this
characteristic very popular
the door
them visiting is
she goes
is opened to the sister whenever
out making calls she is always treated
kindly and politely and what she has to
say is listened to with respect in their
visiting our sisters spread the truth among
this people
the sisters are of themselves doing a
missionary work that could not be
accomplished save by their presence here
their mission commences among the elders

of

themselves reaches the youngest child in
the school room and extends into the homes
of both saints and strangers it is plain
now why our sisters were called to samoa
to assist yes and more to fill a long
61
want that they alone could fill
felt
there were many fine samoan women who became members of the
church they also had problems to face but such problems were
confronted in a culture and environment familiar to them
there were also fine women who stayed at home in zion to
care for their children and in many instances worked in every
way possible in order to supply funds to support their children
and their husbands away in the mission field of samoa
the women of zion who served in the samoan mission from 1888
to 1900 left the security of their homes their familiar
surroundings and especially the support of their family
amily and
friends to travel with their husbands in response to the call of
the lord through the authorities of the church of jesus christ
day saints to serve as missionaries the change from
of latterday
latter
their way of life in the united states was tremendous especially
because of the isolation from the rest of the world the new
environment and the many events which occurred in samoa
the lady missionaries had many personal type routines to
perform such as writing letters caring for living quar
quarters
ters
preparing meals sewing washing and tending children there
were many special responsibilities related to the mission such
as
learning a new language reading studying translating
teaching native children and teaching other classes they were
also involved in assisting in official activities such as
serving as officers in auxiliary positions visiting native
homes conducting the singing and performing musically
the lady missionaries in the period of 1888 to 1900
exhibited deep abiding faith courage and devotion to their
religious beliefs by their willingness to sacrifice all of them
faced the difficulties of an environment and culture entirely
foreign to them among the members of the group some faced the
horror and hazards of civil war some faced the fury of the
hurricane seasons and other elements of the weather some faced
73

the death of children one faced the death of a husband and
lives
several sacrificed their ownwho
were so diligent and faithful in
these courageous women a significant
and positive
made
their missionary labor
contribution to the 62samoan mission for surely their price is
f ar above rubies
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appendix

A

1888
1900
18881900
zion in the samoan mission
following is a list of names of missionary couples from zion
who were called to serve in the samoan mission from 1888 to 1900
the dates of their arrivals are also noted records taken from
samoan mission records film 7852 church of jesus christ of
day saints 1888 salt lake city LDS church historical
latterday
latter
department
ARRIVAL
NAME
18 june 1888
1
florence ridges dean and joseph H dean
2
10 october
louise calder lee and william 0 lee
women from

1888

3
4

5
6
7
8

1894

9

1897

10

1897
11

12

1898

katie hale merrill and joseph H merrill
sarah mcmurrin hilton and thomas H hilton
annie D stevens and ransom M stevens
maria luella redd adams and thomas D adams
margaret durham and alfred M durham
ella adelia moody and william A moody
esther whitbeck and joseph R whitbeck
ida luetta morgan roberts and edgar
thomas roberts
ethel lowry reid and clare W reid
margaret R taylor and jedediah taylor

longhurst and warren longhurst
1898
agnes M sears
14
1900
and william G sears
R minnie hinck and joseph hinck
15
13

myra
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23 march 1891
17
1892
17
1892
17 march 1893

april
april

17 march 1893

2

30

november

september

23 december
29

21

june 1898
october

17

december

8

february

3
2

may 1899
may 1900
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PART 1I CHIASMUS IN ANCIENT HAWAIIAN PROPHECY

introduction
the

spring

1984 while working on

master of
fine arts thesis 1I came across some ancient hebrew poetic
art forms 1I was doing some research that dealt with visual
1I found that
forms in ancient hawaiian art
in ancient
hawaiian poetry hula and chants there could be many levels
of understanding
often one of these artistic creations
could embody as many as five different meanings such as
figurative manao
manalo pili pono
holopililili
hoopililili
manalo hoopili
literal manao
lili
moio
moo
molo
mololelo
historical or legendary reference moto
moolelo
ielo
lelo sexual
na mea loko
and hidden
kaona meanings
about this
time 11II discovered in ancient hebrew literature several
poetic devices that were full of imagery highly figurative
was
and containing dualism paralellism and chiasmus
it
then that 1I began to put the literary forms of the two
cultures together in my mind

in

was in
it
meeting that
study more

of

may 1989

my

our hawaii mission presidency
after
yoshihiko

president
kikuchi challenged me to
1I
found
about the ancient hawaiian prophecies
myself going back to a prophecy by kapihe
ka pihe that 1I had
studied five years earlier with a little understanding of
hawaiian chants and a mere introduction to chiasmus 1I felt
impressed that there were strong similarities between these
literary uses and that 1I should continue to do more
research
was at this time that 1I took a prayer chant by
it
Hewa hewa the last high priest of the hawaiian kingdom
hewahewa
and
broke it down and placed it into a chiastic form in the
manner 1I had seen in the old testament student manual
with
before me 1I knew 1I had discovered a remarkable example of
it
chiasmus in hawaiian but knew too little about hebrew
poetry especially chiasmus to be able to explain it
in
february 1990 1I received some publications
from
the
foundation for ancient research and mormon studies the
following articles were especially helpful chiasmus in the
welch poetic parallelism of the
book of mormon by john
book of mormon by donald parry and hebrew poetry in the
W

book of mormon by angela crowell
31
81

JEWISH

similarities

emercian protestant minister who
sheldon dibble an amercian
coma pany of missionaries in hawaii
arrived with the fourthA comapany
history of the sandwich island wrote
in 1831 in his book
that prior to the arrivalhadof inthe missionaries that the
their traditions several
ancient hawaiian people
jewish similarities

told to the missionaries before the bible was
translated and before the people knew much of sacred
history
the hawaiians offered their first fruits to the
gods
the practice of circumcision was common the
hawaiians had cities of refuge for the same purpose and
of the
under similar laws as those of the jews
traditions
flood jonah joshua joseph and many others exist that
antedate western contact dibble further states
may be added that the poetry of the
it
Hava
hawa
hawaiian
llan bears a greater resemblance to
ilan
iian
that of the hebrew than to any other
tvo languages
that the structure of the two
and especially that the
similian
similiar
is very si
miliar
Hava
hawaiian
cauastive form of the hawa
llan verb is
lian
iian
precisely tha same vith
with the hiphil of the
very few words however can be
hebrew
tvo language the resemble
found in the two
each other
in view of these facts the thought would
not be a very wild and visionary one that
the inhabitants of polynesia are descended
from the children of israel
sheldon
Of the sandwich islands
dibble A historyof
History
they

were

bold print added

lg
ig
19
pig 19.
p16

HEBREW POETRY

IS

BASED ON

parallelism

OF THOUGHT RHYTHM

the chief characteristics of hebrew poetry are found in
the peculiar form in which it gives utterance to it ideas
this form has received the name of parallelism ewald justly
since the rhythm the
prefers the term thought rhythm
music the peculiar flow and harmony of the verse and of the
poem lie in the distribution of the sentiment in such a
manner the full import does not come out in less than a
distich a poetic form containing two lines a couplet
bold print added
old testament student manual p303
david freedman explains that in the ancient near east poetry
was the traditional means of expressing and transmitting
david noel freedman pottery poetry
religion experience
and prophecy

1980.
1980

82

CHIASMUS
CHIASNUS

chiasmus can be defined simply as an inverted type of
is derived from the greek
parallelism the name chiasmus
over
or
cross
a
cross
chill
the first line is
chi
chili
letter
linet the second line with the next
para
parabell
with the last line
parafell
paralell
fell
ieli
lell
to the last line and etc note the bold print in the
following example compare the lines with the name letters
abjcfcjba to observe the chiasmus

ie

abccba

isaiah 601 3
arise shine
b
for thy light is come
c
and the glory of the lord
Is risen upon thee

OLD TESTAMENT

a

for behold darkness shall cover the earth
and gross darkness the people
c
but the lord shall arise upon thee
and his glory shall be seen upon thee
b
and the gentiles shall come to thy light
and kings to the brightness
d
d

a

of thy

rising

bishop robert lowth of oxford england was the first
to identify the use of parallelism in hebrew poetry and
published his noted lectures in latin in 1753 and in english
he defined parallelism as the repetition of
in 1815
similar synonymous or opposite thoughts or words in
parallel or successive lines these lines can support each
other carry a thought further back one up complete the
thought or go beyond the first one

significantly bishop lowth also pointed out that parallelism
can be retained almost unimpaired in a translation
he saw
parallelism as the principle behind the structure of nearly

all

hebrew poetry

further defined poetic parallelisms as words
phrases or sentences that correspond compare contrast
types of parallelism mentioned
or repeat
chief
three
are synonymous parallelism antithetic parallelism and
synthetic parallelism other scholars have enlarged upon
these three chief uses of parallelism and have added and
reclassified others
synonymous parallelism
1
this is a repetition of the
same thought with equivalent expressions the first line
reinforcing the second in other words the second line
or phrase repeats or echoes the idea of the first
when
prophets introduced an idea then repeated it in different
words their hearers could more easily grasp their
a
he

meaning

the idea thus received
33
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double emphasis

words or phrases can be parallel by appearing as
synonyms or nearsynonyms
arises stand up and
near synonyms such as arisesstand

2

soul
heart
heartsoul
a
arise shine
b
for thy light is come
c
and the glory of the lord is risen upon thee
goi
601.
isaiah gol
601
antithetic parallelism this consist of the use of
contrasting thought in the second line to accentuate
wordpairs
pairs or
the thought of the first this group of word
phrases are made up of words opposite in meaning such as
below heaven
above
abovebelow
heavenearth
earth and shall descend
descendshall
shall

ascend
a
b

3

for behold darkness shall cover the earth
and gross darkness the people
but the lord light shall arise upon thee
and his glory shall be seen upon thee

goi
601.
isaiah gol
601
SYNTHETIC
parallelism is the building up of a thought
with succeeding words or line
simple synthetic
parallelism consists of two words or phrases in which
the second explains or adds something new or instructive

to the first
a
nevertheless the lord seeth fit
to chasten his people
yea he trieth
b
drieth their patience
and their faith
mosiah 2321.
2321
the prophet king benjaman first introduces the doctrine
that god chasten his children and immediately gives
their patience and their
further details Wyea he drieth
trieth
parry poetic parallelisms of the
donald
faith

4

pig
p16

1980
FARMS 1980.
ALTERNATE parallelism this type
of repetition occurs
when word paris are placed alternately in succeeding
lines notice the alternated word pair
preacher teacherhearer learner

book of mormon

1

a

b
a
b

for the preacher
was no better than the hearer
neither was the teacher
any better than the learner
alma 126.
126
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SEVEN LAWS OF CHIASTIC STRUCTURE

in 1942 nils W lunds research gave us seven a laws of
great
these laws help us to see that
chai
chaistic
stic structure possible
in chiastic arrangement
deal of variety is
may consist
1
the center is always the turning point
it
of one or up to four lines
2
at the center there is often a change in thought and an
opposite idea is introduced
antithetic
3
identical ideas occur in the extreme and at the center
4
ideas occur at the center of one chiasm and reoccur in
the extremes of a second chiasm which was constructed to
match the first chiasm
5
terms gravitate toward certain positions within a chiasm
such as the divine names in psalms or quotations in the

central position
6
large units are frequently introduced and concluded by
frame passages
7
there is frequently a mixture of chiastic and alternating
lines within one grouping
paragraphs
inn ancient hebrew poetry there are no
punctuation capitalization or other such synthetic devices
to demarcate the conclusion of one idea and the commencement
were written in a steady
of the next
ancient texts we
st eady stream
werewritten
rewritten
of letters from the beginning of a book to the end sometimes
even without spaces between the words
john W welch
1969
chiasmus in the book mormon FARMS 1969.
TYPES OF POETIC DEVICES

TWO MORE

during
presentation
duringthis
tion
this presenta

two more

poetic devices will be discussed
1

types of hebraic

INITIAL repetition
this device uses the repetition of
the same word or phrase at the beginning of consecutive

lines

a

b
c
2

they shall eat up thine harvest and thy bread
they shall eat up thy flocks and thine herds
they shall eat up thy vines and thy fig trees
jeremiah 517.
517

IMMEDIATE

and then

repetition

repeats

used to convey
a

awake

b

0

a

awake

remember

this device uses

a word or
a break

immediately without
it
sense of urgency in nearly
put on thy strength

remember

my
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zion
isaiah 521.
521
sons the words
59.
helaman 59
59
0

all

phrase

is
it
texts

THE COMMONLY
COMONLY ACCEPTED

KAPIHE
lra
ira

IKA
KA
IKAPIHE
PIHE

interpretation

OF THE PROPHECY OF

ka pihe was uttered to kamehameha 1I
the prophesy of kapihe
when kamehameha was a general under the leadership of king
was near
kalaniopuu at the time of niau kani 1782
this
the beach at Holu
aloa north kona on the island of hawaii
holualoa
THE PROPHECY OF KA
PIHE IN HAWAIIAN
KAPIHE
1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

hui ana na aina
iho mai ana ko ka lani
pil aku ana ko lalo nei
pli
iho mai ana ke akua
abua bialo
nei
iialo
ilalo
pu ana me kanaka
kam
kamailio
ailio ana
0 wekea
pli
pil mai
dekea liuna
ohi aku ana 0 milu bilalo
ilalo
noho pu ana ke akua
abua me kanaka

THE PROPHECY OF KA PIHE
1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

translated

INTO ENGLISH

the lands shall be united

is heavens shall descend
is earths shall ascend
god shall descend
and converse with mankind
wakea
hakea shall ascend up above
milu shall descend below
god shall live with mankind
what
what

numbers added

prophesy
this
KA HAE

taken from the hawaiian language newspaper
HAWAII
dated may 23 1860 522
the article further
perhaps you or one of your readers could explain this
asks
prophesy
is all true please say so
rubellite
it
ap 213 214.
kaukini aha ilono 1976 pp
kinney johnson kukini
214
was

scholar and writer
of early hawaiian history indicated along with other scholars
that he believed when king kamehameha 1I conquered and united
the islands this prophecy was fulfilled
in his book
all
KA POE
POIE KAHIKO the people of old he interprets this prophecy
to mean
1
the islands will be united
2
hown
the kapu of the gods overthrown
overt
overthown
3
those of the heavens chiefs
4
will be brought low
5
those of the earth common people
6
will be raised up
samuel

M

kamakau who was a hawaiian

this prophesy has not been fulfilled when we wecompare
note
the translation with the interpretation of kamakau
that certain lines have been deleted the key to the
interpretation of a prophecy is the completeness of each
1I

say

verse without any deviation or deletion
86

B
gray
george
points out that in the
author
in his article
past failure to understand the structure of hebrew poetry has
frequently led to misinterpretation of scripture therefore
an understanding of the forms of hebrew poetry becomes a
interpretation
valuable if not necessary means to correctpoetry
1972.
1972
george buchanan gray the forms of hebrew
david freedman explain
that from the beginning of prophecy
in israel at least until the exile poetry was the central
medium of prophecy
in subsequent centuries the revival of
prophecy brought with it a revival of poetry
other authors
seems that the spirit of
who agree with freedman state
it
god often used poetry as he lifted the prophets to the
highest of spiritual experiences
david noel freedman
1980
pottery poetry and prophecy 1980.

CHIASMUS
CHIASNUS

IN ANCIENT HAWAIIAN PROPHECY

placing the prophecy in chiastic form one can plainly
see how each element in the first portion of this prophecy
has its corresponding element in the second half and how
those elements occur in the opposite order the center and
turning point of the chiastic form is god jesus christ
descending to reign a 1000 years in peace with mankind
in
the second portion it is amplified even more powerful as it
higher level of understanding
continues to flows to a higherlevel
a
the lands shall be united
b
what is heavens shall descend
c
what is earths shall ascend
god shall descend
d
d
and converse with
irith mankind
by

a

b

shall ascend up above
milu shall descend below
god shall live with mankind
c

wakea
hakea

THE PROPHESY OF KA PIHE
1

IS

THE SECOND COMING OF JESUS CHRIST

prior to the second coming
of the lord jesus christ the waters shall be pushed back
to the north and the land masses shall be united
he shall command the great deep and it
shall be driven back into the north
countries and the islands shall become one
land and the land of jerusalem and the land
of zion shall be turned back into their own
vas
place and the earth shall be like as it was
vas divided
in the days before it was
doctrine and covenants 1332324.
1332324

THE LANDS SHALL BE UNITED

37

this refers to when jesus
hos of heaven shall descend with him
christ and all the host
when the son of man shall come in his glory
and all his holy angels with him then shall
IS HEAVENS

SHALL DESCEND

2

WHAT

3

throne of his glory
matthew 2531.
2531
WHAT IS EARTHS SHALL ASCEND
those that are living on
the earth during the time of his coming that are righteous
and those that have died that are righteous in the earth
in their graves shall be quickened and be caught up to
they

sit

upon the

meet him

saints that are upon the earth who
are alive shall be quickened and be caught
up ascend to meet him
and they who have
slept in their graves shall come forth for
their graves shall be opened and they also
shall be caught up to meet him in the midst
of the pillar of heaven
doctrine and
covenants 889697.
889697
and the

4

5

jesus christ shall descend in his
glory and all his holy angels with him it will be the
beginning of the millennium the millenniumwill
millennium will be a
thousand year period during which the lord jesus christ
and his saints will dwell together
er upon the earth
togeth
toseth
and then shall appear the sign of the son
of man in heaven and then shall all the
tribes of the earth mourn and they shall
see the son of man coming in clouds of
heaven vith
with power and great glory and he
shall send his angels with a great sound of
a trumpet and they shall gather together
his elect from the four winds from one end
31
matthew 2430 31.
of heaven to the other
god will actually walk and
AND CONVERSE WITH MANKIND
GOD SHALL DESCEND

talk with

mankind

for in mine own due time will 1I come upon
the earth in judgment and my people shall
be redeemed and shall reign with me on earth
for the great millennium of which 1I have
spoken by the mouth of my servants shall
come
for satan shall be bound and when he
is loosed again he shall only reign for a
season and then cometh the end of the
little
earth and he that liveth in righteousness
shall be changed in the twinkling of an eye
and the earth shall pass away so as by fire
30
doctrine & covenants 4329 30.
88

and the lord

6

7

8

even the savior

shall stand
shall reign

in the midst of his people and
doctrine and covenants
over all flesh
13325
wakea
UP ABOVE
hakea is only an example
WAKRA
WAKEA
warra SHALL ASCEND OP
of mankind and does not represent all mankind for the
mankind will be judged and shall ascend
hawaiian people
up above to the different degrees of glory which john
likened unto the sun the moon and the stars man will
be placed into these degrees of glory by his works whether
they are good or evil he will determine where he goes
see 1I Cor
1541 d&c7696 98
cor1541
is interesting to note the synthetic parallelism of
it
ascend up above three synonyms are placed together
is possible that there was an inspiration that even
it
extended to the three degrees
MILU
MILO
hilo SHALL DESCEND BELOW milu represents those who have
not kept the kapu laws who will be sent below to hell
milu was an evil chief who had been cast below
those that have kept not the commandments
kapu shall descend below
belov into endless
deep and intense darkness
is said 0of
it
this realm that it is a realm of evil a
friendless realm one without family a
terrifying fearful realm a realm to be
patiently endured a realm of trouble a
realm in which to bear cruel treatment
there are many names in hawaiian traditions
gole
lole
for the realm of milu po pau oie
ole endless
darkness po ia milu the dark world of milu
po kinikini deep darkness po manomano
mano mano
samuel M kamakau ka
intense darkness
poe
pote kahiko
pole
kaciko the people of old p51
wherefore he saves all except them they
shall go away into everlasting punishment
which is endless punishment which is
with the devil
eternal punishment to reign vith
and his angels in eternal these are they
who deny not the holy ghost these are they
who are thrust down to hell
these are they
who shall not be redeemed from the devil
until the last resurrection until the lord
even christ the lamb shall finish the work
85
8185.
8185
doctrine & covenants 7644 81
GOD SHALL LIVE WITH MANKIND
those that have kept the
commandments and ordinances of the gospel and endured
to the end in righteousness shall live with god forever
this is at the end of the millennium and the completion
of the judgment
89

christ shall

have subdued

all

enemies

and shall have perfected
up the
his work when he shall deliver
kingdom
and present it unto the father
1I have overcome and have
spotless saying press
alone even the
trodden the wine
wine press of the fierceness of the wrath
winepress

under his feet

then shall he be crowned
of almighty god
with
vith the crown of his glory to sit on the
throne of his power to reign forever and
ever

doctrine

&

108.
covenants 76106 108

TYPES OF HEBRAIC POETIC DEVICES WITHIN KA
KAPIHES
PIHES PROPHECY

the following illustrations are used to show the
different types of hebraic poetic devices used within
piches prophecy
ka pihes
1

2

3

4

synthetic parallelism the first portion abc is
venes and earths a building up of thought
lands hea
heavens
with succeeding line adding to the first
the second
n of aba
portion
is narea
satan and
portio
nakea man milu
cba
god
esus christ and heavenly father
Jjesus
antithet
antithe
antithetic
tic parallelism repetition of contrasting
thought
shall descend
descendshall
heavens
shall ascend heaventsearthis
heavensearths
earths
below
below
above
belov godwakea man milu satangod
abovebelow
abovebelov
Sata nGod jesus

christ
alternating parallelism wor
wordd- ppairs
airs are placed
wordpairs
alternately in succeeding lines first portion b
shall descend c shall ascend d shall descend
word pair which sometime is
there is also distant wordpair
found in lines distant from each other
in this case
word pairs are found in the second
the second set or wordpairs
portion c hakea shall ascend and b milu shall
d god shall
descend also a heavens shall descend
descend and b milu shall descend below
belov
synonymous parallelism
words or phrases can be parallel
by appearing as synonyms or near synonyms
portion
first
d
d
a
c lands
d heavengod
b
heave nGod
landsearthts
landsearths
earths
a godmankind
godmankind
c
godbankind
God
God mankind
mankind again second portion
a landsmankind
a
lands mankind and united
live and second portion
unitedlive
&

&

&

&

c

&

ascend

up

above
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THROUGH THE

SPIRIT

QP
OF THE LORD

could this prophecy havewasbeen uttered without the spirit
recorded prior to the
of the lord
this prophecy
prior to the arrival
the kapu system in 1819
abolition of company
prior
of american missionaries in 1820
of the first
to the translation of the new testament from the greek into
hawaiian in 1832 and also prior to the translation of the
complete bible
old testament from the hebrew on 10 may
1839

piches
pihes prophecy refers to the second coming of jesus
world will ever witness
christ the greatest event this
this
prophecy is written with an economy of words short concise
simple and to the point
contained a wealth of
it
information that is so powerful that those living in that time
frame the writers and scholars did not understand its
significance even after over 200 years no scholarship has
discovered its meaning
the scriptures say no man can know the things of god unless
wfor
made known to him by the power of the holy ghost
ifor
for
it isprophecy
came not in old times by the vill of man but
the
by holy men of god spake as they were
vere moved by the holy
2 peter 121.
ghost
121
baring in mind this present interpretation and recognizing
the excellent nature of the strong c hiasmus forms it is
abundantly possible that this prophecy by ka pihe uttered
in 1782 could be seen to be one of the most profound
prophecies recorded among the hawaiian people
ka

without modern day scriptures which are available to all
Conven ants and the
the book of mormon the doctrine and convenants
pearl of great price it would be impossible to interpret
ka piches
pihes prophecy these scriptures are witnesses of the
many testimonies of ancient prophets testifying of the second
coming of jesus christ
tvo or three
in the mouth of two
2 Cor
nesses shall every vord be established
131
wll
wil
witnesses
cor131
vit
bold print added
2714
d&c628 ether 54 2 nep 2714.
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II

PART 11

ancient

NT HAWAIIAN PRAYER
ANCIEMT
1I ENT
CHIASMUS IN ANC

introduction

the following prayer chant was composed and taught to
Hewa hewa a chief religious leader
the people of hawaii by hewahewa
on
of the kingdom who was the last kahuna nui high priest
november 6 1819 he
was the first to apply the torches in
burning of the heiaus
images
hebaus temples
and other sacred property
thus ending a
religious system which for fifteen hundred
years or more had shaped the faith command
the respect and received the profoundest
reverence of the hawaiian people
king
david kalakaua the legends and myths of
hawaii 1888 p438
must be remembered that this abolition of the kapu system
it
took place prior to the landing of the missionaries in april

also the last prophet of the hawaiian
kingdom
his prophecy at kailua on the island of hawaii
fullfilled
full filled within days of its utterance
john S emerson one of the writers and scholars of
early hawaiian history states
A few days before the missionaries landed
iia
at kailua he foresaw their coming and
instructed his awa chewer to run in front of
the house near the shore where the royal
tieE ka lani
family were living and call out fie
e ina aku ke akila a pae mai
0 king the
god will
soon land yonder pointing as he
vill
spoke to the very spot on the sandy beach
where a few days later april 4 1820 the
band of missionaries landed from the
little
brig thaddeus bringing with them the new
1820

Hewa
hewa was
hewahewa

aa

god

during the next few days the missionaries
had audience with royalty and earnestly
presented the claims of their god of the
worship of the people
their pleading made
such an impression on the high chiefess
chief ess
hewahewa
hewa that
kapiolani nui that she told Hewa
the god had really landed and expressed her
willingness to accept the new religion this
Hewa hewa
led hewahewa
the chief religious leader of
the kingdom to prepare this prayer as a
welcome to the new god who had recently

arrived

92

was

john

S

we may remark that the
states
further
hawaiians regarded the rainbow as the most
in nature whose feet
beautiful object
connecting arch were looked

emerson

without the
ofsome
upon as indicating the presence orsome
such is the idea
exalted personageprayer
the imagery and
conveyed in his
beauty of this exquisitely worded
composition shows its author to be no
no mere translation can do
mean poet
john S emerson selections
justice
it
Kahu
hah
book of prayers 1917
unas
from a Kah
kahunals
kadunas
kahunas
nats
nals
pp36 38
bold print added
john

S emerson named hevahevas prayer
A PRAYER
ANTE DATING THE USE OF THE LORDS PRAYER IN HAWAII
EANAII

antedating
1
stand up stand
arise
2
up the ranks stand in rows stand
fill
3
we be in darkness
in black night
lest
ye
4
a
5

6
7
8

9

10

11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

thorny hearted

assemble

multitude

stand

great god mighty god
living god an everlasting god
Is jehovah a visitor from the skies
A god dwelling afar off
in the heights
at the further end of the wind
atthe
in the rolling cloud floating in air
A light cloud resting on the earth
A rainbow standing in the ocean
Is jesus our redeemer
by the path from kaahiki
kahiki to us in hawaii he comes
from the zenith to the horizon
A mighty rain from the heavens
jehovah the supreme we welcome
sing praises to the rolling heavens
now the earth rejoices
we have received the words
of knowledge of power of life
gather in the presence of poki
in the presence of the ever mighty lord
pray with reverence to jehovah
As a mighty kahuna of the islands
who like a torch shall reveal our great sins
that we all may live
through jesus
live
amen
emerson op cit
numbers added
p38
A
A
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HEWAHEWAS PRAYER CHANT
POLE A KA
LAHA ANA 0 KA PULE
1
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26

27
28

29

IN HAWAIIAN

HAIKU MA
lea
iea

HAWAII

la ia ku la
piha ku lalani ku la
po
0 pouli la
poeleele
eleele ela ku
opu Kala
kalakalap
Ka
kalap
kalakaua
kaia
kalakala
kalar lau ia mana la
lakala
abua
he arua nui he akua
abua mau
he arua ola
oia he akua
lehova
iehova he kamahele mai ka lani
leeova
he akua
abua noho i ka luiu
lulu
0 ka welelau
kakani
welslau 0 ka makani
helewa
iloko 0 ke ao kaa lelewa
ku

HE PULE MAMUA
MAKUA
mahua

0

KA

ku

mai

ohu
ahu ku i ka honua
fonua
onohi
onchi ku i ka moana
Ka
makou kalapala
ieko ko jakou
ieku
leku
kalahala
kaahiki a hawaii nei
mai ke ala i kahiki
mai ka hookup
ha
lawai
halawai
hookuli a ka halawaj
hookui
ehuehu ka ua mai ka lani
make
makemake
iehova
lehova
leeova 1I ka make
himena i ka lani kaakua
himeni
ke olioli nei ka honua
fonua
ua loaa ka hua olelo
clelo
0 ka ike 0 ka mana 0 ke ola
halawaj
halawai i ke alo 0 poki
1I ke alo 0 ka haku mana mau
pule pono ia leeova
lehova
iehova
1I kahuna mana 0 na moku
me he lama ike hewa nui
1I ola jakou
makou a pua
1I ola ia ieku
ieko
leku
amene
emerson op cit
38
pp37 38.

he
he

lahala

ike

numbers added

CHIASMUS
CHIASNUS IN ANCIENT HAWAIIAN PRAYER CHANT

quick observation of this translation below one
can plainly see remarkable chiastic structure containing
immediate repetition of words or phrases the appearance of
synonyms or nearsynonyms
near synonyms throughout and the careful line by
line balance some of these repetition are said two or three
upon closer observation one can easily
or even five times
Hewa hewa used in addressing jesus
see the many name titles hewahewa
point in
christ and at the very center which is the turning
djesus CHRIST OUR REDEEMER
JESUS
the chiasmus he introduces njesus
the corresponding elements in the second half is even more
powerful as they amplify and intensify the first portion
which points to a higher level of understanding
with

a
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a

arise stand

stand
rows
in
stand
up
the
ranks
fill
stand
nesse
nessa
we
b
dark
darkness
be
in
lest
in black night ye thorny hearted
assembly a multitude
stand
god
c

A
A

great god
living god

a

mighty

everlasting god
Is jehovah
A visitor from the skies
d
A god dwelling afar off
in the heights
e
at the further end of the wind
in the rolling cloud floating in air
e

d

a

up

f
f

A

an

rainbow standing in the ocean
CHRIST
IS JESUS
jesuschrist

OUR REDEEMER

the path from rahimi
kahiki
rahiki
to us in hawaii
by

he comes
from the zenith to the horizon
A mighty rain from heavens
jehovah the supreme we welcome

sing praises to the rolling heavens
now the earth rejoices we have received the words
c
of knowledge of power of life
gather in the presence of poki
mighty
ever
in the presence of the
lord
jesus christ
pray with reverence to jehovah
As a mighty kahuna high priest of the islands
b
who like a torch shall reveal our great sins
may live
we ail
that weall
ali
all
veall
live through jesus christ
amen

bold print and parenthesis added
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gastic
lastic

CHIASMUS
CHIASNUS WITHIN A CHIASTIC
MASTIC STRUCTURE
GROUP

1

a

a
2

stand up stand
up the ranks
b
fill
stand in rows stand
we be in darkness
c
lest
c
in black night ye thorny hearted
b
assemble
A multitude
stand
2

great god a mighty
nighty god
living god an everlasting god
Is jehovah
A visitor from the skies
b
A god dwelling afar off
c
in the heights
c
at the further end of the wind
b
in the rolling cloud floating in the air
A light cloud resting on the earth
A rainbow standing in the ocean
Is jesus christ our redeemer

GROUP ft3
ftc3

a

a

4

arise

GROUP
A
a
A

a

3

1

homelands
kaahiki
our ancient homelands
kahiki
the path from kahikiaour
to us in hawaii
he comes
b
from the zenith to the horizon
A mighty rain from the heavens
c
jehovah the supreme we welcome
c
b
sing praises to the rolling heavens
now the earth rejoices
we have received the words
of knowledge of pover of life

by

GROUP

a

b

b

a

4

gather

in the presence of the poki
in the presence of the ever mighty lord
pray with reverence to jehovah
c
As a might kahuna high priest of the islands
c
who like a torch shall reveal our great sins

that ve all may live
through jesuschrist
Jesus Christ
live
amen
bold print and parenthesis
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added

SUMMARY

in ancient hawaiian prayer we have
in part 11
II chiasmus
some of the different
just briefly touched upon and discussed
hewahewals
types of hebraic poetic devises used within hewahewas
prayer because of the limited time two papers will be forth
one will be an expanded exploration of the ideas of
coming
PART 11
chiasmus in ancient hawaiian
III
II and the other PART 111
lit
kumulipo
mulipo hawaiis great creation chant with 2102
chant the Ku

lines

conclusion
HOW

THIS

CAME ABOUT

piches prophecy 1I was enlightened the
read ka pihes
interpretation came to me while working on my thesis on
february 26 1984 at 923 pm having pondered about this
prophecy many times on
this occasion my mind of
understanding was opened and the interpreation
interpretation of each line
came forth in a simple understandable manner
seeing what 1I
had before me 1I felt impressed to exclude those pages from
my thesis
was not until later after reading some hebrew
it
forms of the two
literature that 1I beganmy to put the
literary
1I
mind
together in
cultural
heard about chiasmus
first
from my friend david parker who mentioned about it
when president yoshihiko kikuchi of the hawaii honolulu
mission challenged me to study more about the ancient
hawaiian prophecies 1I began to pay closer attention to hebrew
literary forms finally it all started to fall into place
1I could find
chiasmus and all the other hebraic art forms
an example of the very same thing
synonymous antithetic
when 1I

synthetic initial alternate and immediate parallelism
the pieces 1I had placed into the chiastic form
i

in

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR CHIASMUS

john W welch states
for chiasmus helps considerably in
we know that scripture in ancient
memorizing long texts
and ve
were substantially and extensively committed to
israel
memory
john W welch chiasmus in the book of mormon

FARMS p11
pil

abraham fornander in his book regarding hawaiian

testifies

of the almost incredible tenacity and
faithfulness with which these traditions
were preserved and handed down abundant
proofs exist in the uncorrupted exactness
with which they are repeated even at this

traditions

late day when collected and written down
as delivered by ther old people in various
arts of the islands
97

set of the prayer and
he elele
alele kii na maui
chant of kapaahulani
recounting the genealogy and exploits of kualii
one collected on hawaii
bahu
a famous king of oahu
bahu and yet though it is perhaps
the other on oahu
the longest poem in the hawaiian language having
lines the two versions
six hundred and eighteen
do not differ to a word so tenacious was the
memory so faithful the preservation of the
1I

have two independent

composition

have also a double version of the remarkable
Kaulumoku iio110o haul ka lani
chant or prophecy of kaulumoku
regarding kamehameha 1I composed years
etc
before the conquest of the islands by the latter
and containing five hundred and twenty seven
1I

0

lines

version collected on maui the other
on hawaii and the only difference between the
two is the omission of one line in the hawaii
abraham fornander hawaiian
version
antiquities and folk
lore p240
folklore
the reason chiasmus was helpful for the hebrew writer is the
same reason it was for the hawaiian people
strengthened
it
the memory of sacred things
hawaiians required great
accuracy in their record keeping even to the smallest
syllable the hawaiians today and most people 1looking at the
hawaiian culture do not realize the great care the people of
ancient hawaii took in preserving their genealogical chants
for example so as soon someone goes off into chants they
rea
think its not realizable
realiable
liable chiasmus and other hebraic poetic
devises assisted immensely to insure accuracy this is a
strong piece of evidence that the hawaiian people are
related to the ancient hebrews accepting this idea that
this relationship is true the chiasmus also becomes a
validation of the source for some hawaiian prophecies the
chiasmus shows that the prophecies came from god
the
structure is far too sophisticated for an oral society 1I
would not be surprised if these distinct forms are found in
other polynesian cultures
one

RAWAIIAN PROPHETS
HAWAIIAN

these people were hawaiian prophets they were not
lead by evil spirits they were lead by the spirit of god
they talked about the restoration of the gospel and the second
god had a special love for the
coming of jesus christ
people of the islands and there were enough righteous or
power or desire on the part of the lord to give them this
information that he let the last few prophets do that which
is amazing the people should know that they intended to
speak to the people of hawaii
98

THE
IT
SPIRIT
IS
understanding
understandin
styles is the
the key to understanding such literaryfollowing
in the
said the
spirit elder bruce R mcconkie
way
no
none and this
is
analysis
final
there strongly absolutely
any
to
understand
cannot be stated too
messianic prophecy or any other scripture except to have
the same spirit of prophecy rested upon the one who uttered
the truth in its original form
scripture comes from god by the power of the holy ghost it
means only what the holy
does not originate with man
it
ghost thinks it means
to interpret it we must be
enlightened by the power of the holy spirit As peter said
no
prophecy
scripture is of any private
of
the
interpretation for the propecy
propeck came not in old times by
the will of man but holy men of god spake as they were
2 peter 12021
21
by the holy ghost
moved bythe
12021.
120
truly it takes a prophet to understand a prophet and every
1 member of the church should have
wthe
athe
the0 testimony of
faithful
faithfu
jesue which is the spirit of prophecy
jesus
Rev
1910
rev1910
thus as nephi says the words of isaiah and the principle
applies to all scriptures all inspired writing
inciting all
messianic prophecies are plain unto all those that are
2 nep 25
254
with the spirit of prophecy
254.44.
is
254
this
filled
sum and substance of the whole matter and an
SUB
end to all
the eum
anend
controversy where discovering the mind and will of the lord
the promised messiah p44
is concerned
THE KEY TO

w

HIS SPIRIT UPON ALL FLESH

THE LORD POURED OUT

and

it shall
pour

come

to

pass

in

the

last

days

saith

out my spirit upon all flesh and your
will
sons and your daughters shall prophesy and your young men
shall see visions and your old men shall dream dreams and
on my servants and upon the handmaidens members of the
and
church 1I will pour out in those days of my spirit
they shall prophesy
acts 218 18 joel 228.
228
isaiah testifies I will pour my spirit upon thy seed and
my blessing upon thine offspring
443.
443
isaiah 443
god

1I

1

THE HAWAIIANS ARE THE SEED FROM THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL AND THEIR

offsprings this is
of jesus christ amen

my

testimony in the sacred and holy
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ENDNOTES

ka pihe was a noted prophet
in kona on the island of
kaula of the 18th centurywas living
used by the scholars as the
laii
lall
latt
kaula
hawaii
the term Kau
hawaiian translation of the word prophet in the bible
whether this word kaula is of
there seems to be some doubt
equal antiquity with the word makaula by some scholars the
word makaula is compounded from maka for eye and ula for red
the kaula or prophet was said to possess more power than

pihe
who was ka
kapihe

1

other classes of kahuna
antiquities pp114 115

priest

david malo

hawaiian

pihe uttered that profound prophecy the second
ka
kapihe
coming of jesus christ in the presence of kamehameha when
he was a general under the leadership of king kalaniopuu
ruler of the island of hawaii at the time of niau kani
near the beach at Holu
1782
hoiu
holualloa
alloa
alioa north kona on the
holualoa
aloa
kinney johnson kukiki
ahal
ahai
kokiki aha
island of hawaii
rubellite
news
on

carry

p213
the
in the hawaiian language newspaper ka hae hawaii dated
may 23 1860 states
ka pihe was a person from kuamolo
kuamo
kapihe
and
he was insane
for uttering that prophecy the legend of
pihe taken from the hawaiian language newspaper dated
ka
kapihe
march 15 1862 the article states
ilono

listen

you chiefs a loincloth of forty
length shall be made into a pathway for the
god the god shall descend and shall live wilh
with
vith
110
tio0

men

whal
and what

belov shall
is below

ascend upward

the islands from hawaii to tahiti shall
become one
here are the signs which shall
come before the day shall become dark as
night then the rain shall rain the thunder
vs
peal the lightning flash and seven rainbows
rainbo
arch where you shall see your deceased
relatives and ancestors
the article continues thus were the words of
ka pihe to the king chiefs and commoners
kapihe
then the chiefs and the people were in awe of
pihe
what had come out of the mouth of ka
kapihe
maybe there was
and they called him crazy
some truth to it since part of the prophecy
has been fulfilled and another has not
here
is what the people mistook when they said the
sky and the earth would be joined together
or that hawaii would be joined to maui and
is the mistaken
then to tahiti
if that god
judgement
jud gement of the people
is not in heaven
and as they have said
ka pihe had one god
kapihe
he didnt speak as other men spoke the
islands are not joined together and they
called ka pihe a lying lunatic
and

zeol
101
zlol
riol
loi
lol

maybe he wasnt lying
or
true
its
up
a riddle and
thought
had
pihe
ka
kapihe
rather
did not intend to mean that the lands were
to be joined physically as he was a kind of
casias in matthew 33 it
seer how about easias
was spoken by the prophet isaiah announcing
open wilderness shall be free from
that the prepare
ye the way of the lord make
evil
his paths straight
here is a question on that point
Is it
a physically real path a road actually
or is
trampled by feet that travel upon it
just a manner of expression a sort riddle
it
of god gave the words which issued from his
pihe was the one who prophesied
mouth and ka
kapihe
that the god of the heaven would become ours
and there shall be one government of men from
Ame
america
ricar and people of other countries shall
be with
vith us and the souls of good men shall
be seen above
and the king to whom kapihe
ka pihe
prophesied kamehameha 1I would be victorious
over maui and oahu
bahu setting aside kauai and
his grandchildren would rule his kingdom and
pihes words meant
this is what ka piches
the name

perhaps

JD

kauakolawe

with honolulu
cit p211
2

placed under the article
johnson op
march 15 1862
was

is quite interesting
it
history have ka pihe as

how some
a crazy

of the writers of

hawaiian
lying lunatic who
was insane
when in 1819 was the commander of the royal
vessels of king kamehameha 11
II having 20 men under his
leadership and command
david kalakaua the legends and
myths of hawaii p431
hoi
ho
ka pihe as the commander was also the canoe steersman hol
kapihe
okele
obele waa of king kamehameha 11
huli
hull
II favorite 40 foot double
doublehull
canoe
fjudd a fourthgeneration
fourth generation member of one of
walter djudd
kama aina families whose father
hawaiis most widely known kamaaina
wrote hawaiian proverbs and riddles wrote about an
eye
ka pihe commanding and directing his
eyewitness
witness account on kapihe
men
they brought his double
hull canoe along side one of
doublehull
whale ships that was anchored in side of Keala
kekua bay on
kealakekua
the whaleships
the island of hawaii on september 18 1819

foreigners wearing small black peaked
captainn hats leaned over the quarterdeck bulwark
captai
one waved and shouted
hello come aboard
two
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double canoe
directed the doublecanoe
skillfully command
the rapidly moving
alongside at his
canoe was stopped abruptly just at the
double
doublecanoe
right location by the paddlers 20 men
oval blade paddles the
thrusting their large ovalblade
blades 18
ovalblades
handles were three feet long oval
straight down
inches long and 12 inches wide
and hold them that way with all their
was a
ka
pihe
kapihe

picked crew
considerable strength it
thought liholiho kamehameha 11
pride
with
II
go
F
judd
Us
p56
walter
let
parentheses added

liholiho kamehameha 11
II departed honolulu november
27
to visit the king of england kapihe
ka pihe was one of
ralph S kuykendall the
the members of that royal party
hawaiian kingdom voit
voi
vol
volt
voliI p77
ka pihe must have been a man of great integrity and highly
respected and trusted to be given positions of command and
leadership and to accompany king kamehameha 11
II during their
t to england while on their return trip to hawaii with
visit
visi
vlsi
pihe was also stricken with measles and
kapihe
the royal party ka
died and was buried at sea at valparaiso chile
3
page 7 the land shall be united
and there were
voices and thunders and lightnings and there was a great
when
1823

earthquake

such as was not since

the earth so
and every island fled

men were upon

mighty an earthquake and so great
away and the mountains were not found

Rev
161820
rev161820

and the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled
together and every mountain and island were moved out of

Rev
614
their place
rev614
ka
pihe testifies
kapihe
here are the signs which shall come
before the day shall become dark as night then rain
shall
rainshall
and the
rain the thunder peal the lightning flash
johnson
islands from hawaii to tahiti shall become one
op

cit

p211

page

and as 1I
heavens shall descend
said before after the tribulation of those days and the
powers of the heavens shall be shaken then shall appear the
sign of the son of man in heaven and then shall all the
tribes of the earth mourn and they shall see the son of man
coming in the clouds of heaven with his power and great
joseph smith matthew 136.
glory
136
4

8

what Is
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and then they shall look for me and behold 1I will come
and they shall see me in the clouds of heaven clothed with
power and great glory and vith all the holy angels

4544
doctrine & covenants 4544.
born
these
irstborn
these are they who are the church of the ffirstborn
first
are they into whose hands the father has given all things
they are they who are priests and kings who have received
of his fulness
ful ness and of his glory and are priests of the most
falness
high after the order of Melchi
melchizedick
zedick which was after the
order of enoch which was after the order of the only
begotten son wherefore as it is written they are gods
even the sons of god
Conven ants 765458
doctrine & convenants
7654 58
765458.
765458
these are they whom he shall bring with him when he shall
come in the clouds of heaven to reign on the earth over his
people
these are they who shall have part in the first
resurrection these are they who have come in an innumerable
company of angels to the general assembly and church of
enoch and of the firstborn
First born these are they who are just men
made perfect through jesus the mediator of the new covenant
who wrought out this perfect atonement through the shedding
these are they whose bodies are celestial
of his own blood
whose glory is that of the sun even the glory of god the
highest of all whose glory the sun of the firmament is
Conven ants 7663
written of as being typical
doctrine & convenants
676970
676970.
676970
5
what is earths shall ascend
and knew not until
the flood came and took them all away so shall also the
coming of the son of man be then shall two be in the field
the one shall be taken and the other left two women shall
be grinding at the mill the one shall be taken and the
39
41
3941
3941.
matthew 24
3941
243941.
2439
other left
243941
then shall be fulfilled that which is written that in the
be in the field the one shall be taken
last days two shall two
and the other left
shall be grinding at the mill the
one shall be taken and the other left
45
joesph smith matthew 144 45.
page 8
god shall descend
6
they are christs the
they who shall descend vith him god first
fruits
first
and they who are on the earth and in their graves who are
8898
doctrine and covenants 8898.
first caught to meet him
and there shall be silence in heaven for the space of half
an hour and immediately after shall the curtain of heaven be
unfolded as a scroll is unfolded after it is rolled up and
and the saints that
the face of the lord shall be unveiled
are upon the earth who are alive shall be quickened and be
caught up to meet him and they who have slept in their
graves shall come forth for their graves shall be opened
and they shall also shall be caught up to meet him in the
Conven ants
doctrine & convenants
midst of the pillar of heaven
97
8895
889597
ca
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n
every
eye
and
see
him
clouds
shall
with
comets vith
he comeths
vilh
17.
revelation 17
17
glory of the lord shall be
isaiah also testified that the
405.
isaiah 405
405
revealed and all flesh shall see it together
and the lord
page 8
7
and converse with mankind
even the savior shall stand in the midst of his people and
doctrine and covenants 13325.
13325
shall reign over all flesh
yea and enoch also and they who were with him the
prophets who were before him and noah also and they who
were with him and they who were before him and moses also
and they who were before him
and from moses to elijah and
from elijah to john who were with christ in his resurrection
and the holy apostles with abramham
abranham isaac and jacob shall
be in the presence of the lamb
and the graves of the saints
shall be opened and they shall come forth and stand on the
right hand of the lamb when he shall stand upon mount zion
and upon the holy city the new jerusalem and they shall sing
the song of the lamb day and night forever and ever
13354 56
doctrine and covenants 1335456
1335456.

wbehold
behold

wakea shall ascend up above
hakea
this
the end of the millennium or when the

portion
takes place at
millennium is completed this is when the second resurrection
will transpire the first resurrection which is the
resurrection of the righteous will takes place at the coming
of the lord jesus chirst
when the son of man shall come in his glory and all
holy
ali
ail
angels with him then shall they sit upon the throne of his
glory and before him shall be gathered all nations and he
ideth
divideth
shall separate them one from another as a shepherd div
his sheep from the goats and he shall set the sheep on his
33
right hand but the goats on the left
matthew 2531 33.
and after this another angel shall sound which is the
second trump and then cometh the redemption of those who are
at his coming who have received their part in that
christs
prison which is prepared for them that they might receive
the gospel and be judge according to men in the flesh
Conven ants 8899.
8899
doctrine & convenants
and also they who are the spirits of men kept in prison
whom the son visited
and preached the gospel unto them that
they might be judged according to men in the flesh who
received not the testimony of jesus in the flesh but
afterwards received it theses are they who are honorable
men of the earth who were blinded by the craftiness of men
these are they who received of the presence of the son but
wherefore they are
not of the fullness of the father
bodies terrestrial and not bodies celestial and differ in
glory as the moon differs from the sun
8

page

9
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in the testimony of
these are they who are not valiant
jesus wherefore they obtain not the crown over the kingdom
79
7779.
7779
7673 75 77
of our god
doctrine & covenants 767375
glory of the moon
there is one glory of the sun another
ereth from
and another glory of the stars for one star differeth
diff
1 corinthians 1541.
1541
another star in glory
and the glory of the celestial is one even as the glory of
and the glory of the terrestrial is one
the sun is one
even as the glory of the moon is one
and the glory of the
is one even as the glory of the stars is one for
telestial
as one star differs from another in glory even so differs
one from another in glory in the telestial vorldii
world
doctrine
and covenants 769698
7696 98
769698.
page 9
9
milu shall descend below
and again we
saw the glory of the telestial which glory is that of the
lesser even the glory of the stars differs from that of the
glory of the moon in the firmament these are they who
received not the gospel of christ neither the testimony of
jesus these are they they who deny not the holy ghost
e are they who are thrust down to hell
these
these are they
thes
who shall not be redeemed from the devil until the last
resurrection until the lord even christ the lamb shall
doctrine & covenants 768185
finish the work
768185.
7681 85
hell is that part of the spirit world inhabited by wicked
spirits who are a waiting the eventual day of their
ween
veen their death and resurrection these
Bet
between
resurrection
souls of the wicked are cast out into outer darkness i into
the gloomy depression of sheol into the hades of waiting
wicked spirits into hell
there they suffer the torments
of the damned there they welter in the vengeance of eternal
of
fire there is found weeping and wailing and gnashing
teeth there the fiery indignation of the wrath of god is
poured out upon the wicked
bruce R mcconkie mormon
doctrine p349
now
nov
tinow
concerning the state of the soul between death and the
resurrection behold it has been made known unto me by an
angel that the spirits of all men as soon as they are
departed from this mortal body yea the spirits of all men
ghether
whether
vhether they be good or evil are taken home to that god who
them
gave then
the life and then shall it come to pass that the
spirits of those who are righteous are received into a state
of happiness which is called paradise a state of rest a
state of peace where they shall rest from all their troubles
and from all care and sorrow
1
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that the spirits of the
shall it come to pass
for behold they have no part nor
wicked yea who are evil fo
portion of the spirit of the lord for behold they chose
the spirit of the
evil works rather than good andtherefore
take possession of their
devil did enter into them
house and these shall be cast out into outer darkness there
and gnashing of teeth and
shall be weeping and wailing
this because of their own iniquity13 being led captive by the
alma 401113.
4011
401113
will of the devil
and another trump shall sound which is the forth trump
saying there are found among those who are to remain until
that great and last even the end who shall remain filthy
88102
doctrine covenants 88102.
still
and then

&

and then cometh the judgment of the holy one upon them and
then cometh the time that he that is filthy shall be filthy
and he that is righteous shall be righteous still he
and he that is unhappy
that is happy shall be happy mormon
still
914.
914
shall be unhappy

still

still

shall live with mankind
then cometh
the end when he shall have delivered up the kingdom of god
even the father when he shall have put downs all rule and
all authority and power for he must reign till he hath put
enemy that shall be
underr his feet
the
all enemies unde
last
thelast
and when all things shall be subdued
destroyed is death
unto him then shall the son also himself be subject unto him
that put all things under him that god may be all in all
28
1 corinthians 152426
1524 26 28.
10

page

9

god

these are they who are the church of the firstborn
First born they are
they into whose hands the father has given all things they
are they who are priests and kings who have received of his
ness and of his glory and are priests of the most high
fulness
ful
falness
of
after the order of melchizedek which is after the order
enoch which was after the order of the only begotten son
wherefore as it is written they are gods even the sons of
god wherefore all things are theirs whether
rh
or death
life
ether
or things present or things to comes all are theirs and they
are christs and christ is gods and they shall overcome
things wherefore let no man glory in man but rather
all him
glory in god who shall subdue all enemies under his
let
of god and his
feet these shall dwell in the presence
62
doctrine & covenants 7654 62.
christ forever and ever
those so attaining will receive a fullness of the glory of
the father and be glorified in christ as he is in the father
20
doctrine and covenants 9316 20.
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they have no end therefore
then shall they be gods because
to everlasting because they
shall they be from everlasting
things
all because
all
continue then shall they be above they
be gods because they
are subject unto them then shall
are subject unto them verily
have all power and the angels ye
abide my lav ye cannot
verily 1I say unto you except
& covenants
21.
21
13220
doctrine
glory
to
this
attain
the prophet joseph smith said that in the resurrection the
righteous shall rise again to dwell in everlasting burnings
in immortal glory not to sorrow suffer or die any more but
jointheirs
they shall be heirs of god and joint
with jesus christ
heirs vith
teachings p347
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TEMPLES IN THE PACIFIC
A

reflection

OF TWENTIETH CENTURY MORMON HISTORY
by

the

dr richard 0 cowan

construction of latterday
latter day saint temples in the pacific area is significant in and of itself

yet this dramatic achievement takes on even further significance when

it is viewed as a reflection

of broader developments during the twentieth century

early twentieth century expansion
throughout most of the nineteenth century latter
day saint converts had gathered to zion
latterday
flocking to the center
centerss of mormon colonization in north america

however the supply of land for settlement approached
plagued by depression

As that century drew to a close

exhaustion and the united states was

in this setting and consistent with revelations earlier given through joseph

22
hrom
10120
smith dac
from gathering
11517 18 mormon leaders began discouraging the saints fromgathering
1151718
2211517
d&c 1012022
10120221151718
to america but rather instructed the faithful to stay and strengthen the church in their own lands

president lorenzo snow who served at the dawning of the twentieth century stressed the churchs
worldwide mission

impressed with the need of taking the gospel to all of the world he appointed

apostle heber J grant to open a mission in japan and also looked forward to carrying the message

of mormonism to such places as russia and latin america

ne
the

construction of temples reflected this shift in emphasis

nineteenth century
all six nineteenthcentury

temples had been located in the same city or state as church headquarters
two temples dedicated

in contrast

in the new century were also the first outside of the continental

the first

united

states
polynesian saints were eager to enjoy all the blessings of the restored gospel

in 1913 for

example stuart meha and five other maori men from new zealand traveled to america to receive
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such a lengthy journey however was beyond the

their endowments in the salt lake temple
financial ability of most pacific saints

speaking at a general conference

in salt

lake city

president joseph F smith explained

away down in the pacific ocean are various groups of islands from the sandwich islands
down to tahiti samoa tonga and new zealand

of the blood of israel

when you carry the gospel to them they receive it with open

hearts they need the same privileges

they are poor

and they

on them are thousands of good people

that we enjoy but these are out of their power

cant gather means to come up here

to be endowed and sealed for

time and eternity for their living and their dead and be baptized for their dead

1

following a meeting in his honor in laie june 111915
1915 president smith invited elder reed
smoot and pres
iding bishop charles W nibley to join him for an evening walk into the nearby
presiding
tropical grounds

1

I never saw a more beautiful night in all my life

elder smoot later recalled

I ifeel
while they were strolling president smith unexpectedly confided 1iveel
feel impressed to dedicate this

ground for the erection of a temple to god for a place where the peoples of the pacific isles can
come and do their te
continued

1

work

the

to face with the father

but never in all my life did

1I

ry ground seemed to be sacred and he seemed as if he were talking face
1I

cannot and never will forget it if 1I live a thousand years

not only was the hawaii temple

a reflection of early twentieth

expansion but it also represented a new concept in temple design
planned in 1913 the

elder smoot

think now is the time to dedicate the ground

evident
esident
asident smith pray hundreds of times

I have hea

hear such a prayer

1I

first presidency had decided that

at least two important respects

2

century geographical

when the alberta temple was

it would depart from traditional designs in

it would not be adorned with towers

and it would be smaller not

including a large assembly room on the upper floor typical of nineteenth century temples

the alberta temple was designed almost exclusively for sacred ordinances

110

the first

hence

presidency

latter day saint architects to participate
latterday

invited prominent

seven proposals submitted that of hyrum pope and harold W

of the

alberta temples design

in an anonymous competition for the

when the decision was reached to build a temple in the islands church

burton was selected

leaders selected the same architects to design a similar but slightly smaller building for hawaii

architect pope believed that because the gospel dates from before the foundation of the
earth temple architecture

should be ancient as well as modem

which we associate with god

3

it should express all the power

with the large upper assembly room omitted the architects had

the

greater flexibility in arranging the various elements of the structure
rooms creation

four endowment lecture

garden world and terrestrial in the alberta and hawaii temples were placed

in wing
wingss projecting outward from the central celestial room

position above the baptistery

the

which was located in an elevated

resulting plan took the form of a grecian cross seventy
eight feet
seventyeight

square with the
he flat roof of the central portion rising to a height of fifty feet

many people questioned the departure of these temples from the basic pattern of those built
in the previous century

in 1916 president samuel E woolley pf
of the hawaiian mission was invited

to give a talk in which he would respond to these criticisms
at random and found president brigham

youngs

seeking inspiration he opened a book

1853 prophecy of the time when temples would

he was impressed that the

have one central tower with greenery and fishponds on the roof

hawaiian temple with provisions for flower boxes and ponds on top of the building fulfilled
president youngs description

writing in the improvement era later that year elder john A

widtsoe presented these circumstances as evidence of brigham youngs prophetic calling
architects

however

asserted that they knew nothing of president

years after they had planned the canadian and hawaiian temples

the

the

youngs prophecy until several
4

lack of many building materials in the islands posed a formidable challenge

the

builders determined that local volcanic rock and coral could be crushed to make good concrete

au
1u

reinforced with steel the temple became
surface

at

5

a monolith of artificial stone

having a creamy white

those associated with building the temple were convinced that they had divine assistance

one point

construction came to a standstill because of the lack of lumber which was not

contractor ralph woolley samuels son prayed for divine assistance

abundant in the islands

two days later after

a particularly severe storm the people of laie spotted a freighter stranded on

a nearby coral reef

this

that side of the island

was a strange sight because ships of that size did not normally sail along

to

lighten his vessel the captain offered to give away his entire cargo
of
cargoof

lumber if the people would unload it young men from the community swam out to the ship threw
the lumber overboard
tempie
temple
tempie resumed

and lugged it up to the temple site

it was unloaded and work on the

6

realizing the possibilities of the cement surface the architects asked the first presidency
for permission to adorn the upper portion of the temple with sculptures

leo

approved and commissioned J
123 nearly life
size figures depict
lifesize

of adam to the present

the

when viewed from the ground

testament period

the

president joseph F smith

and avard fairbanks to do the work

gods dealings

in the resulting friezes

with man in four great dispensations from the time

figures lean slightly outward in order to present a better appearance

me
the

panel on the west presents the history of israel during the old

story of the book of mormon is represented in the north frieze including

the departure of hagoth
Polynesians
haroth and others believed to be among the ancestors of the polynesians

the

panel to the south depicts the new testament dispensation followed by the great apostasy

the

sculptures on the temples east front represent the latter
day restoration of the gospel with its saving
latterday
principles
1919

he

7

the hawaii temple

and its beautiful grounds were dedicated by heber J grant in

lamented that the polynesians beloved president joseph F smith had died the year

before so could not officiate on this eagerly anticipated occasion

internationalization under david

0

mckay
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during the 1950s david

0

international ization
mckay presided over an accelerated internationalization

of

following extensive

mormonism

once again this trend was reflected in temple building

discussions the

1952 made the historic
171952
first presidency and the quorum of the twelve on april 17

decision to build temples in europe

when david

0

mckay announced the selection of a temple

he emphasized that the church could bring temples closer to the people by

site in switzerland

constructing smaller buildings and more of them

the temples

architect testified that

when the

revelation came to make temples accessible to the saints abroad president mckay was also told
how to make the same ceremonies and covenants available to
the saints on the outskirts of
tome
zion
ofzion

8

modern equipment such as motion pictures made it possible to present the endowment in
using modem
a single ordinance room and in more than one language with far fewer than the usual number of

temple workers

other overseas temples announced during the 1950s included one near london

england and another in new zealand
As early as about 1928 the president of the new zealand mission john E magleby told

the small group of saints in the waikato valley that
would be built in this area

it would not be long until a

he further prophesied that

house of god

the waikato would become a gathering

place and that some time in the future the saints in new zealand would not need a passport to
go to the temple

9

in 1954 president mckay appointed wendell B mendenhall

who was then directing the

churchs pacific building program to confidentially investigate possible temple sites
mendenhall looked over various properties in new zealand
temple site

one day he felt impressed

under construction
recalled

the temple

elder

but felt that he had not yet seen the

to go to hamilton where the church college was then

while in the car on the way the whole thing came to me in an instant he
should be there by the college

the church

facilities for construction were

already there and that was the center of the population of the mission
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then

in my mind 1I could

see the area even before 1I arrived and I1 could envision the hill where the temple should stand

As

soon as 1I arrived at the college and drove over the top of the hill my whole vision was confirmed

this

hill commanded

a spectacular view not only of the church college but also of the fertile

waikato river valley

about ten days later president mckay arrived in hamilton
in the presence of others

elder mendenhall first met him

so nothing could be said about the question of a temple site

elder

mendenhall described their first visit to the hill

after we stepped from the car and were looking

around president mckay called me to one side

by the way he was looking at the hill 1I could tell

immediately what was on his mind
1I

I1 had not said a

knew what his question implied and

1I

word to him

he asked what

simply asked in return

what do you think president

and then in an almost prophetic tone he pronounced

mckay

do you think

this

is the place to build the

temple

the
property

owners of this choice hill had previously indicated that they did not wish to sell their

one morning following president mckays departure

mendenhall again met with them

from new zealand

elder

they still were not willing to sell by afternoon however elder

mendenhall had convinced them to change their minds

his account continues

elder george biesinger supervisor of church construction

in

new zealand

and 1I had

gone over the property very thoroughly and had put a valuation on it by breaking it down into
various lots and acres

we met with the attorney and he overpriced the property considerably

after discussing the matter for about an hour he said

would you be willing to consider this

purchase if 1I break this property down my way and arrive at its valuation
chance and said

and we hazarded the

yes

he figured the property

his way not knowing what was in our hearts or that we had our own

valuation on paper in our pockets

he passed his paper
114

to us

we looked at

it

it was exactly the

same figure right to the penny we had figured that morning before going to his office

thirty that evening we had the signed papers

all of the construction
devised the

labor missionary

0

at

o

was done by volunteer labor

beginning in 1950 the church had

program to build badly needed chapels and schools in the pacific

experienced builders responding to mission calls acted as supervisors

young men from the

learning valuable skills in the process
islands also serving as missionaries donated their labor leaming
local saints did their part by feeding and housing these missionaries

maoris from new zealand

five

the

most of the volunteers were

although each of the other pacific missions agreed to provide four

workers throughout the period of construction

despite having extensive building projects of their

own one group who had come from a branch 350 miles away declined to take any days off despite
heavy rains

seventy inches fell during the first year of construction

some changed into dry

clothing at noon in order to continue their work during one weekend half of the volunteers were
not members odthe
of the church
ofthe

were eventually baptized

of a group of fifty

this temple

nonmembers who worked on the temple fortyfive
forty five

and the adjacent church college were dedicated by president

mckay in 1958
even with the construction of the new zealand temple pacific saints from other areas still
had to make substantial sacrifice to get there

for

instance

a man from western

australia had to

sell his car and furniture in order to make the journey which was longer than the distance from san

francisco to new york

what matter the price of these earthly things in comparison with the

gained1111 A tongan family sold their livestock went without new shoes or
blessings here to be gained
other necessities the children worked and saved for two years and the father rode a bicycle rather
than driving a car so that they could go to the new zealand temple and be sealed

although air fare from tahiti to new zealand represented

12

approximately eight months

wages sixty four made the trip to the temple in 1964 being aware of this groups difficult financial
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situation church members in new zealand arranged to pick them up at the airport bus them 75

one of the tahitians was tahaure
tahauri

miles and to house and feed them near the temple at no cost

seventy five year old pearl shell diver who had saved for over thirty years to come to
hutihuti a seventyfive
the temple

when the group arrived just after midnight they saw the floodlighted temple atop a

knoll hutihuti and others climbed off the bus knelt on the ground and offered a prayer of thanks

the

dream of a lifetime was realized

he could now be sealed to his wife and forebears

13

emphasis
president kimballs
aims challenge and EmR
alms
Kimb alPs
hasis
president spencer W kimball gave renewed emphasis to the churchs worldwide mission

in 1974 he unfolded his vision of how the entire world might be converted and challenged the
saints to lengthen your stride in all facets of church activity he gave specific emphasis to temple
work declaring that he sensed the same urgency in this service as in the churchs missionary
obligation to share the gospel with the world

new temples were announced for sao paulo the first in latin america
in

asia

mexico city and seattle

there were even plans for

tokyo the first

a second temple in the

salt lake

had
built
valley not since the 1880s when the logan manti and salt lake temples were being bulit
builthad

there been more than three temples under construction at once
were also announced in 1977 for a temple in american samoa
living in samoa tonga french polynesia tahiti

and

As part

of this expansion plans

it was to serve the latterday
latter day saints

fiji the temples design included

tall spire rising above the buildings rounded roof and surrounding palms

a single

one of the most unique

temples of the church the samoa temple was designed to fit comfortably in the island setting and
still have the special feeling of a sacred house of the

superceded by another announcement

lord

just three years later
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14

these plans however were

the

1970s brought yet another unprecedented

logan and hawaii temples were completely renovated
instructions by means of motion pictures

development

the arizona st

george

to allow the presentation of endowment

so extensive were the changes in these buildings that for

the first time in church history they were opened for public tours prior to their rededication
1978 open house at the hawaii

goodwill
will toward the church and its people
temple created new good

missionaries received some 55000 referrals as nonmembers signed the temples guest register
non
latter day saint teacher
nonlatterday

tropical climate children typically would have worn rubber sandals

the

in

15

renovation of these temples expanded their capacity for ordinance work

five years prior to the hawaii

A

in honolulu so impressed her elementary school students with the

sanctity of the temple that some of them bought new shoes before attending the open house

hawaiis

the

during the

temples reconstruction there had been an annual average total of

45000 endowments for the dead during the corresponding period following the reconstruction the
yearly totals averaged 59000 a 31 percent increase

president kimball also announced

name extraction

through this new program local

saints took names for temple ordinances from microfilmed records

this

activity generated the

highly useful computerized international genealogical index and enabled temple districts to provide
sufficient names for their own temple service

joseph smiths 1836 vision of the celestial kingdom and joseph F
in 1976 two new items
itemsjoseph
were added to the standard works this
worldwere
smiths 1918 vision of christs ministry in the spirit world
was the first expansion of the scriptural canon in nearly threequarters
three quarters

of a century

both of these

revelations provided added doctrinal support for the enlarged emphasis on temple activity

1980s
explosion in temple
tempie construction during the 198qs
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A dramatic

acceleration

in temple construction

came in

april

1980

when the first

presidency announced that seven new temples were to be built these included the first temple in
the southeastern united states two more in south america and four in the pacific by 1984 a total

of twenty six new temples were announced even including one in the german democratic republic
most of them were located where they could make sacred blessings available to the living even
though they might not contribute large numbers of ordinances for the dead
intensive period of temple building in the history of the church affirmed the

now begins the most

first presidency

we

know that as our people meet the high moral standards required of those who would enter the
temple their marriages

the first

family life and individual lives will be strengthened

presidency emphasized that these new temples would be of such a quality that they

would be pleasing to all and yet could be constructed

the

members to bear

purpose

17

16

at a cost that will not be burdensome for

character and beauty of the new temples will be in keeping with their sacred

these temples were comparatively small having a floor space of from 7000 to 27000

square feet

furthermore

these temples were designed in families rather than individually thus

substantially cutting the cost of planning

australia temples were similar

for

example the designs of the new samoa tonga and

architect emil fetzer explained that a group of temples would

follow a basic plan with perhaps some slight modifications to make the outward appearance fit the
local culture

1

though small these plans were quite efficient hence the new temples sometimes

had a greater capacity than earlier larger temples
A spirit

of excitement and anticipation mounted

as the

tonga and samoa temples were

completed in 1983 traditional open houses commenced with special tours arranged for government
leaders

me
the

head of state of western samoa declared

it will now be possible for the members

of the latter
day saints church to worship and to observe all the requirements of their faith right
latterday
here in samoa

1I

overflowing
everflowing
flowing source of spiritual blessing for all
pray that this temple will be an ever
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those who will worship in it
escort

1

As

tongan royalty entered the celestial room the queen said

I want you to know that 1I have a feeling of peace here

to her

19

bhinckley recalled
brinckley
hinckley
reflecting on the dedication of these pacific temples president gordon B
that

through ancient prophets the lord promised that in the latter days he would remember his

we have witnessed a marvelous fulfillment of these prophecies

people on the isles of the sea

m
120

in the following months local church leaders noticed that families attending the temple were
happier and more united

attendance

at meetings and tithing faithfulness

members took their testimonies more seriously

increased

and that

21

wor
tempie work
genealogies and temple
for

centuries the polynesian peoples had kept genealogies in various forms such as wooden

carvings in tonga or as oral traditions memorized and passed down from generation to generation

during the early years of the twentieth century mr abraham Forr
Fo mander
iander
lander
convinced the people to write down their oral legends

a hawaiian historian

he translated them

and found that some

of the genealogies extended back to the time of christ the results of his work were published in
six large volumes

for twenty

years

commented

susa young gates

this hawaiian

genealogist

and

antiquarian has been at work on the preparation of these volumes and now with the completion
the hawaiian temple comes the publication of this master work for the people of that land
of
odthe
ofthe

surely god moves

in a mysterious way his wonders to perform

2

individual pacific saints also felt the responsibility to collect records to form the basis of
vicarious temple service

elder gordon

B

hinckley recalled a faithful sister who brought her precious genealogical record

to the new zealand temple

A little woman came with her husband

119

they were evidently of

extremely modest circumstances

of remembrance

she held in her hand a straw basket and in the basket

the record of her people laboriously gathered

to the

a

book

temple she brought that

record out of the love bom
born of the gospel that those of her people who had gone before might
oy the rich blessin
enjoy
blessings
en
9 s of which she bore testimony

23

twentieth century expansion the accelerated internationalization
international ization under david 0
thus early twentiethcentury

mckay the added emphasis on temple service by spencer W kimball the 1980s explosion
temple building instances of divine guidance

and examples of individual

faithfulness all were reflected through temples in the pacific

120
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latter day saints
latterday
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utah genealogical and historical

THE FIRST MORMON

missionary

WOMEN

IN THE PACIFIC

1852

1850
by

maria

S

ellsworth

louisa barnes pratt and her sister caroline barnes crosby
stood on the deck of the brig jane A hersey with other
missionaries from utah gazing at the island tubuai
tubuli in the society
islands it was the 19th of october 1850 both women having
suffered with sea sickness for the entire voyage now looked
longingly at the lush green island thinking of fresh fruit
however because of adverse winds they could not land for more
than a day giving them time to speak again of the unusual events
brought
them and their families half way around the
hem
ought hen
that had br
world to this island mission
was it when caroline a
how and when did it all begin
canadian married jonathan crosby a mormon and was herself
or did

it

later

the couple enroute to
live at kirtland stopped near lake erie to visit louisa and
family and introduced them to their new religion it was the
crosbys who converted the pratts still later while both
families were in nauvoo addison louisas husband a former
seaman having spent six months in hawaii asked the prophet
joseph smith about the islanders that question from pratt
prompted the first mission call to addison and three companions
in 1843 now his family with others had come to sustain the
mission he began seven years earlier
converted

begin
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when

first

converts among the natives of the
pacific were made and a branch of the church organized by pratt
grouard
F
brought hundreds of natives
pratt
benjaman
and
later
on other islands into the church
in 1846 pratt worried with
no word from his family returned to american via california and
found his family in salt lake valley after a five years four
months separation
elder pratt was called at once to return to
the islands another separation was more than louisa could
endure and she used her influence with brigham young to have
herself and her sister and husband called to go with them
several others were called to the island mission also but
because there was a special urgency to get missionaries back to
the islands pratt and james brown were sent ahead louisa and
tubuai
others followed the next spring when they arrived at tubuli
their joy at completing a successful voyage was greatly dampened
here on tubuai
tubuli the

learning that pratt and brown were on tahiti restricted by
preachinguntil
the french from preaching
until certain questions were answered
it had been seven years since louisa and caroline had seen
elder grouard much had happened to each later there would be
time to spend in days of talking now grouard came aboard the
brig to take them ashore giving each a tahitian name as he
introduced them to the saints gathered on the beach first came
louisa and her daughters ellen frances lois and ann louise
ages 19 to 12
then caroline and jonathan and their fifteen year
busboys
old son alma then followed three couples the tompkins busbys
reys
mcmurtteys
McMurt rays
and mcmurtrays
rets special friends of the pratts with interest in
by
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the islands

and

there were three single elders sidney hanks

julian moses
in writing of their arrival caroline said

simeon dunn and

our hearts were all revived and comforted by a welcome
reception from the natives who met us to shake hands and say
your honor meaning peace be with you until our hands and
arms were actually tired
their curiosity was as much
excited to see us as ours would have been to have seen a
caravan of animals
1

louisa in describing the island was pleased with its
picturesque appearance
the beach being skirted with ito and burau trees also with
bananas and coconuts and a variety of shrubbery of the most
the buildings though far from elegant
livid green
have an appearance of romance
white cottages in the
little
woods shining through the great trees away from the bustle
of the busy world far over the mighty ocean the buildings
are low but very long plastered inside and out with lime
made from the coral rocks there cannot be a purer white
A feast was prepared
every dish entirely new except foul
and fish
it was all delicious to my taste wrote louisa
evening drew near the singers came in to sing
long grass was
laid for a floor on which they were seated the music was
delightful their voices loud and clear and no people can excel
3
such
them in keeping time
of their singing caroline said 11such
perfect harmony 1I never heard before especially from those who
never learned rules of music
the following day housing arrangements were made only
then was it possible for each to share experience of the past
years and for grouard to learn of the changes that had taken
place in the church during his long absence louisa had an
interesting story to tell of her years caring for a family in the
2

4
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absence of her husband
in nauvoo she had tailored a suit of
clothes for joseph and hyrum smith taught school and while at
winter quarters had suffered with scurvy finally on september
28

1848

she was joined in

had come from

salt lake valley

california with

members of

by

the

her husband

mormon

who

battalion

then how after only a few days addisons second call to the
mission had come and how she arranged to be called with her
family
much

that

of grouards story was

known from

elder

pratts

report

early age and had been married
to a moll flanders type in philadelphia all before joining the
receiving
receiv ing a mission call louisa remembered grouard
church and receive
merry
cry
rry while in nauvoo now she described him as
as handsome and me
having acquired the air of dignity and sobriety simulating him
grouard told the missionaries of the
with a catholic monk
death of his first native wife who left an infant daughter and of
marriageto
marriage
geto
to nahina also a chain island lass who had just
his marria
given birth to a second son
after learning personal stories the talk turned to the
changes seven years had brought to the church the practice of
he had been a seaman from an

5

polygamy must have shocked grouard and

likely

he smiled as he

his spirited letter to brigham young defending
grouards action in taking a wife in the islands when he was not
remembered

divorced from the one in america the exodus had brought many
other changes to the church in utah
while waiting addison pratts release from tahiti and his
126

m
new
the
january
missionaries
issionaries settled
in
at
tubuai
late
tubuli
arrival
at the village of mataura
kataura living almost like natives while trying
to learn the language discouragement and ill health caused some
couples to leave the mission this left louisa and daughters

the crosbys and three single elders
of pratts arrival louisa wrote
the news flew like lightening over the village the whole
population assembled at the landing to greet and welcome
their old friend and missionary
he had been three years absent from them and great was
their declamations of joy on seeing his return to their
island notwithstanding their eagerness to grasp his hand
as they crowded to the waters edge they parted to make an
opening for his wife and children to salute him firsts
first
showing more consideration than many persons would in more
the
civilized life it was a great day for us all
natives hastened to make a feast and a great6 one it was
for the vast amount of food that was cooked
one of the major problems of the mission was that of interisland transportation of missionaries this was solved with the
a ship called ravaai
aship
ravali the
construction by the missionaries of arhip
fisherman
but to get it launched required all hands on the
island descriptions of the event are unique in literature

louisa wrote

soon as the accustomed ceremonies were over the building
of the schooner was commenced at mahu on the opposite side
mr grouard was competent to construct
of the island
the vessel from the keel to the topmast mr pratt could

As

jonathan a carpenter built the cabin
the sails
the vessel was eighty tons burthen with twelve double
was for the benefit of the
berths in the cabin
this
mission it was built of tamara wood island mahogany
about the middle of may
timber of the most enduring kind
51 we were all invited over to witness the launching of the
new schooner
the singers had long been practicing new
tunes to sing on the grand occasion the vessel had to be
drawn a considerable distance by hand it would require all
the strength the island afforded those who were not
make

7
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they would not lend their
of the church protested
grant them a dance permission
aid unless the king would
was given and great preparations were made and untiring
skill to invent ornaments
they were engaged in making native cloth from the bark of
the
the paper mulberry trees for a long time before
launching they made it fine bleached to a snowy
whiteness then stamped with brilliant colors all of home
production shapes of birds flowers and fishes were
painted on their robes letters and wheels all of the
brightest tints which contrasted strikingly with the white
groundwork
males and females were dressed in white
their
robes all the same fashion made whole two yards in length
with a hole in the center to put the head through these
thrown carelessly over their white dresses gave them a
tasteful appearance early monday morning we were assembled
to witness the parade
there were two large companies each company occupying their
own space of ground in the dance
iahad
had no music except
they
yhad
th
so loud and clear one might imagine
their own vocal element
was
dancing
himself listening to an italian 1bab
their
7
a
n keeping time
exac
exactness
with form and order great
to
elac
exercisea
exercised
nehe unheard of gestures
describe the different exercises
exercise lehe
and the scene throughout would require the art of a
sculptor and painter and they would come short of a just
delineation the pile of food far exceeded all the other
wonders
to see provisions enough to last two hundred and
fifty persons a whole week all cooked and laid ina one huge
pile bound in bundles so thick with leaves not particle
of air could penetrate it no more than it can jars of fruit
hermetically sealed pigs weighing more than a hundred
weight roasted whole tied up in the usual style thrown8
onto the heap till it looked like a haystack of leaves
louisa continued
when the first exercise of dancing was over they commenced
pulling at the ropes fastened to the vessels sides to move
they were obliged to take
towards the corral reef
it
advantage of low tides or stand in deep water
the
kings son was captain stood in his place with the scarlet
coat on 1I had make him with a glittering sword in his hand
four successive days it was moved a short distance each
day
the labor continued till the foodwe was all consumed
returned to our
the work was suspended to cook more
homes
ravali the
about the middle of may the schooner ravaai
fisherman was brought round to the village where we lived
great rejoicing was manifest when she was seen under full
preparations had been made for a voyage to
sail
tahiti and the chain islands mr grouard was appointed
members

n

I1

a
i

4
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an

mate 9 mr P and our eldest
captain alexander first
daughter took passage on board
on
went
except
hanks
this voyage leaving louisa
of
the
elders
all
however they
and caroline and their children rather lonely
picked up their routine of teaching writing and sewing
every day found me at the old fare aurora
prayer house
burora
wrote louisa teaching native children in their own language to
read and write my own and the half breeds in english the
remainder of the time 1I devoted to my journal and letter writing
together with studying that language and translating the whole
1

time was entirely occupied

while the ravaai
ravali

10

its first

louisa had time to
read mr williams history of the english missionaries
enterprises in the south sea islands she gave those
ashing
publishing
ishing the bible and hymn books
missionaries great credit for publ
in tahitian she found that the grown people were all fond of
reading their bibles and considered them a prize possession
louisa spent most of her time at what the natives called
she described it as the most comfortable
the house of prayer
place on the island
each
built as it is over the water six large windows onopen
or
side with slots instead of glass and sash thrown
closed to suit high or low breezes in that the heat is
never oppressive there 1I teach the children at an early
hour in the morning A long class of boys a few little
above all do 1I endeavor to teach them to hold
girls
themselves erect on their seats a habit they are almost as
unacquainted with as our domestic animals they seem to
writhe and twist themselves in all manner of positions
and yet they seem intelligent and shrewd as other
children having a desire to learn
caroline herself a teacher wrote of pratt beginning to
was on

129

voyage

As
teach arithmetic to the natives after his return in july
for myself 1I do not understand their language well enough yet to
assist them much in that branch but can teach the younger ones
12
to read
caroline and louisa along with ellen frances and lois
tutored promising native children in reading speaking english
and in social skills
louisa took the french governors native
daughter as a special charge she found her beautiful and
intelligent caroline had little luna williams the daughter of a
ships captain whom she described as running wild with no
clothes on ellen and her sisters frances and lois made great
progress with the children in their care fifteen year old lois
taught the boy to be obedient and the girl to stop telling
queen pitomia became impressed with the progress of
falsehoods
the native children and asked caroline to take her son darius who
was the same age as alma into her home to teach
caroline wrote
the habit of running free that they had to
that darius was so in thehabit
hin
hii
keep him indoors in order to make any progress in teaching him

there were other tasks for the
called on to bless the sick

women

louisa

was

often

promising young woman is sick whom 1I have visited she
needs treatment of some kind all the medicine 1I have is a
1I used herbs and
bundle of hops and a little sage
an
encourage them to have faith in their efficacy
elderly woman came to me in the night wished me to go and
see her sister who was very sick 1I arose from my bed and
1I prayed and laid my hands on the sick
went with her
woman
1I told her she should be better in the morning and
so it proved
consecrated oil which we brought with us
on
often
from home has been blessed to their use
all
13
account of the faith they have in it
A
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with the help of ellen who mastered the language louisa and
caroline conducted a weekly meeting with the sisters called a
prayer meeting
caroline wrote their teaching had been mostly
our female meetings are becoming tolerable
four
by example however

interesting

sister ellen pratt

has obtained a sufficiency of

the language to be able to act as an interpreter for her mother
14
and myself
of the meetings louisa wrote that ellen had
become proficient in explaining scriptures from the book of
mormon and the bible
louisa started by writing a talk and
having grouard translate it into tahitian and then read it to
the sisters on the 12th of january she wrote
today was our weekly prayer meeting 1I spoke to the sisters
twice at considerable length every attempt 1I made 1I speak
with more ease
at the close 1I asked them if they
understood me well they replied they did and 15 felt great
joy that 1I could speak their language so well
the next week she recorded
1I feel gratified at the progress 1I am making in acquiring
the language when 1I am put to the test have no
y hearers
good
be
to
interpreter 1I quite astonish mm16y
is
it
16
compelled to speak for myself
and february 26th
seemed
today spoke at some length in our prayer meeting
it
1I could feel that 1I
words were 17given me as 1I needed
that
was understood
in march louisa while translating a chapter from the
tahitian bible into english wrote 1 I really admire the language

it is

spoken with so much ease

18

in addition to teaching the island children holding
meetings with the sisters and helping with the sick louisa and
caroline set an example in keeping their homes and grounds clean
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louisa wrote of teaching the tahitian wife of bro layton to

keep

house

introduced the subject in a plausible manner so as not to
give offense the young girl readily acquiesced seeming to
believe it would be a nice affair to know how to keep house
mau ta
or foreign girls
was
imau
tamahine
tamasine papa
like igau
mahine
it
astonishing the amount of rubbish we hoed out of one room
then a fire in the dooryard completely revolutionized the
premises after this frances our second daughter
proposed occupying the room teaching the two little boys
and further instructing the girl in rules pertaining to
1I

everyday

life

1

louisa also taught the sisters to clean the house of prayer
the seats scoured with sand new business to the natives when
1I told them
completed they seemed delighted with its appearance
it must be cleaned every month that the lord would be the better
pleased with us for a strict observance of cleanliness the
appointed time is saturday preceding the sacrament of the lords

supper

20

the missionary families showed great interest in the daily
activities of the natives because food was prepared for a week
in advance it gave free time for the natives to earn money by
preparing arrowroot and lime juice for the tahitian market
caroline described the process
the natives have gone to dig arrowroot leaving the old and
the very young
the natives come home occasionally with
a boat load of pear which some of those who remained at
home commence scraping and preparing as we do irish potatoes
they strain it
for making starch only on a larger scale
into canoes let it settle then spread it out to dry after
which it is used similar to flour
is very saleable at
it
the natives use but very little of it themselves
tahiti
being under the necessity of selling it to buy their
clothes
louisa was impressed with the vast amount of taro drying in
21
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the sun she enjoyed making delicate dishes by using eggs and
milk of the young coconut of their preparations of cash crops
she wrote

while this labor was going on the dancers
all theexercises
the members of the church did not
their
was

kept up
mingle
with those in their dancing though their labor
preformed
custom
amusement
make
to
of
in common it is their
nearly
22
every kind of labor
while preparing lime juice she wrote

they make a frolic all get together and sing while
gathering the limes they must have a new song at every
own
no
make
matter whether it rhymes bby
tree
their
ali
ail
all
av
freeall
treeall
2v
rule or not they can twist the tune to fit the metre
the missionaries also made their own music and found ways to
be entertained
usually at the crosby home they with friends
gathered to sing and listen to their own band as they called it
jonathan with violin or flute ellen with her accordion and at
times alma with his violin at holiday times their homes were
decorated the second christmas louisa recorded
in the center of the room a large pillar supports the roof
by theside
the side of it 1I placed two small ito trees of the 1 most
livid green extending almost to the roof to these I
attached the long yellow tea leaves of which the females
make wreaths on account of their bright color and pleasant
flavor 1I added to these the bright fresh flowers of the
burau scattered about among the branches forming a pleasing
contrast of lively green and yellow in the same manner
over head and around the entire room 1I hung boughs flowers
and branches of the lime tree with the fruit on
for our
most intimate friends we prepared a splendid dinner to
which they were invited bringing the food to the mission
1I told them the object was to celebrate the birthday
house
of our savior
after dinner we held a prayer meeting
the glass lamps in
at evening illuminated the house with ail
ali over
all
a mantle
the village the brilliant lights threw
all
of romance exceeding anything 1I had ever seen24 brother
crosby and ellen made the instrumental music
caroline in commenting on the day wrote we all dressed

ail
all
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ourselves in our sunday clothes and treated the day with that
25
respect which we had been accustomed to in our childhood
other forms of recreation for the families were excursions
around the island searching the beaches for shells and specimens
of coral or hikes into the mountains once sixteen members went
to a nearby island and spent the night shelters were made to
sleep in and fish caught to eat along with the tarrow and papoi
they took with them they found fruit and coconut and had a
1125

feast

it

is not surprising that the monotony of island life began
to affect louisa and especially frances they longed for the
social life they were missing in the salt lake valley louisa

longed for stimulating company and complained when there was only
the sound of the old women pounding tapa cloth she called it
however caroline confided in her journal
dull dull dull
one would certainly imagine that persons so much accustomed
would be very lonely in so retired
to company as we are
a corner of the earth but this island is so pleasantly
situated such a calmness and serenity pervading it
together with the great variety of fruit with which it is
loaded that a calm26contemplative mind could not in my

opinion be unhappy

assion
mission
ssion
several factors combined to bring an end to the mi
not only were louisa and her daughter frances unhappy but the
missionaries had difficulty keeping their promise to the french
government that the mission would be selfsupporting
self supporting and not rely
on the natives for help
the couples that left early to return
the
to utah failed to enlist financial support for the mission
most difficult problem however was the action of the french
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government in no longer prohibiting the

heathen

dances

and

allowing the sale of liquor to the natives
it became obvious to
the missionaries that they could not continue to be successful
under the changed circumstances and they determined to return
home with the hope of a future return
caroline was concerned for the personal safety of the
families in this situation writing yesterday they had the
greatest dance and pow wow that 1I ever heard but as they had no
intoxicating drink among them we were not in the least afraid of
27
another time she wrote ellen
their doing mischief

returned from her fathers after we were all in bed and her
father and br G accompanied her her father proposed that she
and 1I should lodge together jonathan was in tahiti and that br
G
should sleep in the middle of the room as a tiai or watch on
28
account of the drunkards who were carousing about
of the natives response to the new situation she wrote
those who do not belong to the church say that it is not
because they do not believe the gospel and respect us that
they are not baptized but that they have been so long kept
under restraint by the english missionaries and now the law
of the french permits them to sing and dance as much as they
please and they wish to enjoy it a little longer but in
now and then a
addition to that they also wish to have
29
drunken frolic as they have today
once the decision had been made to leave the mission

events
moved swiftly
it was agreed that the schooner would have to be
sold and from the proceeds the part owed the missionaries would
be used to help pay to transport the families to the states
jonathan went to tahiti and built a house under contract to help
with finances caroline determined to accomplish a number of
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she would speak to the sisters in
a
queen
as
a
quilt
gift
and make
for
the
own
make
language
their
of her attempt at speaking tahitian
new clothes for her family
1I however succeeded
she confided 1 I felt it quite a cross

things in the time remaining

anticipated
louisa reported today sister
crosby spoke to the native sisters in their language for the
first time she has not devoted so much time to study as 1I

better than 1I

have

had

30

31

9th of march caroline cut the pieces for the quilt
the ath
she planned to give to the queen by working on it steadily she
finished the top made the lining and attached it to the quilting
with help from louisa ellen and even grouard it was
frames
quilted and finished by the 20th caroline sent it to the queen
pitomai
dacius
Pi
darius
rius louisa said the pattern was of the
tomai vahine by da
rising sun and that the queen would be delighted with it as it
was really beautiful
then to celebrate having finished the
quilt both caroline and louisa went bathing in the ocean that
night at low tide
the native saints were troubled over the missionaries plan
to leave louisa wrote that the chief hatau
batau with thoughtful
when you are gone the children you have been
looks said
teaching will go back to the state they were in when you came
32
and all your labor will be lost
at the weekly prayer meeting
louisa told the sisters the work of the lord is great and
requires us to work fast we must not stay too long in one
33
place
the missionary families found it hard to part with
on

11
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special friends telii
celii who with husband had kept house for
Haam etua his wife and children
pratt on his first mission and haametua
early in march louisa wrote
had become especially dear to them
that celii
telii came to talk with her about going to california
she cannot be reconciled to have us go and leave her we
told her we would do all in our power to provide a way for
her to go when 1I see the people look sad 1I feel grieved
that means cannot be had to take them all with us but many
of the 34church members have relatives who would oppose their
going
on

april first the

women

held their prayer meetings

caroline wrote
1I felt quite affected with the idea of its being the last of
our assembling with them
they had all ceased
after
speaking and praying we sister P ellen and myself went
to each of them separately laid our hands upon their heads
and blessed them in the name of the lord
spirit
the good
35
accompanied us our meeting continued quite late
of the final meeting louisa wrote
1I said many things with a view to console them
grieves
it
me that means cannot be had to take them all with us
but
many of the church members have relatives who would oppose
me
grieves
to the heart to leave the
their going
it
we appointed telii
children we have taught so long
celii
hoarau the good old chief to assist her
their guardian and hoatau
1I could take them with me to the
oh
in counsel
that
36
church

april at about four in the afternoon
taking caroline recorded
leavetaking
of their leave

on tuesday the 6th
ath of

the families sailed
ea orano and
the natives almost universally called to say eaorano
bring some little present 1I knew not the day before
whether we should have sufficient food brought to last us to
but when the day for our departure arrived the food
tahiti
was brought in so bountifully that br G said 1I had plenty
1I was truly affected with
to go to california with
the kindness and attention of the brethren and sisters and
the regret seemed to experience at our leaving them
the evening was remarkably pleasant we could distinctly
hear them from the shore after we got well underway
1I
outou which is peace be with you
shouting ea orana coutou
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have no doubt but that the dear creatures 37felt very lonely
and will continue to feel so for sometime
we can be sure that the saints on tubuai
tubuli missed the women
missionaries and their families As to the influence of louisa

caroline we can only surmise we do know that though contact
with missionaries was cut off for forty years the saints on
tubuai
tubuli stayed much closer to church teachings than did the saints
in other areas of the society islands today saints there take
great pride in tubuai
tubuli having been the first organized branch of
the church in the pacific we are told today that members when
moving to other islands give strength to their new wards and
stakes and carry with them the reputation of hard workers we
also know that there is a tradition on tubuai
tubuli of saints keeping
their yards clean going beyond their own property into the
street and down to the ocean then there is the unusual practice
on tubuli
tubuai of making and giving quilts to important visitors as
parting gifts A tradition that was begun by caroline making a
gift of a quilt to the queen there may be other examples of the
lasting influence of these two women who spent eighteen months
living with and teaching the saints on tubuai
tubuli today their
example is followed by the church in sending couples to live with
the saints in remote areas of the world
today we have both written and oral record of the effect the
mission had on the lives of the pratt and crosby families the
journals kept while on their missions Lou
louidas
louisas
isas was bound in tapa
cloth are full of their island experiences later writings in
both journals and letters have tahitian words and phrases
and
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comes from
oral tread
triad
tion
tradition
9 e
rr
e
descendants of lois
lols pratt hunt stories are told of her speaking
lots
tahitian and singing songs as well as teaching some phrases to
her children shells that she brought back from the islands were
treasured by her children and grandchildren the shells 1I
grandmother are prized
greatgrandmother
inherited from great
among the pratt family papers are letters with tahitian
expressions and one written entirely in tahitian that was sent by
Haam
etua to louisa frances pratt dyer while living apart from
haametua
1
family
with
in
I send
california often closed her letters
her
much love to the fethi
fetii atoa
a1etter
in a abetter
letter frances wrote in 1864 to her sister ellen from
ietter
san francisco she spoke of the heat keeping her awake
every thing seems to bring so visibly to mindas
mind as 1I sit here
looking out those warm nights in the islands when you and
1I used to get up and put on our native dresses and go and
makes
walk up and down the beach how pleasant that was
it
me feel cool to think of it
you remember the night
dont
pahatilo
Pah
loll was that his 38name
followed us only
atilo
that old pahatiloll
Pahati
think of his making you an offer
on leaving the islands louisa wrote in her journal
1I bid farewell to the beautiful islands
never do 1I expect
to greet them again could the desire of my heart be
granted 1I would make a request that the lovely island of
might someday in the unknown future belong to the
tahiti
poor saints who have suffered and endured great 39
tribulations patiently for the gospel of christ

reflecting

memories of the mission
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